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Preface
Journey2Wholeness is our follow-on series,
after working through Journey2Freedom.
J2W deals with the very important “other side
of the coin” to deliverance and breaking
generational curses — inner/emotional
healing and maturity. Both dealing with
deliverance and inner healing are so
essential in themselves ... but you cannot
have the one without the other!
While J2F focused on cleaning you up,
closing illegal gateways, and breaking
bondages — J2W focuses on emotional
pain, inner wounds, arrested development,
and restoration. Like J2F, this series is quite
intensive — J2W is really the practical “how to” series in walking in complete healing and
victory. There are no lasting band-aids or plasters (B.E.E.P.S.) to inner wounds and pain,
only the everlasting Cure of Y'shua 1 (Jesus) Messiah and His Ways.
Malachi' 4:6! “6!And! he! shall! turn! and! reconcile! the! hearts! of! the! [estranged]! fathers! to! the! [un6Godly]!
children,!and!the!hearts!of!the![rebellious]!children!to![the!piety!of]! their!fathers![a!reconcilia<on!produced!
by!repentance!of!the!un6Godly],!lest!I!come!and!smite!the!land!with!a!curse!and!a!ban!of!u@er!destruc<on.”!

Walking continuously in victory IS POSSIBLE in and by HIM!

1&Y’shua&(Hebrew)&is&Jesus’&real&name,&which&means&“Salva8on”.&We&have&no&problem&with&

the&name&“Jesus”&—&it&is&merely&the&Greek&translitera8on&of&“Y’shua”.&Jesus&is&the&name&
most&of&us&grew&up&with.&Remember&though,&Y’shua&was&a&Jew,&of&the&Tribe&of&Judah,&not&a&
Greek.&It’s&sort&of&like&this&…&when&you&come&to&know&someone’s&real&name,&you&want&to&
use&it,&hence&the&use&of&Y’shua&instead&of&Jesus.&Another&powerful&reason&to&use&Y’shua&is&
that&every&8me&you&say&His&Name,&you&are&proclaiming&“Salva8on”.&You&will&also&note&in&
some&places,&we&have&used&the&real&Name&of&the&FATHER,&YHVH.&The&Name&is&made&up&of&
the&Hebrew&le`ers,&YodaHeyaVavaHey,&and&is&most&commonly&pronounced&“Yahweh”&or&
“Jehovah”.&Again,&we&have&chosen&to&use&this,&as&YHVH&is&the&FATHER’s&Name.
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Part(1:

Our Biological
Mind
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ALL Interconnected!
A certain Dr. Arthur Janov states — “Pain is at the core of mental and physical illness —
that is, pain that comes from trauma and unmet needs.”
He was not even aware of the GREAT impact this kind of pain can also have on the
SPIRIT of the individual.
In J2F, we looked at the effect unresolved hurt has on our WHOLE being — we must keep
in mind, our body, soul, and spirit are INTERCONNECTED! That is, each one AFFECTS
the rest! Emotional PAIN and unresolved hurts WILL affect our physical bodies and spirit
(and all our relationships) — it is similar to a domino effect.
Science has discovered that the brain does NOT discern between emotional and physical
PAIN, but that it all enters the brain as a bundle of electrochemical impulses!

Pain linked to EMOTIONS can most certainly also affect our BODIES. Stress-related
DISEASES are a good example of such an effect. We must use the un-Godly symptoms/
FRUIT of our lives to GAGE and DISCERN those areas that still need to be addressed and
HEALED. If you see FRUITS of EXTREME:
•

SELF-ESTEEM ISSUES!

•

B.E.E.P.S.!

•

CONTROLLING!

•

IMMATURITY!

•

DOUBLE-MINDED, INDECISIVE!

•

UNTEACHABLE!

•

REBELLIOUS!

•

STRESS!
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•

ILLNESSES!

•

UNHEALTHY BODIES!

•

EMOTIONS!
-

Anger

-

Fear

-

Rage

-

Depression

You know there are some ROOTS that need to STILL be dealt with ...

LOVE is the FOUNDATION.
Our need for LOVE is the most BASIC need we have. ALL other needs are satisfied when
we are LOVED. When this basic need is UNMET, it forms a strong foundation for other
HURTS and trauma. When our “LOVE foundation” is low, further HURTS will affect us
more SEVERELY, as we don’t have the CAPACITY to COPE. Until HEALED by the
FATHER, we are trapped in this CYCLE of PAIN, and will be ARRESTED in our
development!

What is a THOUGHT?
For every thought that arises in your MIND there is a corresponding electrochemical
reaction in your BRAIN. EVERY time you think, chemicals flow through your body in
response, in magnificently complex electro-chemical feedback loops. These chemicals
produce electromagnetic waves. At any one moment, your brain is creatively performing
about 400 billion actions, of which you will only be conscious of around 2,000. Each of
these actions has a chemical and an electrical component.

Emotion “chemicals” in the brain.
When you feel HAPPY, your brain releases ENDORPHINS, the “feel good” chemicals of
the body. Exercise and physical activity, as well as LAUGHTER and smiling, release
ENDORPHINS — important for those suffering with DEPRESSION!
When you feel sad, your brain releases a different type of chemical. The brain is like a
factory that produces all sorts of different chemicals, depending on what type of emotion
you may be experiencing.
When you experience any NEGATIVE emotion, your body releases STRESS hormones to
deal with the TRAUMA. If you are continually in a state of:
•

STRESS,

•

Worry or ANXIETY,

•

FEARFUL,

•

Are ANGRY/frustrated,
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•

Are BITTER,

•

Sad or DEPRESSED,

•

And these ISSUES are not dealt with ...

This can lead to a number of HEALTH problems! Remember, our body, soul, and spirit are
INTERCONNECTED!
The TOP destructive EMOTIONS include:
•

Anger/Rage

•

Resentment

•

Bitterness

•

Depression

•

Worry/Anxiety

•

Frustration

•

Fear

•

Excessive Grief

•

Guilt

Proverbs'23:7!“7!!For!as!he!thinks!in!his!heart,!so!is!he!...”!

Science is proving the BIBLE — what you THINK 2 affects YOU!
Research shows that 87% of illnesses can be attributed to our thought life, and only 13%
to diet, genetics, and environment. Medical science has directly linked emotions such as
depression to an increased risk of cancer and heart disease.

Thoughts are POWERFUL!
Thoughts cause REACTIONS and CHANGES within our bodies. A thought has been
shown to actually cause structural changes in a cell’s makeup on the outside, and even
deep down to the DNA on the inside. On-going STRESS and negative thoughts will
NEGATIVELY affect our health. For EXAMPLE, if you have been repeatedly verbally
abused by someone at work ... OR if you were sexually abused as a child ... all the
thoughts associated with those experiences will release NEGATIVE chemicals. These
chemicals change the shape of the receptors on cells lining your HEART, increasing your
susceptibility to cardiovascular diseases. And the OPPOSITE is also true!
If you have been repeatedly recognized and praised at work, at school and at home, this
will release POSITIVE changes to cells and DNA. The happy chemicals released will
enhance your memory, develop intelligence, boost your immune system, and help you to
stay healthy!

2&Check&out&the&following&video:&h`p://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avaIMSKOtoE&
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REMEMBER! RENEWING our minds, and discipling our thought life, is not about a
DESTINATION ... it’s a JOURNEY!

The FIRST step is understanding HOW the brain WORKS!

THOUGHTS — How the Brain WORKS.
Thoughts GROW in your brain, STORE memories, and AFFECT your health — positively
or negatively ...
As you think and start developing a thought by building memory, the thought activates a
part of your brain called the HYPOTHALAMUS. The hypothalamus is the heart of your
hormonal system, and it responds to your thought life. This dynamic pumping
hypothalamus will in turn release the chemicals related to the emotions attached to the
thought.
The hypothalamus can claim to be a true
responder to your emotional state. It is the reason
that a toxic thought life can destabilize your brain,
and create a frenzy of broken feedback loops,
disrupting the natural flow and balance of
chemicals in your brain. This in turn will affect
your emotional and physical state.
A thought is like a TREE — a trunk with many
branches. The MORE branches there are, the
MORE established and accessible will be the
thought. Thoughts are not just “NOTHING air”,
they take up MENTAL real-estate — like trees,
they are productive and FRUITFUL.
Thoughts are made up of NERVE cells called
NEURONS. These are ELECTRICALLY
excitable cells. Neurons have TREE-like
branches at the end, called DENDRITES.
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You have around 100 TRILLION neurons! And each ONE is capable of growing 70,000
branches (DENDRITES)!
These are highly complex neuronal structures involved in the process of continually
receiving and integrating information coming in via the five senses. The information is
translated into electrical impulses and transported across synapses (small chemical gaps)
between neurons that form interconnected neural circuits.
When our brains are healthy and our thoughts are on the FATHER, focusing on His
Goodness, our “trees” are beautiful and GREEN. But, when we have NEGATIVE thoughts
— like FEAR, depression, anger, trauma, emotional pain — our “trees” grow BLACK and
DEAD.
WHENEVER you think, whether your THOUGHTS are toxic or not, you build a DOUBLE
memory of all the content of your thinking (information) on your thought trees — one on
the left side of your brain and one on the right side ...

TWO Hemispheres of the BRAIN.
The TWO hemispheres are DIFFERENT. Designed to work TOGETHER. The brain works
BEST when BOTH hemispheres are healthy and the TWO sides are synchronized —
providing both perspectives of thought on everything that comes in.

LEFT Brain

RIGHT Brain

Like a big filing cabinet.

Knowing.

Naming.

Experiences.

Explaining.
The LEFT brain handles naming and explaining, while the RIGHT brain handles
experiences — what does this mean?

LEFT Brain:
Naming and Explaining

RIGHT Brain:
Experiences

A place of words and language.

Non-verbal.

Of stories and descriptions.

Thinks in pictures.
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LEFT Brain:
Naming and Explaining

RIGHT Brain:
Experiences

A place of explanations, logic,
and reasoning.

Voice tone is important.

Executive control system
of the brain.

Contains the FOUR-level
brain structure.

Dominant for emotions and the body.

Synchronizes and notices
“everything”.
We know that both hemispheres should work TOGETHER — but there’s a problem … the
LEFT brain is very RESISTANT to change, even in the face of contrary evidence. For
example, an alcoholic cannot accept that he is an alcoholic even though he has lost
everything in his life … his LEFT brain is in DENIAL and tells him he can’t be an alcoholic!
Our RIGHT-brain experiential “truth” (which is subject to our impressions, emotions,
perceptions, feelings, and so forth, and therefore is most likely NOT based in true reality)
out weighs all logic, facts, and TRUTH … it is the RIGHT brain that decides when LEFT
brain can CHANGE!
Although much of our pain and wounds are based on lies/unreality, the EXPERIENTIAL
aspect of our right-brain is important in the process of healing. The unreality we perceive
as “TRUTH” must be replaced by real TRUTH. This will be based on reality and GOD’s
Word, but it will also be something we in some way FEEL (experience). You will have your
own criteria for this “self-convincing” process, and these will be different from other
people’s criteria. It will also depend on your natural learning style that is unique to you. The
fact is — your brain, mind, body, and emotions are an intricately linked system operating
on absolute integrity. You need to tap into that integrity when making decisions on and
distinguishing between thoughts that are helpful and those that are harmful.
As we’ll see:
•

When we have EMOTIONAL PAIN, wounds, hurts,
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•

Are ARRESTED in our development,

•

Or live in STRESS,

... the TWO hemispheres don’t work TOGETHER, aren’t synchronized, and we’re STUCK
in DESTRUCTIVE thinking “GROOVES”!
REMEMBER! No matter WHAT you’re THINKING, whether it’s GOOD or BAD, if we start
to have similar THOUGHT PATTERNS over and over again ... we create PATHWAYS and
GROOVES in our brain. This can be GOOD, if we are cultivating “GREEN trees” ... but
BAD if we keep cultivating “BLACK trees”!

Because “BLACK tree” thought PATTERNS involve NEGATIVE thoughts, our BRAIN can’t
sync properly, and as we saw, each of these NEGATIVE emotions trigger their own
STRESS-reactions in our bodies ... which affect our HEALTH!
Thoughts and emotions can NEVER be separated! Thoughts take shape ... and your body
RESPONDS.
They are INTER-CONNECTED. An emotion results in an ATTITUDE ... an attitude is a
STATE of mind that produces a reaction in the body and a RESULTANT behaviour. Your
THOUGHTS affect your mood/attitude ... and your MOOD/attitude affect your thoughts.
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For example, when you FEEL depressed, your THOUGHTS will be NEGATIVE ... and
when your THOUGHTS are negative, you will feel DEPRESSED ... and all this EFFECTS
your BODY.
REMEMBER, the body never LIES!

The BODY’s Currency.
•

Thoughts,

•

Emotions,

•

And attitudes ...

... are represented in the body as electrochemical REACTIONS. You are made up of TWO
systems:
1) CHEMICAL — the endocrine/hormonal system.
2) ELECTRICAL — the nervous system.
The currency of your body is ELECTROMAGNETIC energy and chemicals. Thoughts and
emotions can NEVER be separated ... they HAVE to take shape and form in your body
and mind as ELECTROCHEMICAL responses. They occur in the depths of
the brain (the LIMBIC system), as well as the outer fleshly part called the CORTEX.
For EXAMPLE, when you’re STRESSED or UPSET, one of your body’s FIRST responses
is with your CIRCULATORY system — your HEART! The heart literally feels the emotion
causing the stress.
Your HEART is not just a PUMP — it’s actually like a SECOND brain, with its own
INDEPENDENT nervous system. Your HEART is in constant COMMUNICATION with your
BRAIN and the rest of your body in FOUR ways:
1) NEUROLOGICALLY — transmission of nerve impulses.
2) BIOCHEMICALLY — hormones and neurotransmitters.
3) BIOPHYSICALLY — pressure waves.
4) ENERGETICALLY — through electromagnetic field reactions.
Through all these biological COMMUNICATION systems, the HEART has a
SIGNIFICANT influence on the function of your BRAIN and all your BODILY systems. No
wonder PROVERBS 4:23 says to GUARD your heart! Have a look at some of these
TRANSLATIONS:
New International Version
“Above all else, guard your heart, for everything you do flows from it.”
New Living Translation
“Guard your heart above all else, for it determines the course of your life.”
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English Standard Version
“Keep your heart with all vigilance, for from it flow the springs of life.”

STRESS and your HEART.
Your HEART is actually like a SECOND brain, with its own INDEPENDENT nervous
system. The HEART also has a “MINI-brain” that acts as a CHECKING station. It helps to
regulate RASH decisions and IMPULSIVE thinking ... MOST of the time!
However, if we are CONTINUALLY stressed, ANGRY, or UPSET ... running on
ADRENALINE, even SUBCONSCIOUSLY ... if our HEART is overwhelmed and unable to
regulate our emotions ... we will experience the effects of STRESS in our bodies.
Most of the time we don’t think of GRIEF as a STRESS, but hearts CAN BE broken!
Whether LITERALLY, as in a heart attack, or FIGURATIVELY, when you feel “HEART
SORE” or are GRIEVING. This is why it is so IMPORTANT to deal with GRIEF properly!
When the HEART is at PEACE or filled with LOVE,
the entire body under the direction of the BRAIN
(which analyses it) feels PEACE and LOVE ... the
CONVERSE is also TRUE!
When your THOUGHT life is filled with TOXIC
emotions, your heart is HEAVY and BURDENS your
body and mind — the HEART amplifies what is
going on in the BRAIN.
When you experience the HIGHEST form of LOVE
— GOD’s Love — and the love of others, your heart
SPEEDS up this communication through the blood
flowing throughout the whole BODY. And AGAIN,
the CONVERSE is also TRUE — STRESS
increases blood pressure/flow in a NEGATIVE way.
When kept in CHECK, not ALL stress is BAD — sometimes it can be motivating,
DIRECTING, and empowering. HOWEVER, science is finding that just about EVERY
illness is directly linked, or made WORSE, by (unhealthy) STRESS. That includes:
•

Heart disease,

•

Diabetes,

•

High blood pressure,

•

Back pain,

•

Headaches,

•

Stomach and digestive problems (this is a BIG one),

•

Tooth grinding, sleep loss and fatigue,

•

Skin problems, weight gain or loss,
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•

Depressed immune system,

•

Depression,

•

Confusion, irritability, forgetfulness, and more.

STRESS really is DEVASTATING! ANY stress, good or bad for your body, begins with a
TRIGGER or stressor. When your emotional and physical status is THREATENED, a
negative trigger is activated. STRESS can be triggered by BOTH internal and external
sources.

Stress(TRIGGERS:
•

EXTERNAL — anything threatening that comes through your five senses.

•

THREATS — you fight to SURVIVE.

•

ROLE REQUIREMENTS — working Mom and wife, etc.

•

INTERNAL — emotional pain/hurts.

•

THOUGHT LIFE — negative thoughts.

•

SELF REQUIREMENTS — perfection, must win, be first, etc.

FEAR is the ROOT of ALL stress!
Research shows that fear triggers more than 1,400 known physical and chemical
responses, and activates more than 30 different hormones and neurotransmitters!
•

We FEAR being OUT of CONTROL!
-

“What is at stake here?”

-

“Am I in TROUBLE?! Have I messed up?!”

When your thoughts go wrong, your emotions RULE you. To overcome that, you need to
learn to rule your emotions with WISDOM and rational thinking. No wonder the FATHER
tells us over and OVER again NOT to stress, NOT to worry, NOT to fear!
WHY is this so HARD for us? Why do we get stuck in DESTRUCTIVE CYCLES of stress,
anxiety, and/or depression? Many times, it is because we have not addressed the
EMOTIONAL issues of our CHILDHOOD.

Why'are'our'CHILDHOOD'experiences'so'IMPORTANT?
Because, as we saw in J2F, it is our CHILDHOOD “moulding” that shapes the rest of our
ADULT life. Think about this ...
•

When you were a CHILD,

•

You didn’t think like an ADULT does!
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Childhood and BRAIN CHEMISTRY.
Isaiah' 28:9H10! “9! To! whom! will! He! teach! knowledge?! [Ask! the! drunkards.]! And! whom! will! He! make! to!
understand!the!message?!Those!who!are!babies,!just!weaned!from!the!milk!and!taken!from!the!breasts?![Is!
that! what!He! thinks! we! are?]! 10'For! it! is! [His! prophets! repea<ng!over! and! over]:! precept!upon! precept,!
precept!upon!precept,!rule!upon!rule,!rule!upon!rule;!here!a!li@le,!there!a!li@le.”
1'Corinthians' 13:11(“11!When!I! was! a! child,!I!talked! like! a!child,!I! thought!like! a!child,! I!reasoned!like! a!
child;!now!that!I!have!become!a!man,!I!am!done!with!childish!ways!and!have!put!them!aside.”

How does a CHILD’S thinking and reasoning DIFFER from that of an ADULT?
During infancy and early childhood, THREE chemicals are missing from the brain:
1. Seratonin (calm chemical).
2. Dopamine (happy chemical).
3. Norepinephrine/noradrenaline3 (de-stress chemical).
It is only around the age of 8½ (up to twelve/thirteen),
that the brain begins to release these three chemicals.
These are the chemicals used in logical thinking and
judgment/discernment — they are the chemicals
needed for reasoning.
GOD withheld these chemicals so that children would
be teachable. Parents are mandated by GOD to
instruct and train up their children in His Word and
Ways during their children’s growing up years, so that
when they get to the age of accountability (bar/bat
mitzvah at twelve for girls and thirteen 4 for boys), they
have a foundation they will not depart from, but will
continue to MATURE as healthy, stable, Godly adults.
Proverbs'22:6!“6!!Train!up!a!child!in!the!way!he!should!go![and!in!keeping!with!his!individual!giR!or!bent],!
and!when!he!is!old!he!will!not!depart!from!it.”

3&As&a&stress&hormone,&norepinephrine&aﬀects&parts&of&the&brain,&such&as&the&amygdala,&

where&a`en8on&and&responses&are&controlled.&Along&with&epinephrine,&norepinephrine&
also&underlies&the&ﬁghtaoraﬂight&response,&directly&increasing&heart&rate,&triggering&the&
release&of&glucose&from&energy&stores,&and&increasing&blood&ﬂow&to&skeletal&muscle.&It&
increases&the&brain's&oxygen&supply.
4&In&the&Jewish&culture,&they&ﬁgure&your&age&from&concep8on&and&not&birth.&Three&months&

aner&the&child&is&born,&they&celebrate&the&baby’s&ﬁrst&year.&The&KJV&gives&Y’shua’s&(Jesus’)&
age&as&twelve,&when&He&went&to&the&Temple&(and&in&essence,&performed&his&own&bar&
mitzvah)&—&however,&according&to&the&Jewish&calcula8on,&he&was&thirteen.&Twelve&for&girls&
and&thirteen&for&boys&is&the&age&in&which&children&should&move&from&the&age&of&direc8ves&
(refer&back&to&J2F8)&and&move&to&the&age&of&decision.
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But what happens when I experience HURT, pain, abuse, or TRAUMA as a child?
I don’t have the chemicals to LOGICALLY judge the situation, and see REALITY ... so LIEbased thinking forms. And because of how a CHILD’s brain is WIRED, the emotions/pain
of a negative experience will be RECORDED in the brain (CEREBRUM). So that when I
experience a SIMILAR situation, I re-experience the negative feelings my brain has
recorded ... and REACT!
Let’s look AGAIN at at how MEMORY works. The organs involved in memory are:
1) Thalamus
2) Amygdala
3) Hippocampus
Our brain receives all input through our five senses:
•

Sight,

•

Touch,

•

Sound,

•

Taste,

•

Smell.

The information we receive through our five senses comes into our thalamus. The
thalamus is like a train-switching station and decides if the input coming in is traumatic, or
if it is based on past information already stored in our brain.
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What does “AMY” (the amygdala) do? She is the one that controls our EMOTIONS. When
she receives the information, she decides ONE of THREE things:
Is it GOOD,
BAD,
Or SCARY?
Amy gives the information that she receives from the Thalamus to Hippo (the
hippocampus). Hippo then records all that Amy is telling him, and he then in turn creates
new files or adds to the existing files.
The HIPPOCAMPUS is like a massive internal library. As the input comes, “Hippo” forms
files and folders of different titles, to organize where the data must be stored. All through
our lives, Hippo continues to sort new input into these files, creating new files/folders as
necessary, and adding to or modifying existing files.

!
Because of HIPPO’s “library” of FILES, when I EXPERIENCE a hurtful/scary/negative
situation similar to when I first got HURT ... the CURRENT experience TRIGGERS those
“FILES”, and I EXPERIENCE the same PAST emotions ... and REACT from those
FEELINGS!
Arrested development will cause me to act and think like a child would. This is all
explained BEST by the EXAMPLE of Billy (J2F8).
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Billy suffers sexual abuse from the hands of a older student at school. Billy doesn’t feel so
safe at home. He struggles to talk with his parents, but needs to work through this. So he
asks Mom — “Mom, what if something bad happened to Fred (my best friend)? What if
someone touched him here ... or asked him to do this ...?”
MOM (reacting from her own childhood baggage) RESPONDS — “We don’t talk like this in
this home! Fred is marked, he’s DAMAGED GOODS!” And Mom washes Billy’s mouth out
with soap ... Billy forever hates the taste of anti-sceptic soap and now believes — “I’M
damaged goods ... I’m MARKED! There’s something WRONG with me!”
Maybe you’re saying — “But I wasn’t sexually abused as a child, my childhood wasn’t SO
terrible?”. We must REMEMBER our childhood brain RECORDED EVERY negative
experience! This is why we ALL need INNER HEALING!

Let’s'look'at'another'EXAMPLE'...
Sarah had a primary school MATHS teacher who always SHOUTED at her when she got
the answer wrong — “You’re STUPID! This is so EASY, what’s WRONG with you?!”
Sarah is now in high school, and even though she’s done WELL in the rest of her subjects,
she has really STRUGGLED learning MATHS. She is needing to prepare for maths
EXAMS, but every time she has to STUDY, she breaks out in a sweat, panics, and just
wants to GIVE UP!
WHY?! Because even SUBCONSCIOUSLY, Sarah is TRIGGERING to those PAST
experiences and her “LIBRARY” of negative feelings about MATHS. REMEMBER, past
experiences and emotional PAIN is stored in our SUBCONSCIOUS. Our thinking can be
likened to a FLOW of information.
•

Did you know the information flow of our SUBCONSCIOUS is responsible for 90%
of what is happening in our mind!

•

CONSCIOUS cognitive thinking is responsible for ONLY 10%!
-

And EXPERIENCE is STRONGER than logic!

Experience is STRONGER.
What we “FEEL” is true (RIGHT brain and SUBCONSCIOUS), RATHER than what we
logically “KNOW” to be true (LEFT brain). REMEMBER, left brain is RESISTANT to
change. Until RIGHT brain and LEFT brain “AGREE” ... you can be presented with all the
REASON, logic, data, scientific evidence, or just plain COMMON sense (LEFT brain) ...
but you WON’T believe something to be TRUE unless your seat of emotions (RIGHT
brain) allows you to feel that it is TRUE.
That is NOT to say learning, studying, and knowledge is a WASTE, or UNNECESSARY.
All this can be likened to a FIRE. The wood (study, knowledge) is NECESSARY! But only
when you have a MATCH (experiential knowledge), and LIGHT it ... will you have a FIRE!
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Remember, our emotional response is connected to what “AMY” (the amygdala) is feeling.
“Amy’s” emotion is reactive and strong, and can even override any inherent positive
elements that there may be in a thought. There are more connections going from “Amy” to
the cortex, then from the cortex to “Amy”. This ensures that “Amy” dominates and controls
the cortex (the place where the memory trees are), preventing your natural reasoning from
exerting its influence.

EXPERIENTIAL'knowledge'is'the'POWER'that'brings'FREEDOM'and'HEALING!
You shall KNOW (the word used is for PROGRESSIVELY EXPERIENCE) the TRUTH, and
the TRUTH shall set you FREE!

DETOXIFYING your thoughts.
The worse thing you can do for your health is to DENY, block or SUPPRESS emotions,
whether they are good or bad ... this makes them extremely TOXIC!
The process of detoxifying your thoughts can be
likened to “putting the library book BACK on the
shelf”. We’ve seen that ALL information in the brain
is in electrochemical format. The SOUNDS you
hear, PICTURES you see, things you TOUCH —
all change into electrical impulses, which is the way
your brain likes to process information best.
The corpus callosum is a small C-shaped
structure, about the size of your thumb, and is right
in the MIDDLE of the brain. It connects the TWO
sides of the brain and INTEGRATES memories
and perspectives of thought. It is your “THINKER”.
Incoming information passes through the HIPPOCAMPUS as a stream of electrical activity
— like water passing through a hosepipe. The electrical activity generated stimulates the
corpus callosum to SWITCH into thinking mode and to analyze the information in the
hippocampus. We’ll see later how the CORPUS CALLOSUM is connected with
CRAWLING, FREE WILL, and mind renewal.

The HEALING journey.
➡ We(need(to(deal(with(FEAR!(
Remember, EMOTIONS trigger RESPONSES in our BODIES ... and one of the BIGGEST
issues to deal with is FEAR FEAR is the ROOT of all STRESS and most every DISEASE!

FAITH(vs.(FEAR:
•

Out of FEAR evolve all the NEGATIVE emotions.

•

Out of FAITH evolve all the POSITIVE emotions.
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Faith and fear are spiritual forces with chemical and electrical representation in the body.
1) Fear AUTOMATICALLY puts the body into STRESS response — fight or flight.
2) ANXIETY is another form of fear — it lingers long after the threat has come and
gone. (Science is also finding that anxiety/worry is manifested in the body as
inflammation).
3) Another FEAR-based emotion is HATE — the OPPOSITE of love. It goes hand-inhand with BITTERNESS, resentment, and ANGER, and normally begins with a
GRIEVANCE ... HATRED is like WEEDS with thorns that grow in abundance,
crowding OUT everything else! When they are allowed space (a foothold), they
integrate and eventually take control of our thought trees, and slowly and subtly
affect all our thoughts and emotions.

Emotions are powerful TOOLS!
EMOTIONS are powerful “ROAD SIGNS” back to the SOURCE of our PAIN. Learn to
“PEEL the ONION” to get to the ROOT. DON’T stuff emotions down! If you SUPPRESS
your emotions, and STUFF them down ... you won’t be able to “FOLLOW” them back to
the SOURCE!
When emotions are repressed year in and year out, the time will surely come when those
buried emotions will suddenly come pouring out at the most unsuitable time! Buried
emotions are NOT controlled, thoughtful emotions!
When you express emotions — when you allow the free-flow of neuro-peptides — and
deal with them in a Godly way — you make all bodily systems function as a healthy whole.
When you repress and deny emotions, when you do not allow them to be whatever they
may be (expressing and then dealing with them), you block the network of chemical
pathways. You stop the flow of feel-good chemicals that run your biology and behaviour.
Doing this for years makes you an expert at not feeling what you feel.
On the HEALING JOURNEY, you MUST (without sinning) FEEL your emotions, in order to
be able to address the ROOT issues. Emotions must be felt and expressed (always
without sinning) and then dealt with in a GODLY way. Expressing EMOTIONS is an
important part of “DETOXING” the brain.

Signs(of(SUPPRESSED(emoEons:
Feeling irritable,

Anxious,

Impulsive,

Short-tempered,

Frustrated,

A desire for control,
perfectionism,

Over-reactive,

Fretful,

Self-doubt.

REMEMBER, the brain perceives SUPPRESSED emotions as FEAR/anxiety!
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AFtudes(of(SUPPRESSED(emoEons:
A desire for control,
perfectionism,

Cynicism,

Promiscuity,

Self-doubt,

Criticism,

A tendency to overreact.

These emotional STRONGHOLDS influence behaviours and if not dealt with, can take
over thought life. Expressing our emotions doesn’t mean that you show your feelings to the
whole world or let everything hang out! You need to express emotions properly, in an
environment that is SAFE, accepting, and NON-JUDGMENTAL.
•

Acknowledge your EMOTIONS,

•

Face them ... deal with them in a GODLY/positive way ... as SOON as possible!

A word on ANGER.
ANGER is a SECONDARY emotion, usually hiding a PRIMARY emotion such as fear,
shame, or REJECTION ... one needs to look PAST the anger, to the ROOT emotion!
Anger and HATE go hand-in-hand with BITTERNESS and RESENTMENT. Be careful to
DAILY do a “HEART SWEEP”, to address any OFFENSE from the day, to FORGIVE and
let go ... DON’T let the sun go down on your ANGER.

➡ Our(IMMUNE(system.
Our IMMUNE system is the ARMY that protects us
AGAINST illness and disease in the BODY. As we’ve
seen, ARRESTED development, STRESS, and emotional
pain HINDERS our immune system, so that it can’t work
properly AGAINST viruses/bacteria from the OUTSIDE.
Resentment, BITTERNESS, lack of forgiveness, SELFrejection, SELF-hatred, conflict of IDENTITY, and so
forth ... will cause the immune system to ATTACK the
body (instead of OUTSIDE invaders). Issues against
YOURSELF is most often the root of AUTO-immune
diseases like Eczema, Multiple Sclerosis, Rheumatoid
Arthritis, diabetes, and so forth ...

Deal'with'DENIAL'and'INNER'CONFLICT!
This is SUCH a KEY! If we are not willing to FACE our issues, and DEAL with our pain ...
we WILL NOT mature and heal.
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We all know we have areas of our lives we need HEALING in, areas we need to MATURE
in. For WHOLENESS, we have to EMBRACE WHO we are — the HEALTHY parts, and
the HURTING parts.
Facing REALITY and being ready to DEAL with my past, helps release the INNER conflict
we so often struggle with. Inner CONFLICT (as well as TOXIC thoughts) often manifests
as a HEADACHE or as BACK PAIN. Next time you have a HEADACHE or BACK PAIN
(muscle tension), think about what STRESS, TOXIC thoughts, or inner conflict could be
the ROOT ...

HOW(are(you(feeling?(WHY?
In dealing with EMOTIONAL pain, a GOOD question to ask is — “How are you/how am I
FEELING?”
If you’re HONEST, the ANSWER will help guide you to what is the ROOT. Keep asking
WHY, and you’ll usually get down to the SOURCE.
It’s also VERY helpful to SPEAK through this OUT LOUD (or with a mature/trusted
mentor). This helps to:
•

SWITCH on your brain,
•

And STIMULATES your ability to THINK,
-

To unravel and organize your FEELINGS,

-

To connect to your EMOTIONS,

-

To get to the REAL issue.

You may feel SILLY talking to “YOURSELF” ... but it is extremely HEALING to ask
YOURSELF how you are FEELING, and to VOICE to yourself what it is you are FEELING
deep down inside ...
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Positive affirmations and “self-talk” replace bad old memories with supportive new ones.
You literally build a new network over the old!
•

The HIPPOcampus receives information from your brain’s doorway,

•

The AMYgdala provides input to the mind on emotions,

•

The thalamus and hypothalamus provide input on MOTIVATION.

The MEMORY network provides INFORMATION on the EXISTING memories. Learn to
HEAR/feel/LIVE from your HEART. REMEMBER how involved our HEARTS are with our
EMOTIONS?
Getting in touch with your OWN HEART, and learning to live out of a PURE/Godly heart,
helps so much with HEALING toxic thoughts and EMOTIONS!
The voice from your HEART is a GENTLE nudge or sense of WARNING ... in coming to
Y’shua (Jesus) our MESSIAH, GOD gives us a NEW HEART, and circumcises our hearts
after HIM!
His SPIRIT and LOVE is poured out in us, and CONVICTS and SPEAKS to our HEART!
ALWAYS LISTEN to the promptings of the Spirit!

➡ STOP!(And(be(more(CONSCIOUS!
On the HEALING JOURNEY, it’s important to
STOP ... SLOW down ... and be more CONSCIOUS.
Really THINK about your THOUGHTS, or the
information that you’re receiving.
Being more ACTIVELY conscious will turn ON those
“DISCERNMENT” areas of the brain that help to
sort through and filter INCOMING INFORMATION.
The areas involved in discernment are the existing
network of thought trees (memories), the corpus
callosum, and the structures of your limbic system.
Stopping to PURPOSEFULLY analyze our thoughts
will help us DISCERN what we are to THINK on,
and what must be taken CAPTIVE. When you are more CONSCIOUS of your thoughts,
you literally SWITCH ON the DISCERNMENT areas of the brain! This allows you to select
approximately 15% to 35% of what you read, hear, and SEE. As we continue to RENEW
our mind in the WORD, our DISCERNMENT will become better at FILTERING!
SLOWING down will also help you not to OVER-REACT in a situation, and help you
ANALYZE the emotions that your FEELING.
Being more CONSCIOUS also allows thoughts, experiences, and MEMORIES from your
SUBCONSCIOUS brain to SURFACE ... that your CONSCIOUS and SUBCONSCIOUS
can interact, and you can BETTER know what needs to be DEALT with!
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Accept or REJECT?
Slowing DOWN to actually THINK, and being more CONSCIOUS, means we can better
FILTER our thoughts. We can STOP and ask — WHOSE thoughts are these?
•

GOD’s?

•

The ENEMY’s (demonic)?

•

Or my OWN (hurts, pain, lies, ambition, ego)?

Using these ask-answer-discuss techniques allows our CORPUS CALLOSUM and
FRONTAL LOBES to do a very good job of SIFTING. Doing this OUT LOUD helps even
more! NEVER let your thoughts just wander through your mind UNCHECKED because if
they are TOXIC, they will eventually make you sick.
Consciously REJECT un-Godly thoughts at the FIRST, while the thought is just a
THOUGHT (in your HIPPOCAMPUS). Once a TREE is planted, a pathway/pattern of
thinking will develop ...
If left unchecked, it will become a STRONGHOLD!
Rather STOP “black trees” from being PLANTED or “nourished” from the GET GO ... NIP
THEM IN THE “BUD”! And rather choose to form NEW pathways.
For example — if because of your PAIN, you have decided that a mathematical challenge
is too complex and you are going to avoid it because it’s “too scary”, your brain will release
toxic emotions and the chemicals that accompany them. In this area, you will FREEZE and
become arrested in your development — HIPPO and AMY will mark this memory/area as
“SCARY” and to be avoided.
When you don’t pay serious attention to information flowing through your hippocampus, at
least not within the first 24-72 hours after you receive it, the hippocampus simply
discharges the information as heat energy. It literally becomes hot air!
Gaining CONTROL over our thoughts and attitudes requires COURAGE and
PERSEVERANCE. Engage your WILL! And ask the FATHER to also empower you by His
SPIRIT.
REMEMBER!
•

NO amount of knowledge given,
•

Skilled gained,
•

Or MEDICATION taken,
•

Is really going to work for you until you have GAINED control over your
thoughts!
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A Beli ef System
If!you!accept!a!BELIEF,
You!reap!a!THOUGHT,
If!you!sow!a!THOUGHT,
You!reap!an!ATTITUDE,
If!you!sow!an!ATTITUDE,
You!reap!an!ACTION,
If!you!sow!an!ACTION,
You!reap!a!HABIT,
If!you!sow!a!HABIT,
You!reap!a!CHARACTER,
If!you!sow!a!CHARACTER,
You!reap!a!DESTINY.
(author unknown)

The GLIAL cells.
Did you know your brain has it’s own “VACUUM” cleaner
cells?!
Your brain has GLIAL cells (pictured pink and blue), that
act like little VACUUM cleaners ... they help you
FORGET!
If your thinking is BRIEF (you don’t pay much attention)
or is on a LOWER level, the MEMORY will be WEAK ...
When you SLEEP, the GLIAL “vacuum-cleaner” cells
will PRUNE off these “LITTLE” trees/thoughts ... this is
what it means to FORGET!
Glial cells are so essential to brain function, neurons
can’t work properly WITHOUT them!
GLIAL cells provide all the SUPPORT, resources, backup, NOURISHMENT, and protection
your neurons need, to do all that hard work in receiving, ANALYZING, processing, and
STORING of information.
GLIAL cells dispose of WASTE materials generated by thought TREES ... so GLIAL cells
help to SORT OUT your thinking. When your memory/thought TREES (neurons and
dendrites), GLIAL cells, EMOTIONS, and your whole BRAIN is working in HARMONY ...
you will be able to build HEALTHY trees and MEMORY over toxic/distorted memory!
•

The MORE you think, the MORE you understand,

•

The MORE focused and aware your THINKING,
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•

The MORE this SYNERGY will occur, and the stronger the MEMORY you will build,

•

The MORE FIRMLY the BRANCHES of the thought trees become.

REMEMBER!'This'works'BOTH'ways!
For TOXIC “black” trees AND Godly “green” trees — both grow the SAME WAY. Only,
TOXIC thoughts will upset the chemical FEEDBACK loops in your brain, and put your
BODY into STRESS. That is WHY we MUST RENEW our MINDS.
Positive, healthy, and ENGAGED thinking will literally DETOX your brain, because it forces
INTEGRATED networking and the GROWTH of links between stored memories. You can
GROW and RENEW your mind, no matter the AGE!
The brain can literally grow NEW connections with STIMULATION even as it ages. We can
all INCREASE our intelligence without limits as long as the input is HEALTHY and GODLY.

➡ Helps(to(JOURNAL.
Journaling is very powerful! It builds connections between LEFT and RIGHT brain, and
helps to stabilize the two.
It also helps to JOURNAL about your DREAMS.

What happens when we are sleeping?
Different parts of your mind/body are exchanging information, and your memory network is
being cleaned up by the glial cells — the vacuum cleaners of the mind. The content of your
dreams reaches your awareness as a story, complete with plot and characters drawn in
the language of your everyday awareness (though not always in a way that you may
immediately understand).
On the physiological level your dream state allows the mental-emotional network to retune
itself and get ready for the demands of your waking life. Shifts occur in your brain’s
feedback loops as peptides spill out into the system and bind to receptors to cause
activities necessary for a state of equilibrium (homeostasis). Information about these
readjustments enters the consciousness in the form of a dream.
Because there are the biochemicals of emotion, dreams not only have content, but feeling
as well. Any badly built memories are cleaned up at this stage too. We have understood
that strong emotions that are not processed properly or thoroughly will be stored on the
cellular level. Whenever you are dreaming, some of this stored information is released and
allowed to bubble up into consciousness as a dream.
Capturing the dream in some form can be enlightening and help you to control your
thoughts. Whenever you wake up, keep a journal by your side and write down your
dreams. The act of simply writing down the story and the feelings, and thus acknowledging
the dream, is shown to increase the blood and peptide flow and help the detox process.
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Write down everything, even the fragmented bits, and always ask yourself how you are
feeling. As you write you draw valuable information into the conscious mind and out of the
memory network of the mind. This is the process by which the subconscious meets the
conscious.
People often say they cannot remember their dreams. Some say they never dream. The
truth is we all dream — it is a physiological process. The reality is that many of us
suppress our dreams because of the emotions they evoke. Yet our dreams can challenge
us to sort out our emotional lives.
The more turbulent and disturbing your dreams, the more work you have to do on your
thought life. The crucial first step to using your dreams as part of the detox process is
simply to decide to remember them. That is part of your free will choice and the benefits
will follow.

Children and STRESS.
Negative thoughts create the same stress response in children’s bodies as in adults. The
brain circuitry starts changing and rewiring in negative directions.

SOURCES(of(children’s(STRESS:
1) Attempting to FORCE early rapid brain growth — pushing children into formal
education too early.
“HOT HOUSING” — attempting to force early rapid brain growth, and pushing children into
formal education too early — causes stress in children. Research shows that children
pushed too soon to excel at school, on the stage, or on the sports field — show fatigue,
reduced appetite, and lowered effectiveness in tests and psychosomatic illnesses.
They also show a decreased interest in learning,
declining ability to judge their own progress, an
increase in worry, decrease in performance,
increased anxiety, and their creativity is blocked.
Their immune systems are crippled and the
processes to repair tissues are shut down, their
sleep gets blocked, and even their bones could
be broken down for necessary nutrients/
nourishment needed by the body.
Young children use their AMYgdala, a region
that contains the emotional perceptions of
memory, and guides instinct and GUT reaction
— more so than adults. (Mature) Adults rely
more on their frontal cortex which guides deep
analytical thinking and introspection. The young
BRAIN will tend to jump from sensation to
REACTIVE emotion, which is where DAMAGE
can come in.
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Stress is fear based.
When children are faced with people and situations that are threatening and make them
feel as though they have lost control, they experience fear with all the associated neuropeptides and neural reshuffling as adults do. Fear can and does change children’s
personalities. This is the reason that the child you thought you knew and loved can
become a stranger in your own home.
Children are experts at suppressing emotions and covering up things they can’t explain. It
is only a matter of time before those suppressed feelings find an outlet, and the child either
explodes or implodes.
How often has your child had a sore tummy or diarrhea before going to school in the
morning? This isn’t always a “good try” excuse — the digestive system is neurologically
sensitive, and the neurons in the stomach and colon will flare up in response to fear,
anxiety, and stress.

Brain(facts:

!

•

Brain tissue is the most COMPLICATED matter in the universe and can change for
the BETTER or worse at ANY age.

•

The brain takes 18 years to GROW and develop, and a lifetime to MATURE.

•

POSITIVE experiences induce brain cells to EXPAND.

•

NEGATIVE experiences cause brain cells to shrivel and DIE.

•

Childhood experiences CHANGE the brain ... and STRESS literally causes brain
DAMAGE.

•

Childhood is a very special time where learning skills should be FUN and mostly
EFFORTLESS.

•

The brain does not snap shut or fill up. Its potential is unlimited.
Childhood is a particularly crucial time for the brain
because of the neural “sculpting” that goes on. Many
of our abilities, tendencies, talents, and reactions
that are hard-wired in childhood set a mental stage
for adulthood. A baby’s brain’s growth is measured
by the circumference of their heads. They go
through ten growth spurts between the ages of birth
to between 18 to 20 years, until the brain is fully
grown. But ... GROWTH is NOT be be confused
with MATURITY!
The first three months of pregnancy, between two to
eight weeks, is when the brain is forming. The brain
takes a lifetime to mature and develop intelligence
and wisdom. The first year of life is a critical period
for brain growth and neuron increase.
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The growth spurts and critical developmental periods are marked by:
•

Myelin growth — the fatty sheath that covers and protects the nerve cells,

•

Growth of dendrites and the branching, synaptic formation,

•

And pruning of weak or unused connections.

Information travels in electrical impulses across these gaps with the help of
neurotransmitters. The slow build-up of fatty sheaths around the nerve cells continues in
preschoolers — especially in the cerebral cortex where myelination goes on till around ten
years of age and beyond.
As myelin surrounds each nerve, impulses can move more quickly and effectively along
the biological transmission wire. The neurons are also supported by the glial cells which
clean, support, and fix the main nerve cells. They literally help us — and children — to
“make up our minds”.
Any form of stress disrupts the functioning of the myelin sheath and of the glial cells. In
young children, excessive stress adversely affects the basic skills they are acquiring at
that point in their lives — such as reading, writing, maths, speech and so on. Research
has shown that if children don’t get enough loving touch and eye contact during the first
three years of life, when their brains are organizing for independence, this will retard
emotional development. This restricts children’s emotional horizons, making them lacking
in empathy and more prone to anxiety and impulsive, aggressive behaviour.
•

In the first 30 months of life, the brain triples in size.

•

Between 30 months and 10 years it grows a further 15%.

•

And between 10 to 18 years, it grows the last 10%.

•

In the first 1–3 years, the brain is busily organizing and creating the conditions for
functioning as an independent person. The AMYgdala and frontal lobes are
developing. Children who experience STRESS at this point will have problems with
trust, self-esteem, and behaviour.

LACK of proper discipline is as stressful and as harmful
for children as the EXCESS of it. You cannot function
because you cannot get from the big picture (RIGHT
brain) over to the bit-by-bit process (LEFT brain) or
visa-versa.
2) Lack of LOVE and BONDING as an infant.
Includes a lack of TOUCH and EYE contact — TWO
essential components for healthy development in
INFANTS. The CRITICAL years of development are BIRTH to THREE years. If a baby
lacks LOVE/bonding, or experiences some sort of TRAUMA, they will be ARRESTED in
their development ... and will most likely struggle with FEAR, anxiety, IMPULSIVE
behaviors (addictions), EMOTIONAL and TRUST issues, self-esteem, and so forth. The
YOUNGER the brain at time of TRAUMA, the more potential for damage.
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3) Lack of CRAWLING.
Crawling is VITAL for proper brain development. Proper crawling creates neural pathways
between the TWO hemispheres, that LEFT and RIGHT brain CONNECT and SYNC with
each other.
EIGHT months is the IDEAL age to begin CRAWLING. This is when both hemispheres of
baby’s right and left brains connect, which is normally a function of MOTION.
Sometimes babies have little ability to crawl, either because they:
•

Are first born and the parents, for legitimacy reasons, wanted their child to walk
before the cousins walked.

•

Or are kept in a play-pen for whatever reason.

If baby doesn’t CRAWL (or not long enough), the two hemispheres will work very well
SEPARATE from each other ... but will have trouble CONNECTING and SYNCING with
each other (via the CORPUS COLLASUM).
Crawling is also important for LANGUAGE development and LEARNING. Babies that have
LIMITED crawling tend to have READING disabilities and all sorts of ACADEMIC
challenges.
Lack of CRAWLING may mean that as the child grows, he is extremely INTELLIGENT ...
and YET gets very low grades at school — his worst subjects being WRITING and
SPEAKING. The right and the left hemispheres operate very well and independently of
each other, but the corpus collasum is not connecting. The child can spend DAYS trying to
write one or two paragraphs for a composition — his RIGHT brain sees the BIG picture.
But because of the lack of CONNECTIVITY between the two hemispheres (where LEFT
specializes in the BIT-by-BIT and breaks down a task into little pieces, to know what to do
NEXT), the child has the WHOLE story in his mind for the composition ... but getting that
first sentence down on paper seems a total IMPOSSIBILITY for him!
For adults, an example can be — your relatives are coming over for the weekend and you
have to vacuum, do the laundry, make the beds, wash the windows, etc. Your problem is
that you can see everything that needs to be done, but to make the decision of which thing
you are going to do first, and which one to do second, etc. ... leaves you paralyzed — you
are stuck — you know how to do each one of those tasks, but the bit-by-bit of the LEFT
brain is not working.
There are people who do the bit-by-bit well. They can do any small task extremely well,
and yet they are hugely frustrated in life because even though they work very, very hard —
things don’t come together. Because they lack the big picture, they are not able to
prioritize well and do the most strategic things at the right time. It is very frustrating when
somebody so clearly functions well above average in part of their brain, and yet is hugely
ineffective in daily life.
Even as adults, people sometimes have to do exercises (referred to as the “cross-crawl”)
to activate the right and left hemispheres.
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You place your right hand and put it on your left knee — and you take your left hand and
put it on your right knee. As you raise the knee up, that action of crossing the centre-line of
the body helps to bring the right and the left hemispheres together and connect the neural
pathways in the brain.

Different BRAINS.
CREATIVITY as a large function of laterality is a huge issue. Many people are highly
creative and strongly RIGHT brained, but they are not able to express their creativity,
because they are socially dysfunctional, as they can’t connect with their LEFT brain.
As a SIDE NOTE, men are DESIGNED by GOD to be somewhat DEFICIENT in terms of
the BIG PICTURE and CREATIVITY. As a fetus, testosterone washes over the MALE
brain, and significantly weakens the CONNECTION between the TWO hemispheres.
Women don’t have the same kind of “BRAIN DAMAGE”, and have more CONNECTIONS
between the right and left hemispheres. A WOMAN has 250 million connections between
the LEFT and RIGHT sides of her brain ... while a MAN has 40 % LESS!
So when you are working with people, don’t forget their BIOLOGY — every problem is not
only soul or spirit — there is something to be said about healing those CONNECTIONS
between the RIGHT and LEFT brain hemispheres.
4) Childhood trauma (between ages TWO and FIVE).
Childhood trauma will more likely affect the brain regions that regulate mood and thinking.
GIRLS will generally dissociate (daydreaming, fantasizing), while BOYS generally become
AGGRESSIVE.
5) Family Dynamics and CHILDHOOD experiences (rejection, abuse, shame).
Parents (and their BAGGAGE) play a HUGE role!
6) Too much PRESSURE!
Children’s brains/bodies react to STRESS the SAME as adults. If they are pushed to
PERFORM or develop too quickly ... they will be STRESSED!

How about TEENAGERS?
Research shows that ADOLESCENCE is the most stressful period in maturing/growing up!
At this stage of life the teenager is experiencing rapid growth and sexual maturation.
•

Typically, the eleven to fourteen year old is very self-conscious.

•

The fifteen to sixteen year old is developing a unique self-image, independence of
thought, beginning to make decisions, and their morals are solidifying.

Teenagers are not able to always make wise judgements — they mostly use their
AMYgdala (the region that holds emotional perceptions and guides gut reaction).
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They are not yet fully using their FRONTAL lobes,
which guide more MATURE conscious thinking ... and
if they are ARRESTED in development, they will have
an even HARDER time.
To help teens through this period — PARENTS, build a
bond of trust in them from a young age. This makes
difficult conversations about privacy issues easier to
manage later on.
From sixteen to eighteen years, young people tend to
become idealistic, deeply involved in issues and their
independence increases. If their environment is
impoverished, not materially, but in terms of love and
stimulation, it will be stressful. This will retard the
growth and branching of healthy thought trees.
One way of de-stressing children’s lives is by letting them have more time to play. This
does not mean more time on play stations, computers, or watching TV5 . These activities
have been shown to promote laziness, and to retard learning/intelligence.
It is not always easy to find a balance between guiding children lovingly, overdoing
discipline, or doing too little of it. One way is to find activities that your children turn to
spontaneously and in which they show genuine interest that they are able to maintain.
Remember LOVE is the greatest de-stressor of all! Parents, INVEST in your children:
•

Energy!

•

QUALITY Time!

•

And LOVE!
•

More than any other THING!

Overall, the QUALITY — not quantity — of time spent with your children is what counts!

Dealing with PERCEPTIONS.
Emotional perceptions are not reliable because they MIX truth and fact. Their chemical
nature, when allowed to run unchecked, causes them to RULE the brain. That rule will be
distorted.
A flow of chemicals of emotion causes a LACK of integrity in the brain, and immediately
throws the body into STRESS-reaction that is potentially dangerous.
Always REMEMBER! Perceptions are emotionally based and unreliable.

5&For&more&informa8on,&see&our&ar8cle&“Gateways!Of!Inﬂuence”.&
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Emotional perceptions have their place. They are designed to create alertness, to guide
and not to rule. You need:
•

To take them captive,

•

Tame and control them,

•

Have an opportunity to evaluate them thoroughly before believing them and acting
upon them.

When you are under EXTREME stress, your hypothalamus releases specific chemicals.
These chemicals FLOOD your body and recreate the physical effects associated with
INTENSE feelings. When those feelings are ANGER, fear and anxiety, and you do not deal
with them — you eventually BURY them inside the recesses of your mind. Buried feelings
of anger, fear, and overwhelming anxiety create volcanic build ups in your body.
When you INTERNALIZE wounded emotions, you allow a seething mix of anger, hostility,
and resentment to develop.
We saw that when I’m HURT (especially as a CHILD), in that EXPERIENCE, I form somesort of lie/PERCEPTION ... like Billy, who now believes HE is DAMAGED goods,
worthless, and that there’s something WRONG with HIM!
Perceptions are formed from a NUMBER of factors:

Perceptions are EMOTIONAL and unreliable, and cause me to live in UNREALITY. They
are also ROOTS to stress in the BODY. Remember, our THOUGHTS affect our health and
BODIES.
We need to ask ourselves some QUESTIONS:
•

How many “COULD-HAVE”, “WOULD-HAVE”, “SHOULD-HAVE” statements have I
made TODAY?

•

How many “IF ONLY’s” were part of my thoughts TODAY?
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•

How many times have I replayed in my head a conversation or situation that pained
me, or one that hasn’t even occurred yet?

•

How many scenarios have I created of the unpredictable future?

•

How much is speculation taking out of my day?

•

How passive is my mind?

•

How HONEST am I with MYSELF?

•

Am I at cross-purposes with myself — going through the motions but not really
committed to the goal, saying one thing but meaning another?

•

How DISTORTED is my thinking? (For example — are you forming personal
IDENTITY around a DISEASE/ISSUE? Heart problem, arthritis, age ...)

•

Do I make comments like “nothing ever goes RIGHT!”, “Everything I touch FAILS!”,
“I always MESS UP!”

Researchers believe that TOXIC emotions rise from THREE negative un-GODLY beliefs:
1. I must DO WELL.
2. You must TREAT ME WELL.
3. The world must be EASY.
If you base your thought life on assumptions like the above three, the foundations will be
shaky and your body/mind will be very unstable. As you think more toxic thoughts and
generate more toxic emotions, your body/mind will shows the crack, will caves in, and will
eventually collapse altogether as disease and illness take hold.
Let’s look at HOW we deal with our lies and perceptions.

CONTROLLING(toxic(thoughts.
Thoughts create MOODS. When you experience a fear-based emotion, you will feel
depressed and your thoughts will be characterized by NEGATIVITY. A negative thought
linked to emotional turmoil will be DISTORTED. These chemicals flood your body and
recreate the physical effects associated with INTENSE feelings.
•

We need GOD’s TRUTH to DISPEL the darkness!

•

We need to EXPERIENCE the TRUTH!

•

ABBA FATHER’s LOVE casts out ALL fear!

•

We need to DISCIPLINE and RENEW our minds with the TRUTH of the FATHER!

•

We need to “starve” the BLACK trees and CULTIVATE GREEN trees!

CulEvaEng(GREEN(TREES.
Did you know that YOU and EVERYONE of us are “neuro-plastic-surgeons”? NO matter
our AGE!
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What kind of “brain-tree” forest do you have? For most of us, our forest is BLACK, with
maybe only a few small GREEN trees. BUT there is HOPE! GOD has designed our brains
to be re-wired ... to be RENEWED!
When a NEGATIVE thought — a BLACK tree — comes to mind, we have THREE choices:
1. IGNORE the thought, and suppress it. (It remains a BLOCKAGE in our
subconscious).
2. ENTERTAIN the thought and keep growing the BLACK tree.
3. Or STARVE the BLACK tree through SPEAKING and meditating on the FATHER
and His Word, and growing a GREEN tree instead.
This is the practical HOW-TO process of MIND
RENEWAL — STARVING our BLACK trees by
taking our thoughts captive, and by
REWIRING our minds in the TRUTH and
LIGHT of ABBA FATHER!
Remember, BLACK trees grow our brains the
SAME as GREEN trees ... but they DISRUPT
the brain and put it (AND our BODIES) in a
state of CHAOS/stress.

There is NO neutral ground!
INTELLIGENCE is NOT static. It can be ENHANCED or REDUCED by our thought life/
thinking patterns ... you’re either growing GREEN trees (and thereby becoming more
INTELLIGENT!) or BLACK trees.
How long does it take to STARVE a BLACK tree? Only 21 to 40 days!
It takes 21 days to START to REWIRE a new pathway, to dig a new GROOVE. Then we
must CONTINUE to DISCIPLINE and take CAPTIVE our THOUGHTS ... this is an act of
our WILL.

Be(CAREFUL(what(you(SPEAK.
GOD created the UNIVERSE with WORDS ... what are your WORDS creating? The words
you speak are ELECTROMAGNETIC life forces that come from a THOUGHT inside your
brain and are influenced by your five senses.
They are containers of POWER and work hand-in-hand with your THOUGHT life,
influencing the people and the world around you and the circumstances of your life. The
five senses are the connection between the external world and the internal world of your
mind.
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Information is fed into your mind constantly all day long from these five senses, influencing
your thought life. The words you speak feed back into the THOUGHT trees of the mind,
REINFORCING the memory they came from in the first place. When you make negative
statements, you release negative chemicals.
NEGATIVE speech goes hand-in-hand with NEGATIVE thought life, and if CONTINUED
will create a STRONGHOLD in your ATTITUDE and LIFE.
What you do and say on the OUTSIDE must reflect what you think on the INSIDE!
•

NEGATIVE statements ...
•

RELEASE negative CHEMICALS ...
•

Which lead to NEGATIVE memories that grow STRONGER ...
•

And become a NEGATIVE STRONGHOLD that will CONTROL your life
and attitude!

WALK the TALK and SH’MA!
This is NOT just POSITIVE speaking! It is much more! Framing your world with words is
not just about saying something positive. You MUST backup what you speak with integrity
and ACTION. What you do and say on the OUTSIDE must reflect what you think on the
INSIDE.
A LACK of integrity and honesty is shown to be stressful. It affects the way information is
processed and memory is built. Our GREEN-TREE thoughts must line up with what we
SPEAK, and flow out to our ACTIONS and BEHAVIOR. This is the HEBREW word SH’MA!
Framing your world with your words involves literally replacing negative thinking and words
with the right attitude shift.
Keep in mind, every time you speak a negative
statement6 you release negative peptides that
affect the environment of the mind and in turn
put the body into stress-reaction. It is then not
positive thinking but similar thinking that
creates necessary changes in the brain.
REMEMBER! Don’t suppress your emotions/
feelings. Again, suppressed emotional pain
does not just disappear. It WILL manifest
somewhere in the body — most often in
deferred physical pain. Toxic thoughts that are
repressed don’t go away. You can try bury
your emotions but you need to know that you
bury something that remains alive!

6&See&the&book,&“Divina<on,!Fortune6Telling,!And!The!Power!Of!Your!Tongue”.
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Repressing toxic emotions destablizes your brain’s natural chemistry and disrupts the
multiplicity of feedback loops that usually expel toxic waste. When stress prevents
molecules of emotions from flowing freely, it results in very few feedback loops. This
causes the suppressed toxic emotions to become an emotional stronghold in the thought
trees of your mind. It won’t allow you to function well on all levels — physical, mental, or
spiritual. Suppression is seductive, as it may feel like a quick and easy way out. Dong’t fool
yourself!
It will express itself in different attitudes:
•

Perfectionism.

•

A desire for control.

•

Self-doubt.

•

Cynicism.

•

Criticism.

•

Promiscuity.

•

A tendency to overreact.

These emotional strongholds influence behaviours, and if not dealt with, can take over
thought life. They will rob you of the joy and peace of mind that is your birthright. Emotions
by their very nature are meant to be felt and expressed. They are a moving, dynamic,
pulsing mass of electromagnetic and chemical reactions.

Steps(to(dealing(with(toxic(thoughts/emoEons:
•

ACKNOWLEDGE that an issue exists.

•

REFLECT on what is wrong.

•

CONSIDER how you can get to grips with it.

•

ASK whether you can do it alone, or if you need HELP (if you need help ... ASK!)

NOW you can start to replace NEGATIVE patterns with GOD’s Ways, and displace unGodly lies/speech/behaviours with GODLY ones! You can start to truthfully replace
negative statements with positive statements. If you do NOT do this process properly —
with integrity and honesty — then the positive statement will fade in time and the negative
stronghold will gain supremacy again.
But if you keep on with Godly TRUTH, a wonderful process begins ... the growth of a
beautiful new memory over the painful and often oppressive old one. REMEMBER! You
have to FULLY/actively COMMIT to forming this NEW pathway/HABIT, or the OLD
pathway/habit will just come BACK! (Quickly!)
Philippians' 4:8H9' “8! ! For! the! rest,! brethren,! whatever! is! TRUE,! whatever! is! worthy! of! reverence! and! is!
honorable! and! seemly,!whatever! is! JUST,!whatever!is!PURE,!whatever!is! LOVELY! and! lovable,!whatever! is!
KIND!and!winsome!and!gracious,!if!there! is!any!virtue! and!excellence,!if!there! is! anything!worthy!of! praise,!
think!on!and!weigh!and!take!account!of!these!things![FIX!your!minds!on!them].”
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“9!!PRACTICE!what!you!have!learned!and!received!and!heard!and!seen!in!me,!and!MODEL!your!way!of!living!
on!it,!and!the!GOD!of!peace!(of!untroubled,!undisturbed!well6being)!will!be!with!you.”

Deal(with(FORGIVENESS.
FORGIVENESS is the key to a “HEART SWEEP”, and allows you to RELEASE all the
TOXIC thoughts/emotions ... in order to HEAL. Unforgiveness BINDS us and keeps us
CHAINED ... we are literally TORMENTED!
•

FORGIVENESS is a CHOICE!

•

An ACT of your WILL!

Forgiveness is:
•

NOT making EXCUSES for someone’s behaviour ... it is forgiving despite their
behaviour.

•

NOT ignoring PAIN or hurt ... but rather choosing to LET GO of the person who hurt
you.

•

NOT letting someone off the HOOK, but instead placing that person in GOD’s
Hands and letting Him work His Justice in that person’s life.

•

NOT a flaw in a weak person, but it is a sign of great courage.

•

FORGIVENESS enables you to RELEASE all those TOXIC thoughts of anger,
resentment, BITTERNESS, shame, GRIEF, guilt, and HATRED!
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If you do NOT forgive ... you will NOT be able to grow NEW pathways over the TOXIC
ones! Forgiveness leads to an ability to LOVE. You CANNOT love if you have not really
forgiven and released.
Research shows that love is good for your health. They have proved that those who
develop the ability to forgive:
•

Have greater control over their emotions,

•

Are significantly less angry, upset and hurt,

•

Consequently much happier :)

LOVE(and(APPRECIATION.
LOVE is one of the most ESSENTIAL needs. Our BRAINS and our bodies are literally
WIRED and designed for LOVE, bonding, and COMMUNITY. Feeling LOVED and
APPRECIATED triggers such POSITIVE reactions in our bodies. EVERYTHING — our
health, immune system, brain, emotions, longevity — IMPROVES!

LOVE is POWERFUL!
Tune into the true POWER of love. Studies
show clear changes in the patterns of activity of
the autonomic nervous system, immune system,
hormonal system, brain, and heart when you
experience emotions such as appreciation, love,
care, and compassion. Such physiological
changes may help explain the observed
connection between positive emotions,
improved health, and increased longevity.
Research shows that the heart considers and
“thinks” about information it receives from the
brain. This implies that the heart has opinions of
its own. It acts as a still small voice that checks our thoughts for accuracy, integrity and
wisdom. This mini-brain in the heart literally appears to be like a conscience. There are
times that the heart submits to the brain, and other times when the brain submits to the
heart.
There are times that your heart should rule your head. It is part of acknowledging and
expressing emotions. The messages from the heart affect behaviour. Getting in touch with
your own heart and learning to live in the love that flows from it, are definite ways of
healing those toxic thoughts and emotions.
The voice from your heart is a gentle nudge, or a sense of warning. Always listen.
You may feel silly talking “to your heart” — but it is extremely healing to ask yourself how
you are feeling. Voice to yourself what it is you are feeling deep down inside.
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The best way to communicate with your heart is to quieten your thoughts, to control all the
thoughts rampaging through your mind, and become as still as you can.
You can do this effectively by:
•

Thinking of all the blessings in your life.

•

Developing an attitude of gratitude.

•

Not thinking painful thoughts.

•

Focusing on and spending time with people who bring you joy and happiness.

•

Focusing on happy memories of good times when you have had a holiday, or
anticipating special happy events.

•

Not allowing fear to cloud the messages from the heart.

Your heart has the ability to pull every other system of the body into its own rhythm. When
the heart is at peace or filled with love, the entire body under the direction of the brain —
which analyses it — feels peace and love.
The converse is also true. When your thought life is filled with toxic emotions, your heart is
heavy and burdens your body and mind. It is as though the heart is amplifying what is
going on in the brain. When you experience the highest form of love — GOD’s Love — as
well as the love of other humans, your heart speeds up this communication through the
blood flowing through the whole body.
This makes sense because the life is in the blood, the blood is the body’s transport system
and the heart is in charge of making sure the transport works. It goes from the brain to the
heart in electrical signals and then through to the rest of the body.
Make a commitment to walk in love — the intentional choice to love others, no matter
what.

1(Corinthians(13((The(Message(Bible)

Love never gives up,
Love cares more for others than for self,
Love doesn’t want what it doesn’t have,
Love doesn’t strut,
Doesn’t have a swelled head,
Doesn’t force itself on others,
Isn’t always “me first”,
Doesn’t fly off the handle,
Doesn’t keep score of the sins of others,
Doesn’t revel when others grovel,
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Takes pleasure in the flowering of truth,
Puts up with anything,
Trusts GOD always,
Always looks for the best,
Never looks back,
But keeps going to the end.
That kind of commitment requires practice, practice, PRACTICE!!
And don’t just TALK about love ... SHOW IT!

TOUCH.
We live in a broken world with so many broken people, where touch has become a no-no
because of all the sexual harassment in our society. Touch is one of the techniques used
in detoxing thoughts and feelings. Touch is described as:
•

One of the most essential elements of human development.

•

A critical component of the health and growth of infants (see J2F8).

•

A powerful healing force.

Good touching releases the body’s natural chemicals in a healing process that optimizes
your feelings of health and well-being. Touch is one of the physical things you can do to
change your mental processes.

REJOICING,(laughing,(and(PLAYING.
The JOY of the LORD is our STRENGTH! Learn to
see the CUP half full, and CONTINUALLY PRAISE
and BLESS the FATHER!
Worship and SING! LAUGH! Both have been found
to release “HAPPY” chemicals and relieve STRESS.
PLAY is a wonderful form of stress-REDUCTION,
and can be used to ACT out our aggressions, fears,
and GRIEFS. Play therapy can also help us gain
mastery over sometimes OVERWHELMING
emotions. Play can be used to act out our
aggressions, fears, and griefs. When we play we
are stretching our emotional expressive ranges.
Play brings LAUGHTER because it literally lets the
peptides flow.
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Laughter has proved to be the best medicine! It releases an instant flood of feel-good
chemicals that boost the immune system. It almost instantaneously reduces levels of
stress hormones.
A really good “belly laugh” can make:
•

The stress hormone, cortisol, drop by 39%,

•

Adrenaline by 70%,

•

And the “feel good hormone” — endorphin — increase by 29%.

Laughter boosts your immune system by INCREASING:
•

Levels of gamma interferon — your body’s defense against viruses.

•

Immunoglobulin A — which protects against respiratory tract infections.

Humour promotes interaction between both hemispheres of your brain. This is synergy.
Having fun through play is the cheapest and most effective way to control toxic thoughts
and emotions and their toxic stress-reaction, very quickly. It rejuvenates the mind, body,
and the spirit. It gets positive emotions flowing, and our emotions are what connect us and
give us a sense of unity, a feeling that we are part of something greater.

EXERCISE,(diet,(and(NUTRITION.
Exercise is SO important for OVERALL optimal health. This increases blood flow to
nourish and cleanse the brain and all the organs of the body. If you break into a sweat, you
will get the added benefit of a mood improvement prompted by the increase of endorphins.
You need to find appropriate forms of exercise that increase your heart rate. For example,
aerobic (with oxygen) exercises such as walking, jogging, cycling, etc.
Exercise and keeping active is VITAL for ALL systems of the body, including our BRAIN!
Aerobic exercise releases ENDORPHINS — feel GOOD chemicals — and helps to
SWEEP AWAY the debris left by toxic thoughts/emotions. It’s especially important for
support when battling DEPRESSION! At the heart of using exercise as a method to
controlling thoughts is to find a form of exercise that you enjoy. That way you are far more
likely to keep it up and thrive from its detoxing benefits.
REMEMBER, your WEIGHT also has a LOT to do with your THOUGHT life. Proper DIET
and NUTRITION is another VITAL aspect for OVERALL health. Remember, our spirit, soul,
and body are all INTERCONNECTED.

We ARE what we EAT!
If you’re EATING junk, processed non-organic foods, full of ADDITIVES, chemicals, and
SUGAR ... your OVERALL health is going to SUFFER!
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Processed/sugary foods are not only linked to general ILL health, but DEPRESSION and
other mental health issues!
Eating is a highly emotional and subconscious event. Your large and small intestines are
densely lined with neuropeptides and receptors. All busily exchanging information laden
with emotional content. That is why you experience what has been called a “gut feeling”.
The pancreas releases at least twenty different emotionally laden peptides that regulate
the assimilation and storage of nutrients — all carrying information about being full and
being hungry. Do not ignore the information these peptides provide. By tuning into your
thoughts you can hear the messages from your peptides and what they have to say about
what your body needs to eat, when and how much it needs.
The ADDITIVES (including EXCITO-TOXINS) and
SUGAR in foods, as well as a diet high in
carbohydrates, will release FEEL GOOD chemicals
— why they are often called “comfort foods”. Sugar
addiction is actually very close to DRUG addiction
— it triggers the SAME pleasure area in the brain.
The problem is — these foods will give you a
“high”, but will drop you for such a LOW ... and the
DESTRUCTIVE up/down cycle continues!
Sugary and/or processed foods, as well as
carbohydrates, are not optimum foods for thinking.
Carbohydrates in their refined versions — and
especially in excess — are not healthy.
Theses foods anesthetize the mind and dull your thinking processes. They act as a blanket
that prevents you from listening to all the good news your peptides might be telling you.
You need to eat correctly to feed your brain optimally. Research is showing that healthy
FATS are the brain’s major source of fuel7. These include good sources of saturated fats
like coconut oil.
For proper diet and nutrition, be sure to research:
•

The dangerous effects of additives — MSG, artificial sweeteners, preservatives,
artificial flavors,

•

The danger of GMO foods,

•

The health benefits of eating more fats, proteins, and vegetables (what is called a
KETOGENIC diet) and including INTERMITTENT FASTING to your way of eating.

For more information, see also our article on alternative medicine:
http://www.kanaanministries.org/downloads/?did=272

7&See&Dr.&Mercola’s&many&ar8cles&on&this:&h`p://ﬁtness.mercola.com/sites/ﬁtness/archive/

2012/08/10/fatanotaglucose.aspx&
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Stop,(CHEW,(and(ENJOY(your(food!
Our EMOTIONS are closely tied to our DIGESTIVE system. Your large and small
intestines are densely lined with neuropeptides and receptors. All busily exchanging
information laden with emotional content. That is why you experience what has been
called a “gut feeling”.
Your EMOTIONS will affect your DIGESTIVE health. Anxiety and STRESS often manifests
in our GUT in suffering from spastic colon, ULCERS, constipation, runny tummies, and a
host of other DIGESTIVE issues ...
Healthy CLEAN food is a BLESSING, meant to be ENJOYED! For proper DIGESTION and
nutrient absorption, STOP and take TIME to eat. CHEW your food properly. Try your best
not to eat when you’re STRESSED, busy, angry, upset, or EMOTIONAL. This will greatly
HINDER proper DIGESTION, making the food (even HEALTHY food) DIFFICULT on the
body, and even toxic.
You need to eat with your head and your heart. You need to think about WHAT and WHY
you are eating. It is a combination of the correct PRINCIPLES of eating, along with the
correct ATTITUDE to eating, that will allow you to move towards detoxing.

Addressing the THREE ROOTS.
We are body, soul, and spirit. In coming to
COMPLETE healing, it is so IMPORTANT
that we address all THREE root areas:
1. SPIRITUAL root — spiritual warfare,
deliverance, and generational curses.
2. EMOTIONAL root — healing of
emotional pain/wounds.
3. PHYSICAL root — diet, nutrition,
and living a healthy lifestyle.
All THREE interconnected areas MUST be
addressed for COMPLETE healing!
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Prayer for SLEEP
FATHER, I repent and renounce on behalf of myself and my ancestors for all fear, distrust,
disobedience, unbelief, hardening of hearts, and rejection of the Gospel ... resulting in the
inability to enter into the rest of the LORD. I repent and renounce on behalf of my
ancestors and myself, for failing to heed GOD and rest from works as GOD rested from
His Works.
I repent and renounce on behalf of my ancestors and myself, for not being diligent to enter
the rest of GOD and for not drawing near to the Throne of Grace to receive mercy and
forgiveness.
I break, shatter, destroy and smash the curse that I will find no rest and there shall be no
resting place for the sole of my foot and that I will have a trembling heart, failing eyes and
despair of soul — no assurance of life, be in dread night and day, and long for evening in
the morning, and morning in the evening.
Forgive me FATHER and my generational line for not perceiving when You spoke to us,
even though You spoke more than once — in dreams and visions during my sleep.
FATHER, You were trying to withdraw me from my own purposes and pride. FATHER, I
repent on behalf of myself and my generational line, and I ask Your Forgiveness and I ask
that You would again speak while I sleep and grant me sound sleep.
I renounce all worship of the serpent and believing any lie of the enemy in my generational
line. I disconnect myself from the effects of eating from the tree of knowledge of good and
evil. I choose now to draw my life from You, the Tree of Life. I repent for grumbling and
murmuring instead of thanking You for all the blessings You have given and want to give to
me. I ask You, FATHER, to heal me and take me into Your Perfect Rest and Time.
I choose to obey the Voice of GOD and not go to the right or to the left, or follow other
gods to serve them. I commit myself to GOD’s Wisdom, Discretion, and Understanding,
and I commit into Your Hands, FATHER, all that concerns me, my family, my household,
my finances, my life, my whole body, soul, and spirit, and all that You are doing in my life.
I ask You to give me Your Deep Refreshing and Perfect Sleep. I ask You, FATHER, to
cleanse every part of me from opposition from the enemy and bring me into Your Place of
Safety and Rest.
I repent on behalf of myself and my generational line for not loving our fellow man. I repent
for murdering, stealing, and coveting. I choose to walk in the finished work of Messiah. I
choose to love my neighbor as myself. At this present time, I put aside the deeds of
darkness and put on the armour of Light, because the night is over and the day is almost
here. I put aside orgies, drunkenness, and sexual immorality and debauchery. I choose not
to walk in dissension and jealously. I choose not to gratify the desires of the sinful nature.
Rather, I clothe myself in Messiah Y’shua (Jesus Christ).
FATHER, if I am stuck in any time, domains, quadrants, or dimensions because of my sin
or sin in my generational line, or due to a life event, FATHER, please forgive the sin and
release me and adjust my time clock and the natural cycles of my body into the
correct creative time order.
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FATHER, please move me into the birthright You have written for me. I demand back from
the thief a seven-fold return for everything good stolen from my generational line and me.
FATHER, I ask You for my birthright and for my inheritance that You have ordained for me.
I repent and renounce for deliberately giving away and handing over my birthright and
inheritance to the enemy because of not believing that You would fulfill Your Word
FATHER — please close the unrighteous doors that were opened and open the doors for
righteous blessings to come in, and I request 100-fold blessings.
FATHER, I choose to receive from You the keys to open and to shut.
I choose to receive only from You, FATHER, the Tree of Life and not from the tree of
knowledge of good and evil.
I choose to receive the refreshing dew from heaven.
I repent and renounce on behalf of myself and my family line for not receiving and using
the rod of authority and power that You have given in order for You to receive glory.
I now choose to receive and thank You for the rod, power, and authority that You have
given to me to use for Your Glory, FATHER.
I choose to receive Your Words, Your Way, Your Wisdom and all that I need to go forth in
Your Name, Authority, and power.

AMEN!
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Part(2:

Dating,
Courtship,
Sexuality, and
GOD’s Plan for
Marriage
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We need to FACE THE TRUTH!
Our society is in a SEXUAL CRISIS!
We are a sexually DAMAGED society!

The(STATS:
•

SEXUAL issues are at the ROOT of many addictions, marriage and personal
problems.

•

Sexual abuse and molestation of children is at an all time high.

•

70% PLUS of all pastors are struggling with pornography.

•

The average South African teen watches more than 20,000 sexual encounters a
year on television alone.

•

The DIVORCE rate is MORE than 50% for BOTH the Church and the world!

•

Internet pornography has INFILTRATED our homes, polluted our businesses and
even DEFILED our churches.

•

In our country, more than 40% of all teenagers under the age of 15 have had sexual
intercourse.

•

Teenage pregnancy is on the increase.

•

Abortion has become a way of life.

We NEED HELP!
Laying the FOUNDATIONS.
Get this though ... you were designed with SEX in mind!
When GOD created and fashioned you, He did it with sex in mind. Our very bodies were
designed as male and female to be perfectly fit together in sexual unity.
Our sexuality is a physical expression of our COVENANT relationship:
MaXhew' 19:4H6!“4! !He! replied,!Have! you!never!read!that!He! Who! made!them!from!the!beginning!made!
them!MALE!and!FEMALE,!5!!And!said,!For!this!reason!a!man!shall!leave!his!father!and!mother!and!shall!be!
UNITED!ﬁrmly!(joined!inseparably)!to!his!wife,!and!the!two!shall!become!ONE!ﬂesh?!6!!So!they!are!no!longer!
two,!but!ONE!ﬂesh.!What!therefore!GOD!has!JOINED!together,!let!not!man!put!asunder!(separate).”

What is the marriage COVENANT?
The PROMISES or agreement made by a MAN and a WOMAN to do or keep from doing a
specified thing. In marriage, the covenant is to be “ONE flesh”, and have no other sexual
relationships, physically or mentally, with anyone else. If they do, it is considered
ADULTERY.
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WHY do we need to understand our SEXUALITY?
In order to PROTECT your sexuality, you must
UNDERSTAND it. When we don’t know the
PURPOSE for something, we can misuse it! A good
example of this is electricity. Electricity is a
wonderful thing! It is also very POWERFUL. When
used properly, electricity does so much GOOD.
However, when we don’t understand how it works,
or the dangers of doing certain things — electricity
can cause much damage!
It is the same for our sexuality. We have to
UNDERSTAND that we were created spirit, soul,
and body — and SEX is not just a PHYSICAL
thing! So if we ABUSE our sexuality, it AFFECTS
us spiritually, emotionally, mentally, AND physically.
ANYTIME we use our sexuality OUTSIDE of a
COVENANT marriage relationship, we have
abused it. We were created for COVENANT, and
our sexuality was designed to be an exclusive part
of that one COVENANT marriage.
GOD did not make it hard to be sexually faithful ... SIN has made it HARD!

Sexual IMPRINTS.
Our SEXUALITY can be liken to SOFT wax or clay. With EVERY relationship or
experience, there is an IMPRINT made ...
GOD made it really easy to be faithful. We have made it hard. GOD created our sexuality
in such a way that when we enter into sexual INTIMACY with our COVENANT partner, we
would be FOREVER marked with a DESIRE for that experience. This would make it easy
NOT to desire OTHER people or OTHER sexual experiences.
When we have OTHER sexual experiences OUTSIDE of covenant, this creates
CONFUSION in our sexual desires, unfaithful thoughts and feelings, and ROBS us of
sexual peace within MARRIAGE.
Imprints come from TWO main sources:
1. Our first time experience.
2. From repeated experiences.
Sexual imprints are PERMANENT, unless healed or restored by GOD. Note, imprinting
does not come from just having intercourse, but from ANYTHING that affects our sexuality
— this includes TV, music, video games, Internet, etc.
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We PROTECT our sexuality by NOT allowing OTHER sexual experiences to IMPRINT us.
The WORLD we live in does make it difficult to do things GOD's Way ... BUT GOD says
that NOTHING is impossible with Him!

Sexual MESSAGES.
We live in a WORLD where sexual PURITY is not the NORM. From MUSIC, internet, TV,
movies, video games, books, ADS, and the LIFESTYLES of those around us ... we are
BOMBARDED with messages CONTRARY TO GOD’s Word! These messages tell us it’s
OKAY:
•

To have sex OUTSIDE of marriage,

•

To watch other people having SEX,

•

To have sex with people of the SAME gender.

They also tell us we must look, smell and act SEXY in order to feel GOOD about
ourselves, and to be LOVED and ACCEPTED. GOD has created everyone to need LOVE
and ACCEPTANCE, and because our society has TURNED from GOD, most of the time
these needs are UNMET.
Often, to have these basic needs met, people have turned to SEXUAL relationships.
However, sex was NOT designed to meet these needs — and it always FAILS!
Our culture has CONFUSED love and acceptance with SEXUAL desire and intimacy. As
people who know and love GOD, we have a CHOICE to make — we can no longer
ABUSE our sexuality by using it for purposes it was NOT created for:
•

It WASN’T created for a LOT of different people.

•

It WASN’T created to EXPERIMENT with.

•

It WASN’T created to be used OUTSIDE of marriage.

•

It WASN’T created for other people to WATCH.

•

It WASN’T created for us to use OURSELVES.

It was created with COVENANT in mind!

Sexual PROTECTION.
We have a RESPONSIBILITY to protect our sexuality from WRONG messages. It is
IMPORTANT to GUARD your ear and eye GATE:
•

The MUSIC you listen to.

•

MOVIES/TV you watch.

•

CONVERSATIONS you hear.
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Song'of'Songs'3:5!“5!!I!adjure!you,!O!daughters!of!Jerusalem,!by!the!gazelles!or!by!the!hinds!of!the!ﬁeld!that!
you!s<r!NOT!up!nor!AWAKEN!love!un<l!it!pleases.”

Our SEXUALITY is SO PRECIOUS — designed to only be AWAKENED in MARRIAGE
and with that ONE person. AWAKENING sexuality before that TIME, causes SUCH
DAMAGE! Even “LITTLE THINGS” like listening to music or watching things that are very
SEXUAL in nature, can begin to AWAKEN desires in children/young people that they are
not ready for. Because lust is a very strong (PLEASURABLE) desire, it can lead to making
BAD choices. And there are SERIOUS consequences to making poor choices:
•

Teenage pregnancy,

•

Sexually transmitted diseases,

•

And SO FORTH.
And MOST IMPORTANTLY, un-Godly sexuality
will damage your ability to BOND and LOVE that
ONE person, which everyone is HARD-WIRED to
desire! If we’re all HONEST, we all want an
exclusive COVENANT relationship!

How am I supposed to find out about sex?
GOD made our sexuality a very IMPORTANT part
of us — it is only natural for young people to want
to know about sex as they get older. Many times
it is CURIOSITY that causes them to EXPOSE
themselves to impure sexual things like:
•

Playboy magazines,

•

Pornographic movies,

•

Or experimenting with another person.

These kinds of EXPOSURES give CONFUSING and perverted (wrong) messages about
SEX. Some people grow up with messages like:
•

Sex is DIRTY,

•

You shouldn't TALK about sex,

•

Sex is only to be talked about with grown-ups.

Sometimes the messages you get from church and home about sex, say, "JUST DON’T
DO IT". They say it's wrong BUT they don't always tell you WHY. GOD tells us that things
are WRONG because He knows they will HURT US.
GOD knows that sex OUTSIDE of marriage DAMAGES our ability to be FAITHFUL in our
COVENANT relationship.
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It is not WRONG to want to understand your sexuality and to be curious about sexual
things. It only becomes DESTRUCTIVE when you satisfy your curiosity in ways that cause
your sexuality to be exposed to IMPURE sexual imprinting.

A word on MASTURBATION.
DEFINITION — When you stimulate yourself physically to the point of orgasm.
•

It can become addicting.

•

It brings a physical release.

•

Release feel-good chemicals in the brain.

•

You can find your desire to do it increasing.

•

After awhile, whenever you feel upset or tense, you will find a desire to masturbate.

Sexual release stimulates the brain PLEASURE center, which is the same place that gets
stimulated when you use cocaine and heroine. That is why there are SEX addicts! Did you
know, the genital control center and the bonding control center are ADJACENT in the
brain, right NEXT DOOR to each other! The PURPOSE of our sexuality is to
SYNCHRONIZE energy states, emotions ... with another person who is glad to be with me.
Masturbation is when you synchronize energy with NOBODY! This leaves the person to
bond with themselves, their fantasy, or other non-relational entities ... resulting in the
person being further isolated and compulsive.
GOD created us ... these control centers being side-by-side is NOT by accident! GOD
intends for sex to be a BONDING connection between husband and wife. Orgasm BONDS
you with whomever or whatever you were with. There is NO such thing as “CASUAL” sex.
Sex is super-GLUE, it sticks you TOGETHER! One flesh/spirit/soul is glued to another.
The enemy has TWISTED GOD’s Design — satan has perverted the BEAUTY of what
GOD intended by introducing other people, sex toys, fantasies, and so forth, into this
intimate experience. That is how we then get bonded to whoever/whatever we are looking
at at the point of orgasm. Masturbation therefore feeds our FEAR of intimacy in
relationship to the point of total ISOLATION. Some men are SINGLE because, through
porn and masturbation, they have learned that they can have a FALSE intimacy without
RISKING relationship. Many married men live isolated lives BECAUSE, through their
ADDICTION to masturbation, they are cut off from the one they have PROMISED to love,
honour and cherish. Masturbation feeds our ISOLATION!
Most teenagers think that they can masturbate and when they get married they will just
STOP. That is a LIE. Many adults still struggle with masturbation in their marriage. It is how
they were sexually imprinted and until that imprinting is CLEANSED, that desire is there.

Is it SIN?
It's easy to tell ... do you feel ASHAMED? Is it something you would want your parents or
people at your church/school to know?
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Shame is always the result of sin, and masturbation is accompanied by much SHAME.
Whenever we are ashamed of something, we will HIDE it and do it in secret. That's a
pretty GOOD indicator that masturbation is SIN.

Pornography.
Pornography is an INDICATOR of ARRESTED development and CHILDHOOD wounds.
Pornography must be AVOIDED because it also creates sexual IMPRINTING. It creates
desires for CERTAIN body types, for PERVERTED sexual practices, and often leads to
MASTURBATION.
Pornography is ANYTHING that you can visually see — either in magazines, books,
movies, videos, on the internet, cell phones or computer games that depict other people in
a SEXUAL nature. It can ALSO be what you hear through things like music, movies, or
videos. Pornography allows you to be sexually stimulated WITHOUT the responsibilities or
RISKS of relationship. A centre-fold can not REJECT you. It’s about INSTANT gratification
— I want it NOW!
In ARRESTED development, we always want something NEW. We buy a new car and
then want another NEW CAR ... like a CHILD wanting more toys, only TOY CARS are
much cheaper than the real deal!
R e l a t i o n s h i p a n d i n t i m a c y t a k e s W O R K , s a c r i f i c e , C O M M I T M E N T, a n d
COMMUNICATION. If I’m an ADULT, I see value in my WIFE and am willing to INVEST in
her completely, and BOND to her in every area — emotionally, SPIRITUALLY, sexually,
being able to take a RISK and be VULNERABLE ... Wife does the same for her husband
out of choice, not out of co-dependency. It is a true desire to connect in every area.
When I’m ARRESTED, building relationships in MARRIAGE becomes a curse and a
BURDEN to me. PORNOGRAPHY is a SHORT CUT to sexual gratification ... but comes
with a HEAVY PRICE!

How does porn WORK?
Our minds will create a situation any way the IMAGINATION will allow it. You can make a
PICTURE or FANTASY anything you want it to become. You can look at the picture and
the mind has the ability to animate it.
Though you may have 100 porn films and 300 magazines, your mind will focus ONLY on a
FEW of these — and will become HOOKED on these. The same with the magazines —
out of your whole collection, you will have about 10-15 magazines with certain pictures in
each one, because the mind comes to ownership of what we fantasize about. The body
RESPONDS to the FANTASY, and the FANTASY to the mind becomes REALITY. It is
REAL to the SUBCONSCIOUS. Y’shua (Jesus) says:
MaXhew'5:28!“28!!But!I!say!to!you!that!everyone! who!so!much!as!LOOKS!at!a!woman!with!EVIL!desire!for!
her!has!already!commi@ed!adultery!with!her!in!his!HEART.”
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The mind CANNOT tell the difference between REALITY and FANTASY. SEX and
SEXUAL pleasure (masturbation) is SUPER-GLUE, and will BOND you to whatever you’re
receiving pleasure from. Pornography also creates DISSATISFACTION with the REALITY
of life. People who have been imprinted sexually with pornography are usually NEVER
HAPPY and SATISFIED in a normal COVENANT sexual relationship, unless they are
HEALED.
MANY times pornography depicts PERVERTED sexual acts. It is a LIE to say I can look at
pornography NOW, but when I get married I will stop ... it will STILL affect you!
•

You will either keep looking at it and HIDE it because of your SHAME,

•

Or you will be frustrated and resentful that your COVENANT relationship is not
meeting the WRONG desires that are in you.

Dating Game vs. COVENANT.
Dating is part of the REASON why our DIVORCE
rate is so high ... how does dating help us practice
for divorce? Because we make a COMMITMENT
or promises that are a form of COVENANT to
another person ... and then we BREAK them!
We have not learned how to WORK through
problems and issues. Instead, we have learned to
MOVE ON when there are problems. Our souls
continue to seek after the EXCITEMENT of a new
relationship and we may have problems with
finding SATISFACTION in the attention of just
ONE person.

Dating and sexual DESIRES.
Sexual desires can be satisfied WITHOUT intercourse, such as heavy-petting. This will
always lead to WRONG sexual imprinting. Many teenagers use drugs and alcohol, which
leads to a break down in self-control and creates an inability to say, "NO” to sexual
behaviour. Their sexuality is then imprinted with the feelings of alcohol and/or drugs. The
consequence will be that when married, their sexuality will need to go with alcohol and/or
drugs, in order to be satisfied.

Dating and STEALING.
Dating is DANGEROUS because it leads to robbery. GOD HATES stealing. If we take
another person's virginity, we have just ROBBED their future husband or wife. If we take a
part of another person's HEART and BREAK it, we have just ROBBED their future
husband or wife. If we DAMAGE a person's ability to TRUST, we have just ROBBED their
future husband or wife and them. It can also ROB the purity and the SPECIALNESS of
your wedding day and wedding night. Until we are ready to make a lifetime COVENANT,
being in love is just a LIE!
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Just as GOD's love for us has caused Him to make an EVERLASTING COVENANT with
us, TRUE LOVE must be MATURE enough to enter into COVENANT.
•

BUT how can I have FUN if I don’t DATE?!
•

•

You can have fun by doing things in the SAFETY of a group.

BUT How will I ever find the RIGHT person if I don't DATE?
•

You don't have to! You can leave that job up to your earthly father ... and ABBA
FATHER. He will SPEAK to your heart and let you know, "This is the one I have
CHOSEN for you”. By getting the witness of your PARENTS, pastors, and other
spiritual LEADERS, you protect yourself from making a MISTAKE that will affect
the REST of your life.

There are a lot of WRONG reasons to get MARRIED ... the ONLY right reason is because
GOD has said, "This is the time and this is the one”.

STEPS of friendship to MARRIAGE.
1. Gi^(of(ATTRACTION
This is GOD’s GIFT, for a PURPOSE! It is HIS Way of DRAWING human beings together
for a PAIRING PROCESS. It is to develop FRIENDSHIP, where they must make a
CHOICE to pursue a LONG TERM relationship.
The ENEMY has MESSED with this GIFT. We are told ... if it feels GOOD just do it! Giving
into these LIES and our LUST will cause such DAMAGE.
The couple will start feeling insecure, and wonder what could possibly be wrong? The one
feels they want the power over the other person — and this goes back and forth, and the
couple can’t figure out what is wrong. “Why isn’t this working? Why am I so intensely
possessive over the other person?”
If there is intimacy before marriage, and the couple goes from GIFT of ATTRACTION to
sexuality, they have BYPASSED every step in their subconscious “COMPUTER” that is
needed to be laid down for a LIFE-GIVING long term relationship. And they will HAVE to
go BACK and follow GOD’s Steps!

2. Friendship
We develop Godly friendships in FOUR progressive stages. We suggest you make a list of
all your friends and place them in the category of where they should be.
A) Acquaintance
You learn their names and you recognize them — give them respect and dignity and move
on. You are not looking towards a long-term relationship. You’re alert to each new person
around you, and have a CHEERFUL countenance and smile. You ask appropriate
questions, which reflect interest and acceptance, and you’re a good LISTENER.
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B) Casual
You run across each other and from there you get enough information about them to find
out if they need to stay in the casual group, or move to the close friends group. You
discover their strong points, and learn about their hopes and desires for their lives.
At this point, you develop and ask appropriate specific questions. You show interest and
concern, and let them share problems with you. Be honest about yourself without digging
up the past. Reflect interest and trustworthiness in being their friend.
C) Close
You could have quite a number of close friends. You see potential for achievement in their
lives, and discover and discuss the specific goals they have. You serve an interest in the
development of their goals. You’re aware of conflicts which may hinder the development of
these goals, but are creative and encourage them to develop and achieve.
D) Intimate
This is where you should not have more than FIVE
intimate friends at any one given time. These are
friends, that if you tell something to them, it does not
come back and bite you in future. Before sharing our
intimate secrets and pain you need to know which of
your friends are true friends and support systems. We
talk too much to too many, too many times and then
we feel betrayed and unworthy and start hating
ourselves for not having the right judgment in picking
friends.
As intimate friends, you are sensitive to traits and
attitudes in each other, that need improvement —
and you are committed to:
•

Give comfort through trials and sorrows.

•

Assume a personal concern for their reputation.

•

Faithfulness, loyalty, and availability.

... while setting boundaries and guidelines.

3. RelaEonship
There are also FOUR progressive stages of RELATIONSHIP.
A) ALONE Time
When we are in a CLOSE friendship there needs to be a time of “ME-to-ME” relationship.
It is important to spend some time alone. What issues do I have that I need to work on
alone that would create havoc, if we pursued a more intimate friendship?
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B) GROUP Time
Nobody is really pairing at this point in time — we are close friends. I really am interested
in this person, but let’s get out and do some group activities, and see how the friend reacts
and how I react in the group. For EXAMPLE, social skills, jealousy, and so forth.
C) Group with a PRIMARY
This is where we pair within the group. This is a safe way to COURT — it has no pressure
and yet we are starting the pairing process.
D) Exclusive ONE-to-ONE RELATIONSHIP
We “officially” COURT and get to know each other more CLOSELY. To understand what is
LOVE, one must ask ... “Do I want to INVEST myself in this person?”
At this stage, the WOMAN is starting to feel SAFE, and there is EMOTIONAL bonding.

4. LOVE!
The couple needs to DEFINE LOVE. Love is giving EVERYTHING, expecting NOTHING in
return, and being SATISFIED that there is a JOY in GIVING rather than receiving
UNCONDITIONAL LOVE. BOTH give 100% of each other. This will lead to a
WONDERFUL loving and CARING relationship for a LONG LIFE together!
Love means:
•

NO EXPECTATIONS,

•

Being flexible — CARING enough to not OVERRIDE and control each other,

•

Not expecting anything in RETURN,

•

Overall GIVING, like the example of our MESSIAH!

Y’shua (Jesus) gave even though He knew we would REJECT HIM. What He gave was
FREELY given with NO CONDITIONS! When two people come TOGETHER and they
have built the building blocks of relationship and understand what TRUE LOVE really is,
they will be founded on THE ROCK for a future life together.
The CLEAREST definition of UNCONDITIONAL LOVE is 1 Corinthians 13.
1'Corinthians'13:4H8!“4! !Love! ENDURES!long!and!is! pa<ent!and!kind;!love! NEVER!is!envious! nor!boils! over!
with!jealousy,!is!not!boasmul!or!vainglorious,!does!not!display!itself!haugh<ly.!5!!It!is!not!conceited!(arrogant!
and!inﬂated!with!pride);!it!is! not!RUDE! (unmannerly)! and!does!not!act!unbecomingly.!Love!(GOD’s! Love!in!
us)!does! not!insist!on!its!own!rights! or!its!own!way,!for!it!is!not!self6seeking;!it!is! not!TOUCHY! or!fremul!or!
resenmul;!it!takes!no!account!of!the! evil!done!to!it![it!pays! no!a@en<on!to!a!suﬀered!wrong].!6!!It!does! not!
rejoice!at!injus<ce!and!unrighteousness,!but!rejoices! when!right!and!TRUTH!prevail.!7!!Love!bears!up!under!
anything!and!everything!that!comes,!is!ever!ready!to!believe!the!best!of!every!person,!its!hopes!are!fadeless!
under!all!circumstances,!and!it!endures!everything![without!weakening].!8!!Love!never!fails![never!fades!out!
or!becomes!obsolete!or!comes!to!an!end]!...”
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After understanding what LOVE is, the couple will then make a DECISION if they will
continue with their relationship and go towards MARRIAGE. If both AGREE then the
NEXT step is ...

More intimate courtship.
This is the time to begin to build your EMOTIONAL and SPIRITUAL intimacy while still
saving your physical intimacy for AFTER Covenant. It's a time to get to KNOW each other
and to get to KNOW each other's family and friends at a more INTIMATE level.
If you make the decision NOT to date because of its dangers, and to instead COURT, it will
be one of the BEST decisions that you will ever make! You will PROTECT yourself and
save yourself physically, emotionally, sexually, and spiritually for your COVENANT mate.
So get a GOOD SUPPORT SYSTEM of friends and people who will PRAY for you and
ENCOURAGE you in your decision.
Also, know that because this is GOD's Way and not the world's way ... He will SUPPORT
you with His Grace and Love. If you get tempted, call upon the POWER of His Holy Spirit
and He WILL answer you!

5. ENGAGEMENT!
From the time of the proposal, up to the date of the wedding, is the time for the couple to
develop the relationship more DEEPLY, and to discuss important relationship guidelines
like:
•

How are we going to handle ANGER?

•

Our MONEY?

•

Raising CHILDREN?

During engagement, communication is
VERY OPEN. INTENSE emotional bonding
develops during this stage, where the man
is to learn to bond EMOTIONALLY with the
young lady and be NON-SEXUAL. This is
where she finds her VALUE in how HE
values her.
The man is to show how much he thinks of her, to value her in a NON-SEXUAL way, so
that when they are INTIMATE in marriage, she is READY and will be COMFORTABLE in
making love, because she will know it is not about how she LOOKS ... it’s about who she
IS!
The ENGAGEMENT period should be no longer than a year. SIX MONTHS is an ideal
period.
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GOD’s Dream for MARRIAGE.
Why would a GOD Who created our very bodies to reflect our sexuality leave this part
BROKEN and in DISREPAIR? He WOULDN’T! The same POWER of GOD that can give
you NEW BIRTH through the spirit, heal your body, and RESTORE your soul can minister
to your SEXUALITY. Your FAITH just needs to be stirred and you need to understand your
sexuality from GOD's Perspective.
GOD created our brains so that the sexual release would be an IMPORTANT part of the
BONDING process with our spouse. GOD created us with SEX in mind and He intended it
to be for MARRIAGE ONLY ... intimacy was designed for COVENANT!
Ephesians' 5:31!“31! !For!this!reason!a!man!shall!leave! his! father!and!his!mother!and!shall!be! joined!to!his!
wife,!and!the!two!shall!become!one!ﬂesh.”

The GREEK word for UNITE is “to be GLUED together”!

Gender Confusion8.
Genesis' 17:11! “And! you! shall! circumcise! the! ﬂesh! of! your! FORESKIN.! ! And! it! shall! be! a! TOKEN! of! the!
covenant!between!Me!and!you.”

Foreskin — GOD has an amazing sense of humor. Deliberate gender confusion is a prime
example. It has to make you laugh. Just consider the following:
The Hebrew word for foreskin is ‘orlah. It is used dozens of times in descriptions of
circumcision. There could hardly be a more explicitly male noun. In fact, it is sometimes
used euphemistically for the penis. But, the Hebrew noun is feminine! Either someone had
no idea what makes a person male or this is an absolutely exquisite gender joke.
Fortunately for men, the Hebrew word for testicle is actually a male noun.
Ah, but that’s not all. The Hebrew word rechem means womb. It’s pretty hard to not
associate this with female, but this Hebrew noun is masculine. So are the nouns for breast
and nipple. Maybe GOD just got confused and mixed up His genders. What do you think?
Pretty funny, huh?
Aside from the humor of these upside-down gender associations, there’s a good lesson
here. The sexual distinctions we put so much emphasis on in our culture might not be as
important as we think. GOD’s View might suggest our preoccupation with gender
differences needs a little levity. Maybe Sha’ul’s (Paul’s) exhortation to care for each other
as we care for our own bodies is a bigger play on words than we originally thought. After
all, from a Hebrew perspective, the distinctively sexual components of males and females
seem to carry a little reminder of the opposite gender, don’t they? If you and I recognize
that what makes us sexual beings is described in the gender of the opposite sex, it just
might help us appreciate the union of one flesh even more. Perhaps the Genesis 2:24
standard is quite a bit more eloquent than we imagined.

8&Word&study&wri`en&by&Skip&Moen,&h`p://skipmoen.com/2009/12/01/genderaconfusion/&
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There is one other characteristic of Hebrew that helps us redefine the proper place of
sexuality. Once again, this additional characteristic employs a bit of humor. Hebrew is
particularly metaphorical and euphemistic when it comes to describing sexual organs. It
uses phrases like “covering the feet,” “socket,” “heel” and “seed” rather than our explicit
descriptions.
But just the opposite is true when Hebrew speaks
about sexual behavior. Then the language drops the
euphemisms and provides straight talk. Apparently,
GOD is far less interested in how you are built than
what you do with how you are built.
All of this imagery offers an insight into the Garden
story. We were made for each other, right down to the
nouns. Furthermore, sexuality seems to originate in
play. It’s the physical version of linguistic humor. It
brings a smile and a laugh. But it is also subject to
GOD’s Parameters. There are fences to protect those
who can laugh about it.

CONSEQUENCES of Pre-Marital Intimacy.
If there was any kind of sexual behaviour BEFORE marriage, there will be MAJOR
consequences in intimacy AFTER marriage. Sometimes within the first year of marriage,
WIFE’s sexuality will WANE and HUBBY won’t understand know WHY?!
Wife will LOOSE her desire for intimacy over time ... waiting for her husband to
wonderfully, EMOTIONALLY bond, and prove that he LOVES her for who she is on the
INSIDE! If this is the case, Hubby will HAVE to non-sexually woo Wife, even though they
are married.
If he DOESN’T do this, WIFE will go through a DOWNWARD SPIRAL of withdrawing from
INTIMACY ... she will WITHDRAW, but then BOUNCE back for a time, as she is
RELATIONSHIP oriented. However, the WITHDRAWAL times will get longer as time goes
by, and she will BOUNCE back less frequently ... this will cause such CONFUSION and
FRUSTRATION in the marriage!
HUBBY, must WOO her NON-sexually by being AFFECTIONATE (hugs, cuddles)
WITHOUT any sexual agendas or touches ... Wife will have to know she is LOVED for
WHO she IS!
Men, REALIZE:
•

Your wife does not need sex ALL THE TIME,

•

She needs to be VALUED all the time.

•

Your wife’s love-making starts in the MORNING when you get out of bed and what
you SAY to her at the breakfast table.
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•

HUSBAND, you are 90% SEXUALLY orientated, and only 10% EMOTIONALLY
orientated.

•

While your wife is 90% EMOTIONALLY orientated, and only 10% SEXUALLY
orientated!

A man was never meant to carry the EMOTIONAL load of a woman without the SEXUAL
pay-offs ... and a woman was never meant to carry the SEXUAL load of a man without the
EMOTIONAL pay-offs.Often men are so REJECTED, they feel their SEXUALITY is the
only way they can express their manhood, and the woman in their life feels USED, and the
relationship STRUGGLES. Or, all MEN want to do is CONQUER, without BONDING and
EMOTIONAL attachment — and the WOMAN becomes worth no more than her
SEXUALITY.
If a husband would take 90 days and LEARN how to LOVE a his wife NON-sexually, he
would fulfill this area of LOVE (EMOTIONAL BONDING) that should have been laid in the
building up stages of COURTSHIP. GOD created our computers to lead up to the final
marriage COMMITMENT according to these STEPS.
These steps of emotionally bonding CANNOT be ignored or skipped!
A woman’s COMPUTER — if she has been HONOURED, respected, and VALUED —
automatically UNLOCK, and at the marriage ceremony, she knows she is VALUED. All the
PRELIMINARY work has been done ... and in MARRIAGE, ongoing EMOTIONAL and
SEXUAL bonding will build for a LIFETIME!
MEN, if you put the TIME in, you will reap a LIFETIME of life-giving and JOYFUL
INTIMACY with your WIFE!

ADDICTIVE relationships.
When we move from the gift of ATTRACTION, and jump into SEXUALITY, we have set
ourselves up for DEPENDENCY and CODEPENDENCY with no understanding at all. No
foundation blocks were laid for a GODLY long term relationship!
AGAIN! The steps CANNOT be ignored or SKIPPED! Or you will have to GO BACK and
complete them! Addictive relationships marry out of NEED. Healthy relationships marry out
of CHOICE.

Gift of ATTRACTION in marriage.
Keep in mind, the gift of ATTRACTION does not go away when you are married! You will
find other people attractive. As a MARRIED person in a COMMITTED relationship, we find
around every SIX MONTHS somebody will cross your path that’s pretty neat. What that
tells you is that everything is working — you are NORMAL.
WARNING! It is what you do with this that MATTERS! If you don’t ENTERTAIN this, it will
DIMINISH in THREE DAYS (or 72 hours) ... GUARANTEED! If you will not play with it, not
FANTASIZE about it, in 72 hours, the gift of ATTRACTION will just pass by.
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This 72-hour rule is take from the WORD. Y’shua (Jesus) was in the tomb for THREE days
(72 hours) and rose again.

Sexual DAMAGE.
What is behind all the LUST and PERVERSION
in the world? We need to have a look at Genesis
3. GOD promised Adam and Eve that the
Messiah would come, born of a WOMAN, and
that HE would crush satan’s head. Satan hates
MANKIND and has made it his purpose to
DESTROY men and women.
He has also TARGETED the way in which the
MESSIAH would come — through the BIRTH
CANAL. He HATES the very birth canal that our
REDEMPTION came through! That is WHY
there is such SEXUAL perversion in the world.

Sources&of&sexual&damage:
1. The lack of MODESTY can cause sexual damage — it would be called a level one
form of sexual abuse.
2. Sexual damage and SHAME can be caused simply from having played doctor with
the next door neighbour as a child.
3. Children sleeping in their parent's bed or room, past the first several months, can
result in sexual damage.
•

The children can develop INSECURITY.

•

They can have difficulty being ALONE.

•

They can have problems with individuating.

4. If they are in the same room, DAMAGE can also come from the children hearing/
seeing their parents making love.
•

FEAR of the sexual act might enter in because they don't know what they are
hearing or seeing.

5. Sometimes a family will just be CRUDE about sexual issues. Jokes will be told.
6. Or sex is never discussed, affection is never shown. The general attitude is that sex
is shameful and DIRTY. Sexual damage has occurred.
7. In very religious homes. The child is confused and never feels comfortable
expressing his sexuality as an ADULT.
8. Sometimes we can be TEASED as children about various body parts. They are too
small, too big, etc. Many times our body image has to be healed so we can feel
comfortable EXPRESSING ourselves sexually.
9. Becoming sexually ACTIVE at too young of an age, creates sexual damage.
Children are not emotionally equipped to handle what is happening to them. Their
sexuality robs them of the freedom and innocence of their childhood ...
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•

CONFUSION enters in and as they become adults, they have problems truly
enjoying sex. On one hand they enjoy the physical pleasure but on a deeper
emotional level, they are ANGRY at sex because of the robbery of their childhood.

Results of SEXUAL ABUSE.
Sexual ABUSE can cause frigidity, IMPOTENCE,
premature ejaculation, fear of male or female
body parts, PROMISCUITY, prostitution,
HOMOSEXUALITY, homophobia, and so forth. It
can lead to drug/alcohol ADDICTION, EATING
disorders, SLEEP disorders, problems in
MARRIAGE, and other PERSONALITY
disorders.
Sexual wounds create within you a sense of
POWERLESSNESS. This then results in:
1. A loss of self-respect ... “I’M flawed and I’M defective”.
2. Fixation ... we freeze in our development of our emotions. We then develop a
pseudo-personality, and become double-minded.
This moves me then into a SHAME-base:
•

I am my wounds.

•

I am my sin.

•

I am a mistake.

I have been so wounded, I have no security. The people I trusted could not take care of
me and prevent this from happening — I now loose my trust in my world. We now doubt
TRUTH and we fear knowledge.
Sexual abuse victims have to walk through forgiveness in FIVE main areas:
1. The PERPETRATOR (the individual/s who abused them).
2. The PROTECTORS (those that should have known or protected them).
3. SELF — often they are mad at themselves that they didn't fight back, or maybe their
bodies responded to it and they are angry at themselves).
•

GOD — even though we are not in a position to forgive GOD, often people have
to recognize they have been angry with GOD.

•

"GOD, why didn't You stop it?!”

•

“How could You let that happen to me?!”

•

“Where were You GOD? Why didn't You answer my prayers?"
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4. They have to REPENT for their anger towards GOD and release their
unforgiveness.
5. RE-VICTIMIZERS — those that have re-victimized them because they minimized
the abuse and didn't believe them.

BOUNDARIES and sexual abuse.
Whenever a child has been VIOLATED sexually, their sexual boundaries have been
BROKEN down. This often affects their ability to have HEALTHY boundaries in other
areas. Their "NO” has been taken away from them.
Whenever a person has had their boundaries VIOLATED and BROKEN as a child, one of
TWO things will occur:
1. Either they will become a person with WALLS. They will have difficulty letting
anyone come in to their life.
2. Or they will have NO boundaries whatsoever. ANYTHING can come in at any time,
good or bad.
Healthy boundaries give us the ABILITY to allow certain things to come in to our lives that
are GOOD for us, along with the ability to say "NO” to other things.
(1) FRIGIDITY is an example of walls. Nothing can come IN. (2) PROMISCUITY is an
example of NO boundaries, anything can come in.
The sexually abused victim will have to restore both their ability to have healthy
boundaries, as as the the boundary lines themselves.

HEALTHY boundaries.
What are boundaries?
1. Invisible PROPERTY lines that define
your responsibility. GOD is in the circle
with you and HE can help you.
2. They are the BASIS of personal identity,
and DEFINE what is me and what is
NOT me.
3. Defines where I STOP and others start.
4. Determines WHO I AM and for what I am
responsible for.
•

MY emotions,

•

MY spirit,

•

MY attitude,
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•

MY needs,

•

MY motivations,

•

MY behavior,

•

MY choices and consequences,

•

MY thoughts,

•

MY feelings,

•

MY dreams and goals,

•

MY sexuality,

•

MY beliefs,

•

MY fears,

•

MY opinions,

•

MY interests and abilities.

How do you develop healthy boundaries?
1. Start with YOUR circle. You don’t have to wait on anyone else. FREEDOM comes
from taking responsibility. BONDAGE and slavery comes from giving it away. You
can’t make anyone else CHANGE, you can ONLY change yourself. You can only
grow so that their behaviour no longer works on you. SHIFT from control to
influence.
2. OWN your emotions. You are NEVER just angry! You are always angry ABOUT
something. When we are HURT, we use anger to defend ourselves. Anger is a
secondary, defensive emotion. Hurt is a VULNERABLE emotion. We must be
careful of a victim mindset.
VICTIM mindset says: “Why do they keep doing this to ME?” The truth is, they are not the
ones who keep doing it to you. They keep doing it to you because you LET them.
How do you test if you are acting out of a “victim mindset”?
Determine whether the SOURCE of your problem is outside of you, and you are helpless,
or if the source is truly from others’ actions. LEARN to be sensitive to how you SAY things
so that you HONOR boundaries. Use “I” statements, NOT “you” statements.
•

“YOU make me mad, sad, glad ...”

•

“YOU should ...”

•

“I don’t want to tell you what you should do because that then makes ME
responsible!”

The correct way would be:
•

“You might want to consider this ...”
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Basic TRUST and sexual abuse.
Basic trust will be broken through sexual abuse. This is a FOUNDATION that is laid in a
child from birth to adolescence. When a BABY cries because he's hungry and is fed, basic
TRUST is ESTABLISHED. When DADDY says he's going to do something and he DOES,
basic TRUST is ESTABLISHED. Basic TRUST creates the ability in us to have
RELATIONSHIP, communication and intimacy, to be able to submit to authority, and to
RELAX.
When basic TRUST has been BROKEN — through abuse, trauma, and/or wounding in our
childhood — people are afraid to NEED anyone. I have been so wounded, I have no
SECURITY. The people I trusted could not take care of me and prevent ________ from
happening ... I now loose trust in my world.
We then doubt TRUTH and fear knowledge.
At the ROOT of most rebellion issues, lies a
problem with BASIC TRUST. It takes unconditional
LOVE and being there for people in order to
HELP their basic TRUST to be RESTORED. Men
NEED to learn to treat women EMOTIONALLY in
a way that they desire to GIVE themselves to the
man. That is when they will BOTH experience the
greatest sexual FULFILLMENT.
GOD has fashioned us in an INTERESTING way.
The key to UNLOCK a woman's body is her
EMOTIONS ... and the key to UNLOCK a man's
EMOTIONS is through his body. In other words, for a woman to be
able to FULLY GIVE herself to a man she must feel EMOTIONALLY connected and
CARED for. For a man to be able to let down his EMOTIONAL walls and become truly
INTIMATE, he needs to connect PHYSICALLY to a woman.
INTERLOCKING in a perfect fit!

SYMPTOMS of sexual abuse.
A) Pre-School
•

Tension and FEAR in the presence of certain people — WITHDRAWAL.

•

A sudden fear of BATHROOMS, will not undress.

•

Masturbation — all FORMS:
-

Rubbing against chairs, cushions, dolls — playing doctor-doctor, inserting
objects into vagina/anus, pulling down pants, and so forth.

•

Insomnia, nightmares.

•

Crying a lot, clinging to parents and not wanting to stay with other people.

•

Personality CHANGES — a quiet child becoming hyperactive.

•

Tender/itchy genitals.
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B) Primary School
•

School work deteriorates — lack of concentration.

•

Insomnia.

•

“Body shy” — dresses in many layers of clothes.

•

Listlessness — no energy.

•

Scared to be alone with men and boys.

•

Poor appetite/over-eating for comfort.

•

Poor personal hygiene — wants to look ugly.

•

Scared of public toilets.

•

Bed wetting (where previously had no problem with that) — suppresses any
thoughts about his/her genitals.

•

Does not interact with friends.

•

Aggressive and has temper tantrums.

•

Runs away from home.

C) Adolescence
•

Runs away from home.

•

Drug and alcohol abuse.

•

Insomnia, nightmares, exhaustion.

•

School marks deteriorate — sleeping in class.

•

Loses respect for authority.

•

Immorality — does not care.

•

Sleeps with clothes on — does not undress.

•

Obesity.

•

Anxiety.

•

Talks of suicide and attempts to do it — including self-torture.

D) Children and Adults
•

Always feels different to others.

•

Feels dead inside — “I wish I could feel again.”

•

Trusts no one.

•

Cannot remember anything from his/her childhood.

•

Avoids affection/hugs — doesn’t want to sit on a lap, locks bedroom door.

•

Foundation: CONFUSION and FEAR.

•

Child is taught that he/she can never say “NO” to an adult.

CharacterisEcs(of(women(who(have(been(sexually(abused(in(childhood:
1. Continuous DREAMS/reliving of BAD experiences.
2. General ANXIETY, distrust, and/or social ISOLATION.
3. Difficulty to attain and maintain lasting RELATIONSHIPS.
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4. Sexual DYSFUNCTION (aversion, vaginal cramps, no orgasm).
5. Chronic DEPRESSION, poor self-IMAGE, self-reproach.
6. Poor MEMORY, confusion, NO personality.
7. Identity focused on a feeling of being BAD and CHEAP.
8. No RESPECT for women including SELF. (Intense self-HATRED ... can cut or burn
herself.)
9. Inclined to FEAR men, but also to IDEALIZE them.
10.Mixed-up ADOLESCENT life — early pregnancy, runaway, drugs, etc.
11.Very CONCERNED — “parent like” and/or acts like a CHILD, inconsistent.
12.Passive and defenseless.
13.A history of immorality and prostitution.
14.SUICIDE attempts, self-TORTURE, drug abuse.
15.Impulsive behaviour.
16.Misplaced GUILT feelings, underlying GRUDGES.
17.ABUSE of own children or will marry a man who ABUSES children.
18.Drift from family beliefs.
19.History of LEARNING PROBLEMS in childhood.
20.CHRONIC post-traumatic stress disorder (lack of feeling/apathy, extra careful).

The sexually abused GIRL.
1) Confused feelings.
If her own FATHER abused her, she will feel totally BETRAYED. (If someone ELSE, she
will only have a small amount of TRUST left.) She feels that her PARENTS and GOD the
FATHER did not PROTECT her, and that she was left ALONE with her pain and
DISTRESS. As a COUNSELLOR, you will have to understand her CONFUSED feelings
and counsel her accordingly. In relationships, the sexually abused girl will have THREE
ways of behaving:
1. GOOD GIRL — always wants to do good to others.
2. TOUGH GIRL — tends to be hard and manipulative.
3. PARTY GIRL — seeks pleasure, loose living.
2) Distrust of authority.
Her POSITIVE memories were SHATTERED when a person in authority BETRAYED her
trust. Because in her experience, authority can no longer be ACCEPTED as hope or
reliable direction, there are no eternal TRUTHS to SUPPORT her. This is a ROOT of fear.
She will struggle to TRUST any authority figure — EVEN if you minister with sincerity,
sensitivity, and confidentiality. Such a person will continually RUN AWAY, especially when
love and caring start to HEAL her.
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When LOVE starts to penetrate the WALLS that
she has built around her, she will want to be able
to TRUST again ... eventually, she will OPEN
herself again, but is very VULNERABLE and easily
overcome by FEAR.
She is inclined to find FAULT with the person who
is trying to HELP her (a safety mechanism) ...
COUNSELLOR, have patience because she will
vacillate between wanting to trust, and fearing to
trust again!
3) Confused identity.
Her perception of WHO she is, created as a FEMALE (girl, woman, mother), is
SHATTERED and twisted to the ROOTS. She feels BETRAYED, dishonoured, USED,
dirty, CAGED in, manipulated, and ROBBED. Her HONOUR, pride, and DIGNITY have
been stolen from her!
She feels as if she is WORTHLESS and will never be ACCEPTED by anyone if they
KNOW what happened to her. The FRIENDS with whom she associates are themselves
WEAK and emotionally crippled, because they TELL her that she is ACCEPTABLE to
them.
4) Guilt feelings.
She struggles with tremendous GUILT feelings and somehow feels RESPONSIBLE for
everything that happened. She feels something is WRONG with her. Sexual feelings
AWOKEN too early in life cause her to think sex — even in Godly Covenant marriage — is
wrong or DIRTY!
Song'of' Solomon'2:7'“7!!I!charge!you,!O! you!daughters!of!Jerusalem,!by!the!gazelles!or!by!the!hinds!of!the!
ﬁeld![which!are!free!to!follow!their!own!ins<ncts]!that!you!not!try!to!s<r!up!or!awaken!love!un<l!it!pleases.”

She thinks that she should have RESISTED more and TOLD somebody about what
happened, IMMEDIATELY after the first time she was ABUSED. Counsellor and support
systems, UNCONDITIONAL LOVE will heal!
5) Shame
She FEARS it will come out. To make the pain go away, she thinks — “Rather HATE
myself. And to get away from self-hatred — “HURT myself”. The sexually abused feel this
way all day LONG! “I enjoyed it. I asked for more, I’m so ASHAMED! Now I HATE myself.”
6) Anger and the necessity to punish.
She experiences continuous ANGER and it is often aimed at her MOTHER ... “WHY did
she ALLOW it to happen? Why is she MARRIED to such a MAN?” She is many times
ANGRY with ABBA FATHER and other people — she EXPECTS abuse and feels she
DESERVES it.
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7) Cry for help, feelings of helplessness.
To deal with DEEP painful despair, she becomes DEAD inside. Emotions are switched
OFF — the girl sees herself as weak, stupid, incompetent. Rage/ANGER outbursts are
common — “Where was Mom/Dad when it happened to me?!”
Often, the next question asked is “Where was GOD when it happened to me?!”
GOD answers the wounded and the angry with the following Scriptures:
Jeremiah'13:17'“17!!But!if!you!will!not!hear!and!obey,!I!will!weep!in!secret!for!your!pride;!my'eyes'will'weep'
biXerly'and'run'down'with'tears,'because'the'LORD’s'Flock'has'been'taken'cap_ve.”
Jeremiah'14:17'“17!!Therefore![Jeremiah]!you!shall!say!to!them,!Let!my!eyes!run!down!with!tears!night!and!
day,!and!let!them!not!cease;!for'the' virgin'daughter'of' my'people' has'been'smiXen'with'a'great'wound,'
with'a'very'grievous'blow.”

The result of this type of wound is that she will believe Godly pleasure is wrong.
8) Double-mindedness.
She will struggle with chronic feelings of love and hate — “It felt GOOD but it was not
supposed to ... I should’ve said NO!”
9) Desperate need for love.
She becomes PROMISCUOUS because she feels that she has LOST everything (purity,
worthiness) — “I’m damaged good anyway” — and will desperately seek love and
acceptance, even through sexuality. She will fear PREGNANCY. She will be fatigued
(would rather die) and be open to ABUSE of alcohol and drugs ... these FEELINGS control
her.
10) She will substitute B.E.E.P.S. for love.
•

GLUTTONY — for COMFORT and uses her obesity as a SHIELD for her protection.

•

FANTASIZING — pretends that she is someone or somewhere ELSE, especially
during intercourse.

But there is HOPE!

HEALING for the sexually abused.
Forgiveness is not genuine until the person learns to deal with their deepest desire/longing
and acknowledges how they feel — that they have a desperate desire for love. To
acknowledge this, they will experience pain and anger. However, the person’s shame will
decrease, as they realize they were wronged and abused — they were a VICTIM and it
wasn’t their fault.
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1. CONFESS your painful, sinful REACTIONS to what happened to you.
2. RENOUNCE self-defense mechanisms.
3. CONFESS hurt you did to others because of your OWN HURT.

Suppression, withdrawal, and frigidity.
1. Vows
“NEVER again will I put myself in a
position where things start well and clean,
and end up ugly and destructive.”
Intentionally or unintentionally, such
VOWS are registered and become strong
controlling and blocking influences, that
result in sexual DYSFUNCTION. There is
no sexual pleasure — rather intimacy is a
DUTY.
2. Frigidity
FRIGIDITY can also be the result of
WRONG sex education or physical
disability, etc.
3. Suppression/Dissociation
Traumatic EXPERIENCES are suppressed so that the person is unable to RECALL the
events — the person is controlled by unseen, unidentified forces. He/she does not
understand WHY they feel or ACT the way they do, and neither do others around them —
therefore, the person is open to CONFUSION. In therapy, do NOT use hypnosis to find the
roots of the problem in the subconscious mind. It is FORBIDDEN in the Word of GOD!
Deuteronomy' 18:10H11'“10! ! There!shall!not!be!found!among!you!anyone! who!makes! his! son!or! daughter!
pass! through! the! ﬁre,! or! who!uses! divina<on,! or! is! a! soothsayer,! or! an! augur,! or! a! sorcerer,! 11! ! Or! a!
charmer,!or!a!medium,!or!a!wizard,!or!a!necromancer.”

Adultery, masturbation, and sexual PERVERSIONS.
A word on ADULTERY.
If you open un-Godly sexual doors, the enemy will be sure to send you just the right
“DELIAH”. If you start to FANTASIZE about her, the mind will start to ANIMATE situations
with her. After SEVEN times of masturbating with her image in mind, the
SUBCONSCIOUS will start believing there is a RELATIONSHIP, and you will become
SEXUALLY DEPENDENT upon her image.
As you FLIRT with her and meeting times become more and more INTENSE, a day will
come when you WILL go over into the REAL act of sexual intimacy.
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The SUBCONSCIOUS has ALREADY believed you have a RELATIONSHIP with her, and
there will be NO stopping this act of ADULTERY. No matter how much you know it is SIN,
in your MIND you have already done the deed ...

Premarital sex.
Heavy petting means we have overstepped GOD’s Boundaries in the dating/courting stage
and for the rest of your married life with that same woman, she will make you prove to
show her you love her for who she is and not for what she does. Couples think that if they
have not had physical intercourse but just mutual masturbation, it means they have not
sinned — “We will try to justify anything to fulfill the desires of the flesh!” (quote by Jimmy
Swaggart, his cousin was Jerry Lewis).

A word on masturbation within MARRIAGE.
Fantasizing even about your WIFE will LOCK you in. It is another QUICK FIX without the
COMMITMENT of BONDING. When you do try to have intimacy with your wife, because of
the TIME it takes for her to BUILD UP to the sexual act, you will become DISSATISFIED
and FRUSTRATED, causing DAMAGE to the intimacy within MARRIAGE.
It is a fantasy that begins to make your body respond, and then you get angry at your
partner and start making demands of her, because you want the fulfillment of what you
have been fantasizing about — she is there, but you don’t want to take the time and effort
a real relationship takes to build up to the sexual act. A wife needs to be wooed and loved
to build up to intimacy, where masturbation is a selfish, quick release.

A word on sexual perversions.
Sexual perversions cause you to become CALLOUS. Continual pornography and/or
masturbation will cause your body NOT to respond to “NORMAL” stimulation. The
callousness can become so bad that it could take two/three women, vibrators, etc. for days
at a time, in order to have an orgasm. You will need MORE and MORE to have pleasure.
You will NUMB both your body AND your brain on the subconscious AND conscious levels,
because of the excessive SELF-ABUSE.
GOD has designed COVENANTAL intimacy so that the older you get, and the more you
BOND, the greater the orgasm. The WORLD seeks pleasure in un-Godly sexual practices,
which have to become more PERVERTED in order to feel more pleasure.
Why does the PERVERSION eventually involve pain? Research has proven that if any
form of pain is intense enough, the body spontaneously ejaculates to nullify the PAIN.
EXAMPLES include death by electrocution, hanging, etc. Men doomed for the electric
chair will have an orgasm when they pull the switch. The same for a man being hung to
death — the body will ejaculate trying to nullify the pain as death is eminent. Young people
tie a rope/belt around their necks, and almost suffocate to the point of orgasm — this level
of orgasm becomes euphoric. Young people have been found hanging up in closets with
pornography books on the floor and sperm all over the place — and the young man is
dead!
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They had no control and could not release the strap/rope around their neck —they were
looking for the euphoric ultimate, ultimate orgasm. Such severe PAIN situations can cause
a spontaneous ORGASM. Again, the body is trying to neutralize the pain with the release
of endorphins. Satan is chasing them on by saying there is something more out there,
something greater out there — there is greater high — there is a better looking blonde,
someone with bigger breasts — another one with better looking sexual area, and so it
carries on — enough is never enough.
As you become more and more callous, and depend on more and more perversities for
greater pleasure — you will eventually end at sadomasochism. For example, a person will
be tied down with handcuffs and chains — tied to a bed or hung on a wall. One person will
be stimulating with masturbation, and another person will take a surgical knife and then cut
the meat of the thighs or the other sensitive areas of the body, to the point that the pain is
so great, that the body will release through orgasm. This is why PAIN is involved in
PERVERTED sexual practices — whips, handcuffs, chains, cutting ... all in the chase for
THAT orgasm, because the body has become so NUMB.

A word on OLDER men arrested in development.
If there has been abuse and trauma as a child, and the man is arrested in development —
and as he has aged, he is still not healed of his pain — it could happen that he will revert
back to his childhood problems, and become bi-sexual. This is especially true if his
relationship with his wife has been very shallow and superficial, and he has had to “help”
himself with pornography and masturbation through the past years. At this stage, his
sexuality is so numbed out and he now needs something more for that “ultimate” orgasm
— that he will turn to molesting children, male and female. Having NUMBED his sexuality,
he will pursue GREATER perversions.
GOD WANTS to HEAL sexual brokenness!
Whatever happened to you as a child growing up ... GOD wants to bring restoration and
HEALING to your sexuality!
•

SEXUAL pleasure is a BEAUTIFUL GIFT! Biblically speaking, SEX is GOOD!

•

Sexual intimacy should bring the GREATEST JOY, pleasure, happiness, and
ONENESS!

•

GOD also wants you to have a GOOD marriage!

•

GOD is waiting to HELP you develop a glorious relationship!

•

GOD wants your marriage to REFLECT His KINGDOM here on earth ...

Seek GOD FIRST in all you do as ONE. LOVE and RESPECT each other … and watch
your marriage BLOSSOM in SHALOM!
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Prayer of Renunciation for the Misogynistic Spirit
by&Paul&Cox

Heavenly FATHER I repent and renounce on behalf of myself and my generational line, for
all hatred and dishonoring of women.
I repent for all who engaged in forced marriages, prostitution, and the treatment of women
as objects to be bought and sold without regard to their safety or calling, for the purpose of
sexual exploitation or financial gain. I repent for all who used women, particularly older or
unattractive women, as slave labor. FATHER, would you break the consequences on my
family line for those who were treated as burdens and neglected as worthless because of
their feminine gender.
I repent for all who considered women little better than animals, without a spirit or genuine
intelligence. I repent for all who enforced female genital mutilation in order to control and
subdue women. I repent for all who believed the lie found in many religions that women
were created first and faulty.
I repent for all who practiced Droit d’Seigneur, a practice that enabled the owners of feudal
estates to deflower virgins on their wedding night to other men. I repent for all who valued
women based on proof, real or imagined, of their virginity. I repent for all who
dehumanized women by romanticizing them as pure and untouchable, or demonized them
by reducing them to only sexual roles. More specifically, I repent for all who were deceived
by the manifestation of the misogynistic spirit known as the Madonna/whore complex.
I repent for the generational hatred of the female gender that led to infanticide of girls in
many cultures and many centuries. I repent for all who murdered those woman.
I repent for all who practiced hysterectomies without medical cause in order to solve
emotional distresses in women.
I repent for all who participated in dishonorable legal practices in regards to women,
withholding from them the right to own property, have custody of their children, or having a
voice in their own lives. I repent for all who participated in legal violence against women. I
repent for all who committed financial abuse against women, refusing to provide for them
as is right. I repent for all who denied women access to education in order to subjugate
them. I repent for all who have denied women access into various trades because of fear
and greed, denying them a way for providing for themselves. I repent for all who valued
the equal labor of a woman as less than equal.
I repent for all who committed violence against women during the days when women
peaceably demonstrated in order to have a right to vote.
I repent for all who engaged in abortion, forced or voluntary. I repent for all who
participated in corrupt obstetrical practices such as the outlawing of forceps because of a
belief that women were to suffer during childbirth. I repent for all who participated in
modern gynecological practices that administered scopolamine, not in order to relieve
pain, but to disorder the woman’s mind so that she would not remember giving birth and
then removed the baby forcibly while the mother was trapped in restraints.
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I repent for all who have participated in obstetrical practices that ignored the needs of the
mother in preference to the doctor, such as unnecessary cesareans, episiotomies and all
other procedures that treat pregnancy as an illness.
I repent for all who valued women solely on the basis of their ability to bear children,
particularly male children, and particularly for all those who blamed their wives for the
failure to produce children.
I repent for all who have objectified women by valuing them solely on the basis of their
beauty. I repent for all who have debased women by participating in pornography and
prostitution.
I repent for all who have rejected women based on flaws in comparison with the beauty
standard of the time. I repent for all who in their fixation on female beauty missed the
genuine beauty that GOD placed within women.
I repent for all who have twisted the original intent of the submission of women in
marriage, dishonoring the knowledge that women are co-heirs with Messiah. I repent for all
who have used their authority to humiliate abuse and control women.
I repent for all who have been deceived by the feminist mindset which views GOD,
marriage, and motherhood as the primary avenues of violence against women, rather than
the enemy. I repent for all who have rejected their roles as women in preference to those
of men. I repent for all who have dishonored women by this rejection.
I ask you, FATHER GOD, to cleanse all misogyny from my generational line and restore to
the women in my family line the place you originally intended for them. I ask you to bless
them with the knowledge of Your Love, a desire to claim their inheritance and an
acceptance of their destiny in You. I release all in my family line and through the ages who
have operated under the misogynistic spirit in forgiveness.
(For Woman) I repent for my own participation in the woman-hating spirit. I now break
every curse I have spoken over myself, including my body and its functions, in the Name
of Y’shua (Jesus). I repent of any spiritual rebellion or anger over the choice of my
Heavenly FATHER to create me a woman. I accept my female gender and bless it, in the
Name of Y’shua (Jesus).

AMEN!
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Science Proves Premarital Sex Rewires the Brain9
by&Jeremy&Wiles10

There’s a reason why breaking up from a sexual relationship is much more emotionally
painful and much harder to forget than one that didn’t involve sex. There are several
neurochemical processes that occur during sex, which are the “glue” to human bonding.
Sex is a powerful brain stimulant. When
someone is involved sexually, it makes
him or her want to repeat that act.
Their brain produces lots of dopamine —
a powerful chemical, which is compared
to heroin on the brain. Dopamine is your
internal pleasure/reward system. When
dopamine is involved, it changes how we
remember.
The other part is oxytocin, which is
designed to mainly help us forget what
is painful. Oxytocin is a hormone
produced primarily in women’s bodies.
When a woman has a child and she is breastfeeding, she produces lots of oxytocin, which
bonds her to her child. For this reason, mothers will die for their child, because they’ve
become emotionally bonded due to the oxytocin that is released when they’re skin-to-skin
with their child.
The same phenomenon occurs when a woman is intimate with a man. Oxytocin is
released, and this makes her bond to him emotionally. Have you wondered sometimes
why a woman will stay with a man who’s abusing her? We know now that it’s because she
bonded to him emotionally because of the oxytocin released during sex.
Men produce vasopressin, which is also referred to as the “monogamy hormone,” and it
has the same effect as oxytocin has on a woman. It bonds a man to a woman.
These “bonding” agents narrow our selection to one person. That is wonderful in a
marriage relationship but really bad in a dating relationship because you lose your
objectivity when you’re searching for your potential life mate.

Impaired(Judgment
According to neuropsychologist Dr. Tim Jennings, “When you have premarital sex, your
reward circuitry is bonded to them now, and it will be much deeper and hurtful.”

9&Ar8cle&take&from&h`p://www.charismanews.com/opinion/39405ascienceaprovesa

premaritalasexarewiresatheabrain&

10&Jeremy&Wiles&is&the&execu8ve&producer&and&director&of&the&Conquer&series.&For&the&

original&ar8cle,&please&visit&conquerseries.com.
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“Oftentimes, in breakups of people who’ve been sexually active, they can’t tolerate the
sense of emptiness, so they rush into another relationship. The neuro circuits did not have
time to reset, and so they’re impaired in their ability to bond with the next person, and they
may become sexually active with them. This is just a repetitive cycle, and there are real
impairments in bonding going on.”

Becoming(Bonded(With(Porn
These same neurochemicals are present when viewing pornography. A man will become
bonded with whatever he is engaged in during the moment these chemicals are released.
When your relationship is being carried on with an image, you become bonded to
whatever you’re viewing.
Dr. Doug Weiss, a marriage counselor, advises men to have eye contact with their wives
during sex because they become bonded with that person. By doing this, he explains that,
over time, individuals will decrease the “neural pathway to pornography and sexually
inappropriate thoughts and beliefs and glue to healthy sexuality to [their] wife. When your
brain thinks sex, it thinks, ‘Where’s my wife?’ And that is a great way to fight this battle."
Discovering how our minds were designed to operate by a magnificent Creator reveals
truth in the way we are to live.

Cycle(of(Sexual(Sin
For someone viewing porn, one of the functions of
oxytocin is to separate the experience and the
excitement from the intensity of the shame.
According to neuropsychologist Dr. Jes Montgomery,
“Usually by the time they turn the computer off, they
are already sinking into a sense of failure and
shame, and the function of oxytocin is to tell the
brain, 'Wait a minute. You don’t want to remember
that. You want to hold on to this excitement and this
amazing magic that you just experienced.'”
Knowing how these neurochemicals interact and
change the brain help us understand why sex is
meant to be kept within the boundaries of marriage.
You see the overtones here about GOD’s Design for His Pure Temple. This is another
reason why the devil attacks our sexuality so much — because in attacking human
sexuality, it actually interferes with human bonding.
So, for those practicing sex outside of marriage, they are creating a bond with their
partner, thus inhibiting their discernment of whether they should remain in that relationship.
GOD wired and designed our brains for a specific purpose: to bond ourselves with the
person we marry.
Jennings, Weiss and Montgomery are just several of the many experts featured in
the Conquer series 6-disk DVD set who provide amazing insight that help set men free
from sexual sin, while providing practical steps to live in purity.
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Pornography: The New Narcotic11
by&John&Piper&|&9&October&2013

The new narcotic. Morgan Bennett just published an article by this title. The thesis:
Neurological research has revealed that the effect of internet pornography on
the human brain is just as potent — if not more so — than addictive chemical
substances such as cocaine or heroin.
To make matters worse, there are 1.9 million cocaine users, and 2 million heroin users, in
the United States compared to 40 million regular users of online pornography. Here’s why
the addictive power of pornography can be worse:
Cocaine is considered a stimulant that increases dopamine levels in the
brain. Dopamine is the primary neurotransmitter that most addictive
substances release, as it causes a “high” and a subsequent craving for a
repetition of the high, rather than a subsequent feeling of satisfaction by way
of endorphins.
Heroin, on the other hand, is an opiate, which has a relaxing effect. Both
drugs trigger chemical tolerance, which requires higher quantities of the drug
to be used each time to achieve the same intensity of effect.
Pornography, by both being arousing (the “high” effect via dopamine) and
causing an orgasm (the “release” effect via opiates), is a type of polydrug
that triggers both types of addictive brain chemicals in one punch, enhancing
its addictive propensity.
But, Bennett says, “internet pornography does
more than just spike the level of dopamine in
the brain for a pleasure sensation. It literally
changes the physical matter within the brain
so that new neurological pathways require
pornographic material in order to trigger the
desired reward sensation.”
Think of the brain as a forest where
trails are worn down by hikers who
walk along the same path over and
over again, day after day. The
exposure to pornographic images
creates similar neural pathways that,
over time, become more and more
“well-paved” as they are repeatedly traveled with each exposure to
pornography. Those neurological pathways eventually become the trail in the
brain’s forest by which sexual interactions are routed.

11&Ar8cle&take&from&h`p://www.desiringgod.org/&
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Thus, a pornography user has “unknowingly created a neurological circuit”
that makes his or her default perspective toward sexual matters ruled by the
norms and expectations of pornography.
Not only do these addictive pathways cause us to filter all sexual stimulation through the
pornographic filter; they awaken craving for “more novel pornographic content like more
taboo sexual acts, child pornography, or sadomasochistic pornography.” And it gets worse:
Another aspect of pornography addiction that surpasses the addictive and
harmful characteristics of chemical substance abuse is its permanence.
While substances can be metabolized out of the body, pornographic images
cannot be metabolized out of the brain because pornographic images are
stored in the brain’s memory.
“In sum,” Bennett writes, “brain research confirms the critical fact that pornography is a
drug delivery system that has a distinct and powerful effect upon the human brain and
nervous system.”
None of this takes GOD by surprise. He designed the interplay between the brain and the
soul. Discoveries of physical dimensions to spiritual reality do not nullify spiritual reality.
When Y’shua (Jesus) said, “I say to you that everyone
who looks at a woman with lustful intent has already
committed adultery with her in his heart” (Matthew
5:28), He saw with crystal clarity — the way a
designer sees his invention — that the physical eye
had profound effects on the spiritual “heart.”
And when the Old Testament wise man said in
Proverbs 23:7, literally, “As he thinks in his soul, so is
he,” he saw with similar clarity that soul acts create
being. Thinking in the soul corresponds to “is”. And
this “is” includes the body.
In other words, it goes both ways. Physical reality affects the heart. And the heart affects
physical reality (the brain). Therefore, this horrific news from brain research about the
enslaving power of pornography is not the last word. GOD has the last word. The Holy
Spirit has the greatest power. We are not mere victims of our eyes and our brains. I know
this both from Scripture and from experience.
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10 Men Christian Women Should NEVER Marry12
by&J.&Lee&Grady&

My wife and I raised four daughters — without shotguns in the house! — and three of them
have already married. We love our sons-in-law, and it’s obvious God handpicked each of
them to match our daughters’ temperaments and personality.
I have always believed God is in the matchmaking business. If He can do it for my
daughters, He can do it for you.
Today I have several single female friends who would very much like to find the right guy.
Some tell me the pickings are slim at their church, so they have ventured into the world of
online dating. Others have thrown up their hands in despair, wondering if there are any
decent Christian guys left anywhere. They’ve begun to wonder if they should lower their
standards in order to find a mate.
My advice stands: Don't settle for less than God's best. Too many Christian women today
have ended up with an Ishmael because impatience pushed them into an unhappy
marriage. Please take my fatherly advice: You are much better off single than with the
wrong guy!
Speaking of “wrong guys,” here are the top 10 men you should avoid when looking for a
husband:

1.The unbeliever.
Please write 2 Corinthians 6:14 on a Post-it note and tack it on your computer at work. It
says, “Do not be bound together with unbelievers; for what partnership have righteousness
and lawlessness, or what fellowship has light with darkness?” (NASB). This is not an
outdated religious rule. It is the Word of God for you today.
Don’t allow a man’s charm, looks or financial success (or his willingness to go to church
with you) push you to compromise what you know is right. “Missionary dating” is never a
wise strategy. If the guy is not a born-again Christian, scratch him off your list. He’s not
right for you. I’ve yet to meet a Christian woman who didn’t regret marrying an unbeliever.

2. The liar.
If you discover that the man you are dating has lied to you about his past or that he’s
always covering his tracks to hide his secrets from you, run for the nearest exit. Marriage
must be built on a foundation of trust. If he can’t be truthful, break up now before he
bamboozles you with an even bigger deception.

12&Ar8cle&take&from&h`p://www.charismamag.com/blogs/ﬁreainamyabones/19757a10amena
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3. The playboy.
I wish I could say that if you meet a nice guy at church, you can assume he’s living in
sexual purity. But that’s not the case today. I’ve heard horror stories about single guys who
serve on the worship team on Sunday but act like Casanovas during the week. If you
marry a guy who was sleeping around before your wedding, you can be sure he will be
sleeping around after your wedding.

4. The deadbeat.
There are many solid Christian men who experienced marital failure years ago. Since their
divorce, they have experienced the Holy Spirit’s restoration, and now they want to remarry.
Second marriages can be very happy. But if you find out that the man you are dating
hasn’t been caring for his children from a previous marriage, you have just exposed a fatal
flaw. Any man who will not pay for his past mistakes or support children from a previous
marriage is not going to treat you responsibly.

5. The addict.
Churchgoing men who have addictions to alcohol or drugs have learned to hide their
problems — but you don’t want to wait until your honeymoon to find out that he’s a boozer.
Never marry a man who refuses to get help for his addiction. Insist that he get professional
help and walk away. And don’t get into a codependent relationship in which he claims he
needs you to stay sober. You can’t fix him.

6. The bum.
I have a female friend who realized after she
married her boyfriend that he had no plans
to find steady work. He had devised a great
strategy: He stayed home all day and played
video games while his professional wife
worked and paid all the bills. The apostle
Paul told the Thessalonians, “If anyone is
not willing to work, then he is not to eat,
either” (2 Thessalonians 3:10). The same
rule applies here: If a man is not willing to
work, he doesn’t deserve to marry you.

7. The narcissist.
I sincerely hope you can find a guy who is handsome. But be careful: If your boyfriend
spends six hours a day at the gym and regularly posts closeups of his biceps on
Facebook, you have a problem. Do not fall for a self-absorbed guy. He might be cute, but a
man who is infatuated with his appearance and his own needs will never be able to love
you sacrificially, like Christ loves the church (Ephesians 5:25). The man who is always
looking at himself in the mirror will never notice you.
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8. The abuser.
Men with abusive tendencies can’t control their anger when it boils over. If the guy you are
dating has a tendency to fly off the handle, either at you or others, don’t be tempted to
rationalize his behavior. He has a problem, and if you marry him you will have to navigate
his minefield every day to avoid triggering another outburst. Angry men hurt women —
verbally and sometimes physically. Find a man who is gentle.

9. The man-child.
Call me old-fashioned, but I’m suspicious of a guy who still lives with his parents at age 35.
If his mother is still doing his cooking, cleaning and ironing at that age, you can be sure
he’s stuck in an emotional time warp. You are asking for trouble if you think you can be a
wife to a guy who hasn’t grown up. Back away and, as a friend, encourage him to find a
mentor who can help him mature.

10. The control freak.
Some Christian guys today believe marriage is
about male superiority. They may quote Scripture
and sound super-spiritual, but behind the façade
of husbandly authority is deep insecurity and pride
that can morph into spiritual abuse. First Peter 3:7
commands husbands to treat their wives as
equals. If the man you are dating talks down to
you, makes demeaning comments about women
or seems to squelch your spiritual gifts, back
away now. He is on a power trip. Women who
marry religious control freaks often end up in a
nightmare of depression.
If you are a woman of God, don’t sell your spiritual birthright by marrying a guy who
doesn’t deserve you. Your smartest decision in life is to wait for a man who is sold out to
Jesus.
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8 Women Christian Men Should NEVER Marry13
by&J.&Lee&Grady&

Last week my column “10 Men Christian Women Should Never Marry” went viral. More
than 1.2 million people have shared that message so far — most likely because so many
single men and women are seriously asking for guidelines on finding a compatible mate. In
response I received numerous requests to share similar guidelines for men who are
looking for wives. Since I am mentoring several young men right now and have seen a few
of them marry successfully during the past few years, it wasn’t difficult to draft this list.
These are the women I tell my spiritual sons to avoid:

1.The unbeliever.
In last week’s column, I reminded women that the Bible is absolutely clear on this point:
Christians should not marry unbelievers. Second Corinthians 6:14 says, “Do not be bound
together with unbelievers; for what partnership have righteousness and lawlessness, or
what fellowship has light with darkness?” (NASB). Apart from your decision to follow
Christ, marriage is the single most important decision you will ever make. Don’t blow it by
ignoring the obvious. You need a wife who loves Jesus more than she loves you. Put
spiritual maturity at the top of your list of qualities you want in a wife.

2. The material girl.
One young friend of mine was engaged to a girl from a rich family. He saved up money for
months to buy a ring, but when he proposed she told him he needed to go back to the
jewelry store to buy a bigger diamond. She pushed her fiancé to go into debt for a ring that
fit her expectations. She wanted a Tiffany’s lifestyle on his Wal-Mart budget. I warned my
friend that he was stepping into serious trouble. Unless you want to live in debt for the rest
of your life, do not marry a girl who has dollar signs in her eyes and eight credit cards in
her Gucci purse.

3. The diva.
Some macho guys like to throw their weight around and pretend they are superior to
women. Divas are the female version of this nightmare. They think the world revolves
around them, and they don’t think twice about hurting somebody else to prove their point.
Their words are harsh and their finger-snapping demands are unreasonable. Some of
these women might end up in leadership positions at church, but don’t be fooled by their
super-spiritual talk. Real leaders are humble. If you don’t see Christlike humility in the
woman you are dating, back away from her and keep looking.

4. The Delilah.
Remember Samson? He was anointed by God with superhuman strength, but he lost his
power when a seductive woman figured out his secret and gave her man the world’s most
famous haircut.

13&Ar8cle&take&from&h`p://www.charismanews.com/opinion/42855a8awomenachris8ana
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Like Delilah, a woman who hasn’t yielded her sexuality to God will blind you with her
charms, break your heart and snip your anointing off. If the “Christian” woman you met at
church dresses provocatively, flirts with other guys, posts sexually inappropriate comments
on Facebook or tells you she’s OK with sex before marriage, get out of that relationship
before she traps you.

5. The contentious woman.
A young man told me recently that he dated a girl who had serious resentment in her heart
because of past hurts. “Before I would propose, I told my fiancee she had to deal with
this,” he explained. “It would have been a deal-breaker, but there was a powerful
breakthrough and now we are engaged.” This guy realized that unresolved bitterness can
ruin a marriage. Proverbs 21:9 says, “It is better to live in a corner of a roof than in a house
shared with a contentious woman.” If the woman you are dating is seething with anger and
unforgiveness, your life together will be ruined by arguing, door-slamming and endless
drama. Insist that she get prayer and counseling.

6. The controller.
Marriage is a 50/50 partnership, and the only way it works is when both husband and wife
practice mutual submission according to Ephesians 5:21. Just as some guys think they
can run a marriage like a dictatorship, some women try to manipulate decisions to get their
way. This is why premarital counseling is so important! You don’t want to wait until you’ve
been married for two weeks to find out that your wife doesn’t trust you and wants to call all
the shots.

7. The mama’s girl.
It’s normal for a new wife to call her mom regularly for advice and support. It is not normal
for her to talk to her mother five times a day about every detail of her marriage, including
her sex life. That’s weird. Yet I have counseled guys whose wives allowed their mothers
(or fathers) total control of their marriages. Genesis 2:24 says a man is to leave his
parents and cleave to his wife. Parents should stay in the background of their children’s
marriages. If your girlfriend hasn’t cut the apron strings, proceed with caution.

8. The addict.
So many people in the church today have not been properly discipled. Many still struggle
with various types of addictions — to alcohol, illegal drugs, prescription medicines or
pornography — either because we don’t confront these sins from the pulpit or we don’t
offer enough compassionate support to strugglers. Jesus can completely set a person free
from these habits, but you don’t want to wait until you’re married to find out your wife isn’t
sober. You may still be called to be married, but it is not wise to tie the knot until your
girlfriend faces her issues head-on.
Your best rule to follow in choosing a wife is found in Proverbs 31:30: “Charm is deceitful
and beauty is vain, but a woman who fears the , she shall be praised.” Look past the
outward qualities that the world says are important, and look at the heart.
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Part(3:

Understanding
Rejection
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We saw in J2F, there are FIVE things that
can happen to a child that will cause
ARRESTED development. A child can be
traumatized through (in order of severity):
1) Rejection
2) Incest
3) Molestation
4) Emotional Abuse
5) Physical Abuse
What do we DO when we are in PAIN?
B.E.E.P.S. — medicate to regulate!

B.E.E.P.S and being ADDICTED to people.
We tend to think of ADDICTIVE behaviours as only for substances or OBSESSIONS. But
we CAN, and often are, DEPENDENT on SPOUSES, family, friends, and OTHERS in an
UN-GODLY way ... we are CODEPENDENT on that person!
Though we are called to live in FAMILY and COMMUNITY, we must be CAREFUL not to
become UNBALANCED. Due to our HURTS and PAIN — people, even our SPOUSES,
are NOT to become B.E.E.P.S. in coping with our PAIN!

Some(SYMPTOMS(of(CODEPENDENCY(are:
•

LOW self-esteem.

•

PEOPLE-PLEASER — need others to like them, afraid of REJECTION.

•

Poor BOUNDARIES — can’t say NO!

•

REACTIVE and DEFENSIVE — often a result of having poor boundaries.

•

OVER-CARING, to the point of giving up yourself and putting others’ need over your
own.

•

CONTROLLING coupled with FEAR — needing to always stay in CONTROL of
their life and emotions.

•

DYSFUNCTIONAL COMMUNICATION — difficulty communicating their thoughts,
feelings, and needs.

•

SHAME-BASED and afraid to be VULNERABLE.

•

OBSESSIVE — tend to spend lots of time thinking about people or relationships,
especially if you think you’ve made a “MISTAKE”.

Codependency is especially dangerous in ABUSIVE relationships. This is often one of the
MAIN REASONS the person stays in the relationship. ABUSIVE relationships can also be
in MINISTRY — people can become CODEPENDENT on those in the Church/BODY ... we
NEED healing in order to have GODLY relationships that are LIFE-GIVING!
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REJECTION — the number ONE trauma we ALL face!
Rejection is WORSE than terminal CANCER. Terminal CANCER has an END DATE.
There is CLOSURE ... we (especially WOMEN) are better able to handle CLOSURE than
OPEN-ended situations. Death is closure.
REJECTION is open-ended and has no CLOSURE. It stems from our CHILDHOOD. The
immediate response to our boundaries being violated in childhood brings us to a point in
our spirits and in our subconscious minds that I know, that I know, that I know, that I am
dirty, damaged, and different — and I feel that everybody around me knows it too!
With that in my subconscious mind, I set myself up for the potential of being rejected
because something was wrong with me, that has caused this to happen to me.
We can trace the intense fear of rejection to our childhood — something that happened in
our childhood — the messages that we heard — the things that happened to us — the
traumas — things we were told by parents, peer groups, brothers and sisters, and so forth.

We ALL know REJECTION!
•

Rejection from FRIENDS,

•

Not being picked for the team,

•

Not being the PRETTIEST girl for the boys,

•

Struggling with our WEIGHT,
-

Then the deeper TRAUMAS of rejection from PARENTS,

-

Or the rejection that comes from ABUSE (sexual, physical, emotional).

Some of the DEEPEST rejection is from our PARENTS ... a child knows his parents
SHOULD love him! We also grow up hearing SO MANY negative statements about
ourselves!.
All of this causes us to believe:
•

“I’m DAMAGED”

•

“I’m DIRTY”

•

“I’m DIFFERENT”

•

“There is something WRONG with ME!”

We know babies learn through sight, touch, and audio. This is why they need to SEE and
FEEL new things. Why they need to DISCOVER. And why they ask SO MANY questions!
If we weren’t allowed to do this — to GROW and LEARN, to be uniquely “NORMAL” ... if
we constantly heard the message that we are not WORTH the EFFORT to expand our
KNOWLEDGE ... these EXPERIENCES will be filed in our REJECTION FOLDER (in our
subconscious mind), from which we REACT and LIVE from!
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Strengths vs. WEAKNESSES.
As a practical exercise, write down TEN positive character qualities in your life, and only
TWO weaknesses! All the things you HATE about yourself has to do with your
BEHAVIOURS. We are so heavily programmed/focused on our WEAKNESSES, we can’t
find our STRENGTHS!
In spite of the pain, we have survived — SURVIVAL is our strength. When we bring that
strength to maturity, our survival instincts become our MOTIVATION to achieve our
GOALS.
We need to be WASHED in the FATHER’s LOVE for us. To KNOW we have VALUE
because of HIS LOVE for us. And even in our MESS and ARRESTED development, we
have STRENGTHS and qualities ... they just need to be MATURED and BALANCED!
For example, your STRENGTH may be CARING for others. Now because of REJECTION,
you may care TOO MUCH ... but this is still a STRENGTH! You may be a CARETAKER,
but with control because of FEAR. You need to grow and mature, to learn to care without
control and/or manipulation — to understand Godly/balanced caring for people is a
tremendous strength.

Power of WORDS.
How MANY of you have had a COMPLIMENT in
the past 24 hours? How did you receive it? Were
you COMFORTABLE? Saying “thank you” is so
difficult because of SELF-REJECTION. We do not
see our VALUE. We do not see our STRENGTH.
Maybe you have a WEIGHT problem. To HIDE
your self-rejection you have to make a PLAN ...
crack FAT jokes to DIFFUSE what others will say.
I hurt myself FIRST so others have much LESS
to say! Self-REJECTION is when you are afraid
that people might say something that will
HURT ... so we rather hurt OURSELVES.
We always have more strengths than we have weaknesses. But, we HATE the
weaknesses we have and that is ALL we FOCUS on.
We spend HUGE amounts of TIME and ENERGY trying to AVOID rejection:
•

We MANIPULATE

•

We CONTROL

•

Live in DENIAL ...

We all know the WAYS in which we deal with REJECTION. We become like the person we
hate because of the injustice of maybe a parent who was stern and strict ...
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Or maybe an alcoholic parent, and we hated what they did to us so desperately — that it
took so much of our think-time — that we conformed to our think-time and became what
we hated the most. Then someone says:
•

“You’re just like your FATHER!”

•

“You’re just like your MOTHER!”

That could trigger you into a huge reactive explosion! You say — “I hate that man! How
can you say I am just like ____________?!” We become like the one we focus on and we
pick up their negative traits, and that goes into our self-REJECTION folder ...
•

But ABBA put in us MORE pluses than MINUSES!
•

This is the JOURNEY of MATURITY and GROWTH!

Canceling out the NEGATIVES.
The first word a child learns is the word “NO”! They hear it 40,000 times by the time they
are five years old. In that age bracket of hearing all the negative messages and not
hearing positive ones, there is a consistency of negative programming going into the
subconscious mind — that programming will always stay with us. That becomes the basis
of our reality.
We start out on negatives and then we maybe have something traumatic happen to us that
violates our boundaries — we hear the messages from our family, friends and peer group,
that are making fun of us and putting us down. By the time we reach puberty, we wonder
what is wrong with us, and we fear rejection because of all the negative messages we
have heard.
•

If you hear 1-3 POSITIVE messages a day — you will be able to RECALL them, but
it will take some EFFORT to find them in your mind and bring them to your
CONSCIOUS memory.

•

If you hear 3-7 POSITIVE messages a day — they will FILTER through all the
NEGATIVE buildup in your SUBCONSCIOUS ... but you will be able to RECALL
them in your CONSCIOUS mind only when you NEED them.

•

If you hear 9-11 POSITIVE messages a day — when you need them, they are there
and you almost will have to STEP over them to NOT use them!

Did you know?!
•

When we hear 1 NEGATIVE, it takes 7 POSITIVES to neutralize this 1 NEGATIVE!

•

By the time we are SIXTEEN, we have heard 173,000 NEGATIVE statements about
ourselves by our family and peers.

•

That’s 29.6 (±30) per day!

•

We hear LESS than 2 POSITIVE statements per day about ourselves by the time
we’re SIXTEEN ... that’s only 16,000 POSITIVE statements by SIXTEEN!
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•

And WE tell OURSELVES up to 16 NEGATIVE statements every day —
“STUPID!” ... “You IDIOT!”
➡ It’s like servicing an ALTAR in our lives every day!

There is a lot of rejection that comes against us, making us wonder why are we the ones
getting the negative statements. The messages we hear will mark us for a lifetime because
they come from the people we trust — and out of the frustration of the people we trust —
most of all, our parents who HAVE to love us. Children have this thought inside of them
that their parents have to love them — the parents don’t have a choice because I am their
child, and they have to love me.
When parents don’t give us the positive growth material we need, and we are disciplined
out of negative statements rather than positive — and those messages are so plain to us
on the subconscious level — we draw a bottom-line of all of these negative statements
and conclude — “I am not worthy of acceptance, I am not worthy of making my own
decisions, I am not worthy of love, I am not worthy of learning and knowledge”, and so
forth.
A child developments through curiosity that loads the computer with knowledge, and the
mind keeps on questioning — why, why, WHY?
If they are operating in the three senses of
the audio, the visual and the feeling
orientation, they have to touch everything
because touch is the knowledge of a new
sensation. For example, marble is slippery
and smooth, the carpet is fluffy, and so
forth. Everything feels differently.
We take these things for granted as adults,
but a young child learns those things
through asking questions, verbalization,
and getting answers in the audio channel,
and touching and feeling things — what is
normal to the small child is a pain in the
butt for us parents/adults.
For example — you follow the child around all day long keeping things from being broken.
A child, being compartmentalized, picks up one thing — when he sees something else, he
drops what he had in his hand and picks up the next thing in his sight. What he had in his
hand is now broken, but he has no idea what is going on.
When we were raised in homes where we were not allowed to grow and learn, then we get
the constant message we are not worth the effort to learn and to expand our knowledge
and to be normal. These messages go into the violation column under the column called
REJECTION. We then have to learn as adults how to neutralize and how to reprogram the
subconscious.
GOD created us UNIQUE. That EACH of us are PRECIOUS, with a PLAN and a
PURPOSE. That we know HIS LOVE, live in JOY, and find TRUTH!
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REJECTION and SELF-rejection keeps us in SHAME and UN-worthiness ... we CAN’T
receive LOVE!
Can you IMAGINE the effect on your RELATIONSHIPS if EVERY DAY you gave
SINCERE, positive feedback on how you VALUE them as a PERSON?!
HUSBANDS, take note of this for your WIVES. Your WIFE will BLOSSOM in you VALUING
her for WHO she is, NOT for what she DOES.
Many times in marriage, the woman needs to know that she is valued for who she is. Men
have a tendency to value a woman by providing, bringing gifts, and performance — that
performance laps over into the bedroom.
The woman gets the view of herself as a being, but not a person. Many times she feels like
she is just filling space on a shelf. When her husband needs the laundry done, he will run
to the shelf, pick her up, put her down on the floor — she does the laundry and when it is
done, he picks her up and puts her back on the shelf again.
When he wants to have intimacy in the bedroom, he picks her up off the shelf, puts her
down on the floor, marches her into the bedroom — and when he is done, he puts her
back on the shelf again.
The house needs to be cleaned, the children need to be fed and carted around — so, she
is off the shelf and on the shelf — and so her life goes.
Husband feels that he is bonding with her and that they have a good relationship because
he keeps on repainting the shelf every now and then — he lets her watch some television
and brings her a gift while she sits on the shelf.
Men do not know how to value a woman for who she is on the inside. A husband will tell
his wife she is beautiful, she looks great, but he never tells her how he feels about her as a
person. He compliments her through the visual, but cannot compliment and value her as a
person — feeling orientation.
Husbands, at least once or twice a day, find something of VALUE in your Wife ... DON’T
just compliment on how she LOOKS or what she DOES, but on how you FEEL about her
as a PERSON! REMEMBER, we VALUE the person FIRST ... and then we can VALUE the
performance.
MEN, we know this is DIFFICULT for you — to recognize the little things a woman does in
a relationship.
A man can really day dream in what he wants to accomplish — he has his dream
structured in his mind as if it has come to pass. The wife pulls him back to reality — and
this can also cause a conflict.
Women live in the reality of the here and now — where we are today. Men live six weeks
out ahead of time, and that is why they don’t see the little things that their wives are doing
day-by-day, because they are so focused out in front — they cannot even express with
appreciation what their wives are doing.
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Another downside of men living in this dream world up to six weeks out in front, is that they
express a lot of things to their wives about their dreams. They express it in present tense
because in their minds it is already done.
The woman does not see it, but she goes along with it for a while — and then when her
husband does not produce what he has been dreaming about — and this happens over
and over again — then to her subconscious mind, he is lying. He talks big, but he does not
produce. He has the lack of ability to follow through on his dreams, desires and goals.
Men need to flip into the reality of today and value and share an appreciation for all the
things that their wives are doing for them every day — “How nice you looked on that day!”
We get so used to each other in our relationships and we don’t recognize a change of
hairstyle or a new dress, and so forth.
In ALL relationships, cultivate a DAILY appreciation of each OTHER ... and watch what
HAPPENS!

This is MY OPINION!
ARRESTED development and self-rejection causes
us to be VERY OPINIONATED, and NOT OPEN to
anyone other’s VIEW. Your OPINION (and my
perception that I could be WRONG) is a THREAT,
and RE-ENFORCES my REJECTION!
Because we have REJECTED ourselves, and our
value is based on PERFORMANCE in our SHAMEbased families ... for us to have value, we HAVE to
have all the answers. The more OPINIONS we
have together with AGGRESSIVENESS, the lower
the age of ARRESTED development.
But when I MATURE and walk in HEALING, I am able to act in LOVE:
•

To see the VALUE of your opinion,

•

To see from YOUR point of view,

•

To be FLEXIBLE in my opinions,

•

And to be okay having SEPARATE opinions!

How many confrontations have you had in your relationships that were not based on fact,
but were based on opinions and we escalated and got angry, screamed, and yelled,
because we wanted our opinion to be the only opinion in the house. Everybody else had to
agree and bow down to our opinion.
Maturity says this — as we grow up and become mature, then I will respect your opinion
— this house is big enough for two or more opinions.
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Your opinion is not threatening to me because GOD’s at work HEALING my rejection — I
know who I am — and it is not a matter of life and death.
If you value the opinion of your spouse, and allow yourself to step back a few steps and
look at their opinion from their perspective and realize they see things differently than you
do — then you as a couple can make a decision based on both their opinion and your
opinion. You are then bonding and pulling as a team — your spouse can be valued and so
can you.
The more mature we are, the less opinions we will have. We are more flexible to build
relationships and friendships with people, without being intolerable and having to move
them to my way of thinking.
Rejection is what you choose to think about. How am I going to handle rejection? I choose
to believe I am on a journey working out my garbage and I am trying to be transparent,
which allows me to be real. I realize not everybody is going to like me.

Rejection is NORMAL.
It’s OKAY not to LIKE everyone — this is NORMAL. BUT! I can still have RESPECT for
EVERYONE. I can RESPECT you as a PERSON of VALUE.
We cannot be compatible with everyone, but everyone can be viewed as okay. You and I
may not get along well — and it is okay. I have respect for you as a person.
A normal balanced person will not reject another person for any reason. We may choose
not to be their best buddy, but we can choose to deal with them with respect, dignity and
honor for them as a human being.
Rejection-avoidance governs more of our behaviour than what we suspect — i.e. we
spend:
•

More time,

•

More energy,

•

More talk,

•

More fear,

•

More adrenaline,

... in trying to keep from being rejected than if we went into the situation — handled the bit
of rejection — and just moved on. We will spend hours thinking about the “what if” in a
situation — worry ourselves to death — put ourselves down — our self-esteem in the toilet
— just trying to avoid being rejected!

HEALING from SELF-rejection.
REJECTION from others is most often coupled with SELF-rejection. Most of us will
STRUGGLE to look ourselves in the mirror, in the eyes, and say: “I LOVE YOU”.
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If you struggle with that — that when you say it, your eyes drop — and you cannot look
yourself in the mirror and give yourself respect, dignity and love, then you are NOT living
under what the Bible says about your self-respect.
We are to LOVE our neighbour as OURSELVES. If we can’t LOVE ourselves, we can’t
RESPECT and LOVE others! To REWIRE the SUBCONSCIOUS and walk in HEALING we
need to SPEAK out LOUD!

Practical exercise.
If you are struggling with self-rejection, to REPROGRAM your subconscious — in the
mornings, look yourself in the mirror and THREE times say — “I LOVE YOU”. You will
probably have to do this for SEVEN days to just start and get comfortable with this.

Feelings of INADEQUACY.
Although we view our INADEQUACY feelings
as UNIQUE and deeply personal, they are
actually quite UNIVERSAL ... the FIVE things
that ARREST our development will produce
such predictable behaviors of REJECTION
and feelings of INADEQUACY. Yet to us — as
these feelings mull around in our conscious
and subconscious mind — we feel we are the
ONLY ONES that are struggling with this
issue!
Rejection gets easier with practice, because
woven in with it will be some acceptance. If
we feel rejected and stay away from all
situations our law of averages for acceptance
will do nothing. Woven into all the rejection we
suffer in our lifetime there are some acceptance patterns — times that we are accepted. If
we wall-up and isolate, fear rejection to the point that it paralyses us, we have no potential
for a little bit of acceptance.
As we work through our issues, the pain of our childhood, and the pain of broken
relationships, and we realize what was the root of that pain — why do I react this way —
we will find that the pain and trauma is the key — not the fact that we are bad people, or
that we are different, dirty, or damaged.
When we realize that there is a source to our pain — and the source is not my character
— the source is not who I am — I can reamin in tact.
And if I am willing to take the risk and be prepared to work on relationships and start to
come out of pain — and start becoming “un-paralyzed” — start relating and building
friendships — we will find that the rejection factor will diminish and the acceptance factor
will start to grow.
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When we start to see responses to our growth and to our ability to walk through our pain
— and we become more transparent — this will bring acceptance even in spite of the pain
of our backgrounds.
When you face your fears, trauma, and shame from your past and take responsibility for
the wrongs you have caused — and for your wrong reactions to what happened to you —
you will not fear rejection anymore.
The garbage is behavior, but maturity brings balance — separating behaviour from who we
are as a person. I reject my old behaviors but I accept who I am today.
We spend HUGE amounts of energy trying to avoid being rejected:
•

We will manipulate,

•

We set up things,

•

We will AVOID relationships,

•

We will AVOID confrontations,

•

We will AVOID feelings,

•

We will AVOID needs,

•

We will AVOID desires,

... all this just to keep from being REJECTED!

HOW do we REACT to REJECTION?
1. GIVE(UP(as(a(VICTIM
We really come to a point in certain areas of our life where we give up on ourselves. We
give up on relationships when we are victims, and we will settle for second best — we give
up on the fact that we are worthy of having the very best — GOD’s Number 1 Plan.
For example, you may have had a man in your life at some time that treated you well,
respected you, and treated you with dignity and honor — he was able to communicate with
you and wasn’t interested in just using you in the bedroom, and so forth.
You really wanted to be in that kind of a relationship — and yet because of what’s
happened to you and how you feel about yourself — you either blew that relationship away
— or dated for a period of time and then backed-out of the relationship yourself. You were
afraid that if he really knew all about your childhood pain — if he really got to know you —
because of the victimization of your childhood and further sexual abuse in your life — you
believed that if he ever found that out, he would break your heart and leave. You then
abandoned yourself and felt that you were not worthy of a good relationship.
Remember, our negative traits manifest themselves in behaviors and we think we ARE our
behaviour. Our behaviour is one thing but our value is another. Our value is based on our
undeveloped character.
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When we get born with our brand new computer (our subconscious mind), and:
•

We are raised in a loving balanced, caring home with a good belief system,

•

Are treated with honor and respect,

•

Are not told “don’t” all the time,

•

Are shown things when we were curious,

•

If things were talked through when there was stress in the family,

•

And we were living in a balanced home,

... Our character would develop in spite of the negatives — because in a balanced home,
the family knows how to deal with the negative factors in life.
In a balanced home the child is safe. If something happens on the outside of the home —
like a molestation or rejection, abuse of some kind, and so forth — the child in a balanced
home can come home and talk to the parents about that. The parents will help the child in
a supportive way, to work through the issues and make sure the child is okay and in tact.
If we are in a home where we can’t talk about these things —
we live with that rejection and self-abandonment for a
lifetime, until someone helps us understand that the bad
thing did happen to us — BUT we were a victim and it wasn’t
about us! It was the problem of the person who did it to us,
and we ourselves were still in tact when it happened.
You need to learn to stop taking responsibility for the things
that happened and stop abandoning yourself and start to
move ahead and realize that even though you had crazy
acting-out behaviors due to your arrested development and
all the pain in your life — that was behaviour and you have
character that has never been developed!
Maybe this truth will only be told to you many years later, after the pain — for the truth to
be received and for you to actually believe, it could take a few years! You will need to hear
this message over and over again until your subconscious mind actually believes that you
were in tact, and it wasn’t about you — it wasn’t because you were deficit!
When we abandon ourselves:
•

We LOOSE self-control,

•

We SUBMIT to emotions (are driven),

•

We are DRIVEN by desires,

•

We are DRIVEN by impulses,

And all of the above are unreliable!
We are looking for a reality check coming from damaged emotions.
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If we abandon ourselves, our behaviour will start to skew-out because of the selfabandonment and the spirit of rejection — we believe that something is wrong with us by
the way that people have treated us in various ways through our lifetime.
You need a reality check to show you you have character! GOD programmed character
traits into your DNA by HIS Design — they may be under developed, but they are still
there. The purpose of this teaching is to help you understand that the character traits are
there and they can be developed. The development of your character traits comes through
life skills — learning how to grow up and release the stuff that we are hanging on to that
we think is really us — and it isn’t — it is our package of victimization that we can let go of.

2. SELFaAbuse
The SELF-abuse is FRUSTRATION for how we have been HURT. It is ANGER turned
inwards. It is taking RESPONSIBILITY even though you are an adult living with this PAIN.
In taking the BLAME upon ourselves, we HATE and ABUSE ourselves. We SELF-examine
ourselves:
•

“Did I attract that person?”

•

“It was MY fault!”

•

“I shouldn’t have _______________”

SELF-abuse leads to DESTRUCTIVE cycles of B.E.E.P.S. to cope with the PAIN — drugs,
alcohol, eating disorders, etc. You are ANGRY with yourself for not being able to get
CONTROL of your life. You believe — “I am not WORTHY of a GOOD relationship.” So
you find SOMEBODY that is at the BOTTOM of the barrel, you will RESCUE them — and
then they HAVE TO love you!
You DRAW someone to you with the SAME brokenness as yourself because spirit
DRAWS spirit —
you self-abandon and hate yourself, and because of your
FRUSTRATION, get into all kinds of addictions ... you THEN set yourself up for FAILURE.

3. SELFaAccusaEon
If we have had something that happened to us as a child — a trauma of some kind — we
then take responsibility subconsciously for everything that goes wrong in our life and the
people that are close to us. We call ourselves to account for everything we have ever
done. We will do something and it may be right — you may get up and give a speech —
you may work on a project at work — you may do something very well — but when you go
home, you beat yourself up and feel like a fool.
Somebody could just say something small about what you said and did — nothing really
important — and it throws you into a tizz! We look at the down-side risk on everything —
no matter what we do, we look at the down-side risk. We are always accusing ourselves
for something, taking responsibility for other people’s behaviors — we are calling
ourselves to account for every single thing we have ever done.
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4. SELFaAnnulaEon
This is something we do MENTALLY — we reduce our own VALUE to ZERO in our own
minds. Someone may be asking you about your job — they BELIEVE in you and know you
are CAPABLE ... but you suddenly feel totally INADEQUATE and too AFRAID to get
involved. You don’t even ANSWER — “Nobody CARES anyway! If I did say something,
they wouldn’t LISTEN to me anyway!” We have ANNULATED ourselves and reduced our
value to ZERO.

5. SELFaBetrayal
We share TOO MUCH in a relationship (WOMEN do this especially), and then fear — “I
spoke TOO MUCH!” If we feel the person we shared with was actually not ready, we feel
even WORSE! In ABUSIVE relationships, the person we shared with will use this to
MANIPULATE and HURT — even “blackmail” to keep control ... and TRUST is continually
BROKEN.

6. SELFaCondemnaEon
Self-condemnation is being responsible for the woes
of the world. For example — “I wish I had never
been born because it is after I came into the world
that Dad and Mom started having problems”. You
condemn yourself and take responsibility for the
breakup of your parents.
If you have gone through a divorce and you talk to
your children, you will find that they will have taken
all the guilt for the break-up. Self-condemnation
makes you take the responsibility for all that goes
wrong in the world, in the family, things that go
wrong between brothers and sisters, things that go
wrong on the job when you grow up, etc.
You fear the rejection — so if something goes wrong on the job, you immediately feel guilty
and think — “What could I have done that would have made things different?”
Another example could be — friends died in a car wreck, and the rejected person takes full
responsibility for their death. The rejected person struggles with thought — “If I had only
done that ... he would still be alive”.
We take responsibility for things that are not our responsibility. Taking on other people’s
“monkeys” to look after when it is not your responsibility. We then condemn ourselves for
not doing what we think we should have done — this always happens when we have
hindsight. Foresight is a little blurry — but hind-sight is 20/20, and we tend to judge
ourselves harshly.
Fearing rejection also causes us to not make decisions — a lot of our decisions are made
by indecisions — but our hindsight is fantastic! It is almost like we get a perverse pleasure
in tearing ourselves down.
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What we do is we get into self-criticism — we know our shortcomings and we think they
are so evident. We think because our behaviors are so evident, that the lack of our
character qualities (that are yet undeveloped) is evident too — and so we make an excuse
for being alive.
There is no reason to make an excuse and apologize for drawing breath — but rejection
will do that to us. In self-deception, we see the need for us to survive as a different person
than we really are. It is the development of a dual-personality — it is not schizophrenia,
this is a SURVIVAL personality.
For a practical exercise — take 15 minutes and write down who you could be if all things
were equal.
•

“I am a person who like to set goals.”

•

“I am a person who likes people.”

We deceive ourselves when we voice the self-criticism to survive. We almost mask some
false virtues and false personal qualities that we would like to have, but we don’t know how
to have them and nobody has helped us to have them — so we display a dualness that is
very confusing to other people. We can also call it a hypocritical mask — it is not to
destroy anybody, but because of the fear of rejection. We can build this mask over the
front of what we really perceive ourselves to be and we have good short-term friendships
and relationships that may last from two/three weeks to six/seven months. As we get to
know the other person, we start picking them apart to bring them down to our level of
comfort — when we start doing this our masks start to slip a little bit and so we back out of
the friendship and/or relationship.
We are afraid to be vulnerable and transparent because we know they won’t like who we
are because we don’t even like who we are — so we develop a mask and we act like we
have some character traits and virtues, and some nice things that we could have if we
could develop our maturity and develop our personality, without having to live with this
constant fear of rejection.
The potential is there, but it is undeveloped. It gives us a dualness that makes people
uncomfortable to be around us because we say one thing, but we behave not quite
congruent with what we say. Always REMEMBER — actions speak louder than words! The
verbal spoken word is only 7% of overall communications. 93% is tone of voice and
behaviors that follow up with what we say.

7. SELFaDefeat
We ASSUME rejection before it HAPPENS!

8. SELFaDenial
We will refuse to consider that our needs and our desires are valid. To keep from being
rejected, we will end up meeting everybody else’s’ needs — we will end up care-taking.
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We will spend money, energy, and even get angry at how we go to the extents we do, to
do something for someone else. It could be for our children, or for our spouse, or a friend
— we will sacrifice ourselves to not be rejected in that relationship — but we never feel
that our needs or desires are valid.
With our rejection base, we believe our needs should be trashed because everybody
else’s are so important — to the point that we will yield our own happiness to make it nice
for somebody else so we won’t be rejected — and then we go back and get angry with
ourselves — “I am worth nothing! The only value I have is what I can do for someone
else”. The more we do for somebody else, the more they will allow us to do things for
them! Finally our relationships are “energy suckers”! There is always a dominant (Jezebel)
and always a passive (Ahab).
If we fear rejection so greatly and we are hooked up to somebody that is an energy sucker,
there will never be a finish line for us who suffer from rejection — it will always be one
more thing that we will yield and do because my needs are not important, and I have
annihilated myself to feel that I have no value — my only value is to perform for somebody
else so that they will not trash me.

9. SELFaDespair
If we have suffered enough REJECTION we will live in SELF-DESPAIR and hopelessness,
and a lack of confidence.

10.(SELFaDestrucEon
We have annihilated ourselves to the point that we feel
we are worth a ZERO — we have trashed our own needs,
and performed and given to somebody else who did not
appreciate us.
An example — many times women who are in an abusive
relationship will turn to their pastor for help and not to a
professional therapist. Many times the pastor will send
the woman back to her abusive husband and tell her to
perform harder and submit more 14 — keep a better
house, cook better meals, dust more, redecorate the
house, and so forth ... and then she will win him over.
The pastor thinks he has done GOD a favor — but the pastor has just played into the
husband’s dysfunction and she has even less of a finish line. She does not allow herself to
be happy. She bases her value on serving someone else — serving an energy sucker.
She then becomes self-destructive to the point that many women (and men) go into the
feelings of suicide ...

14&The&TRUTH&about&Biblical&submission&is&based&on&normalcy&and&not&abnormally.&In&a&

normal&home&both&par8es&submit&to&each&other&in&a&Godly&way&—&not&lording&over&each&
other&and&controlling&and&manipula8ng&for&power.
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•

What good am I?

•

I can not do anything right.

•

I will always be rejected.

•

There is no hope for me.

•

I reach out but I don’t get help.

•

The best is just to end it all.

She goes into depression and thinks about suicide often because of the hopelessness of
the rejection — and add to that, rejection has no termination date!

11.(SELFaEﬀacement
We finally start believing the lies about ourselves and we become shy and withdrawn —
we won’t take a risk — we don’t want to meet new people. This is the invisible person —
the inconspicuous person.
The one that ends up doing a lot of the dirty work — the one that is always in the
background — the one that’s picked last for the team, we withdraw and live a life of fear.
We just go with the flow and hope there will be some crumbs that fall off the table that we
can have.
We are hopeless about our situation and believe things will never change — you will never
get out of this place.

12.(SELFaHumiliaEon
INFERIORITY — we have SOME needs, but rather WITHDRAW and not care for
ourselves. SADLY religious systems (including the CHURCH) play into this — if you do
something for yourself, you go into a GUILT TRIP because you are ACCUSED of being
SELFISH, even if you are taking care of your own needs, or doing something for the
FAMILY that is needed ...

13.(SELFaJusEﬁcaEon
We recognize our SHORTCOMINGS — but being afraid of REJECTION, we start to
JUSTIFY our behaviours, our goals, and make excuses for WHY we do the things we do.
“Woe is ME!” — “GOD knows I TRIED!”
We will justify our behaviors for survival — it is the hope that we have that things aren’t as
bad as we think they are. We will verbally express our pain over and over again, but only
in our minds — to keep us from going suicidal, to stay alive, to keep from going into deep
depression. We live on the hope of a better day this afternoon, a better day tomorrow. We
think somewhat positively to survive but we speak negatively, looking for help.
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14.(SELFaPITY
We dwell on sorrow and misfortune and we seem to harp on tragedy — we are always
NEGATIVE. People tend to avoid you because they hear the same story over and over
again ...

15.(SELFaPUNISHMENT
Because our basic needs of love and acceptance are being met, we punish ourselves by
drinking, fighting, etc. Men especially, will set themselves up to be punished now as adults,
for things that happened when they were children.

16.SELFaRENUNCIATION
Giving up on your goals, objectives, on the future, and willing to live just one day at a time
without reaching out and having hope. We let go of our dreams, of our desires, and live in
hopelessness because of rejection.

17.SELFaREPRESSION
Self-repression is our keeping our feelings and
desires inside, because we trash our own needs in
performance for someone else, so we can have
value. We will not communicate our needs, our
dreams, our desires, our thoughts, our wishes —
we will not let anybody know that we have these
things. If we don’t have these things met in our
lives, we will express our needs through
frustration.
We can even use sex as a weapon — if my
husband does not communicate with me, then no
sex! What we must understand is that if we have
been rejected, then sex is not the answer —
neither for males or females.
If you do not express your needs, or ever learn to express them, then you expect your
spouse to guess what you need. Ladies need to understand very clearly that men cannot
figure out a woman’s needs. A woman’s needs are foreign to men! Women are bi-lateral in
their thinking — they are sensitive, intuitive, and so much more. Women can identify their
needs! Men need lists — they have to have something to conquer — they can’t conquer
“guesses” and frustrations — they need ladies to express their needs. Rejection makes
people afraid to identify their needs.

18.SELFaRIGHTEOUS
We become narrow-minded and judgmental. We have more answers than there are
questions — this is part of the mask we wear because we fear our opinions are going to be
rejected.
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So we have many opinions and we force them on to other people and make them try to
conform to us and our standards — but we can’t even conform to our own standards! So
we end up being a martyr. The self-righteous person who has suffered guilt and shame
and heavy rejection, ends up being a martyr.

Remember, REJECTION is what you CHOOSE to think about!
When you get REJECTED, run one of these THREE thoughts through your mind:

1) It(HURTS,(but(no(big(deal.
• It’s!NOT!TRUE!on!your!part.
The person REJECTS you — but you remain in LOVE and transparency. You try to be
OBJECTIVE and OPEN, to understand where they coming from ... whatever THEIR
reason for rejecting me — I remain INTACT and FLEXIBLE. A friendship can be built if the
other person is prepared to LET GO and MOVE ON.

2) It(HURTS,(but(no(big(deal.
• It’s!NOT!TRUE!on!your!part.
The person rejecting you is STRONG, controlling, and OPINIONATED ... and NOTHING
you could do can CHANGE their mind. It’s THEIR way or be REJECTED. MEN do this
more than WOMEN. This happens when you can’t SEPARATE behaviour/opinions from
VALUE. The person believes that in rejecting their OPINION, you have REJECTED them
as a PERSON.

3) It(HURTS,(but(no(big(deal.
• It’s!TRUE!on!your!part.
What they have said is TRUE — it IS one of my flaws ... however, I am working on it — I
am dealing with my issues — but I know that I have more strengths than weaknesses.
I am trying to develop my character. They may be right — maybe I have just now got a
reality check in my life and never had it sooner — the person has given some constructive
input, and I may feel rejected and have feelings, but they are right.
However, this situation/conflict is an opportunity — if we use it — to look at ourselves and
get a reality check — to be honest and transparent with ourselves, to be objective ...
maybe there are some areas that I need to look at?
Do not take up any rejection, or view the situation as you being trashed, and go into an
emotional toilet, and then depression.
Even if the conflict involves some real rejection, painful experiences/conflicts are not
necessarily always negative. A painful experience can have many beneficial outcomes.
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It is usually when things are at their darkest that we experience the most growth. We do
things for reasons — conscious and subconsciously. Our behaviors are ego-payoffs. Many
times we may be rejected for our ego trips — maybe in some areas of our lives where we
experience success, we feel we are further than what we really are.
When you hit a crisis you then realize you are not as
strong and as stable as what you thought you were
— you suddenly again experience a lot of childish
feelings/emotions and behaviors that you thought
you had already dealt with — you thought those
feelings were faced and sorted — but now they are
suddenly all back!
You feel very disappointed in yourself because you
had a different view of yourself and your progress on
the healing journey, than what is reality.
You must make a list of what you see and feel in
yourself, that is still connected to arrested
development, and then you use the crisis as a
stepping stone and not a grave stone. Dealing with
your ego is very difficult for males and females alike.

What will they THINK of ME?
This is the number ONE feeling of rejection. We are conscious of this walking down the
STREET, at WORK, when we PLAY, in all our RELATIONSHIPS ... we always have our
GUARD up. There are generally TWO ways we deal with this:
•

ATTACK,

•

Or ESCAPE!

They are both IMMATURE ways of COPING, but they WORK.

1. Escape
We end up NOT DEALING with taking responsibility for OUR PART of the issue, and have
no CLOSURE ... I ESCAPE from conflict RESOLUTION, anger, and REJECTION ... this
then becomes a HABIT.

2. ATTACK!
We are like a DOG in a CORNER. We’re ANGRY to hide our FEAR of REJECTION.
Our SUBCONSCIOUS mind sees rejection as an intense form of COMMUNICATION — it
becomes our MIRROR because we don’t know who we are. We start believing that
MIRROR and we MIRROR ourselves off of our spouse’s PAIN and take it for the TRUTH.
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•

REJECTION is a tremendous force of COMMUNICATION.

•

REJECTION can be a form of MANIPULATION — “If you don’t PERFORM, I will
detach”.

•

REJECTION is a strong form of PUNISHMENT. Religious groups (Quakers, Amish)
will PUNISH by SHUNNING. They have learnt that the quickest way to break
someone and to bring him to crisis, is for the mass to reject them. Our need for
acceptance is so great that we will do ANYTHING, meet any need — even split our
identity to keep from being rejected. We will pay ANY PRICE because rejection is
worst than terminal cancer.

How to SURVIVE REJECTION.
1) IdenEfy(feelings(of(anxiety(and(depression.
We THINK at 1,300 words per MINUTE, but speak only at 200 words per MINUTE ... so
SPEAKING how you feel SLOWS you DOWN, so that you can PROCESS your fears and
FEELINGS. Journaling and writing down your feelings also HELPS. You can then make
CHOICES one-by-ONE. Remember, CHANGE is a CHOICE!

2) IdenEfy(paierns(and(symptoms.
REMEMBER everyone is UNIQUE and we EACH have our PERSPECTIVES! However,
the PATTERNS of breakdown, FEAR, anxiety, and DEPRESSION are very diagnosable
because we are PATTERNED creatures. Use the PATTERNS and SYMPTOMS as fruits to
lead you down to the ROOT.

3) Support(groups.
Remember you NOT ALONE! We are ENCOURAGED to not FORSAKE our coming
together, for PRAYER and WORSHIP. As you SHARE, you’ll find OTHERS who are
STRUGGLING with the SAME things — these are UNIVERSAL issues!
This helps with the HEALING process:
•

Knowing you’re not the ONLY ONE (you’re “normal”).

•

You can ask for SUPPORT from others in the COMMUNITY.

4) Make(the(CHOICE!
The HEALING process begins with a CHOICE to QUIT feeling shameful and living in
GUILT, and to CHOOSE to deal with your PAIN!

5) Reinforce(SELFaesteem.
In spite of our BEHAVIOUR — we have VALUE! GOD the CREATOR programmed
character traits into your DNA ...
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They may be UNDEVELOPED character, but the abilities are THERE. The PURPOSE of
this teaching is to HELP you understand that the CHARACTER traits are THERE and CAN
be developed!

6) Take(a(RISK!
Not RISKING is a sure sign of WITHDRAWING. If we WITHDRAW because of FEAR of
REJECTION, we end up with “NO! NO! NO!” all our lives, because we never asked for
HELP.

7) It’s(OKAY(to(make(mistakes!
If we are not able to RISK and be okay with
FAILURE (making MISTAKES), we will
NOT make any PROGRESS!
Did you know Thomas Edison FAILED
10,000 times! He had this to say about his
failures — “Those weren’t FAILURES! I
now know 10,000 things that don’t WORK!”
Because of our FEAR of REJECTION, we
FEAR failure. Be OKAY with LEARNING
from your MISTAKES/failures.
In our relationships we are afraid to fail
because of the rejection factors in our life
— because of the pain and childishness and many other reasons. We need to take risks
and move forward and understand that a “NO” is not terminal. A “NO” is a “NO” and we go
on, take some more risks — and we grow and get to the point that hearing a “NO” is not
such a bad thing — it is just a fact and not a rejection.
Be conscious of when you are letting other people determine your behavior. In other
words, being a people pleaser to keep from being rejected. Be aware when you are a
determiner or a reactor. We should always be in control of our lives and be making Godly
choices — you can do something ... or you can choose to do nothing.

8) Say(NO(to(selfapity!
Self-pity does have a PAY-OFF ... we feel like we have POWER, but all we are getting is
NEGATIVE attention. BUT, it doesn’t last long. Self-pity does TWO things:
•

We believe negative attention is better than NONE at all.

•

It builds walls so we don’t have to be TRANSPARENT.

We wear a MASK and make everyone think we are OKAY, but they can SEE right
THROUGH! We enter our PAIN but can’t handle it, so we go back to PITY. We get sick of
PITY and enter our PAIN. This BACK and FORTH sets us up for REJECTION!
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Victims of domestic VIOLENCE will tell their story OVER and OVER again. People STOP
wanting to hear — this puts them in a DOUBLE-BIND of rejection. Rejection in the HOME
and rejection OUTSIDE the home — they end up being a VICTIM over and over again,
because they can’t get out of SELF-PITY.
This leads to the STOCKHOLM SYNDROME — the victim becomes DEPENDENT on the
PERPETRATOR for LIFE, and won’t risk their own life to help with their own RESCUE.
The same thing happens in relationships — people get so taken up with PITY and
VICTIMIZATION and FEAR, that when someone tries to HELP, they rather stay in PITY (a
perverted SAFETY zone) than CHOOSE FREEDOM.
We want to ENCOURAGE every person who is stuck in this kind of relationship to get out
of the PITY-PARTY and to start to live a life of JOY, knowing that you are INTACT! It does
not matter what happened to you in the PAST ... you are WORTHY of acceptance and
TOTAL healing and RESTORATION in Y’SHUA (JESUS)!

9) Forgive(YOURSELF.
STOP taking responsibility for those ACTIONS that were NOT your fault, or actions that
happened BEFORE the age of ACCOUNTABILITY — you were a VICTIM!
REMEMBER, if we reject ourselves, we will reject others!
Take responsibility for your crazy ACTING-OUT behaviours due to your ARRESTED
development, but REMEMBER that that was BEHAVIOUR, and doesn’t diminish your
VALUE and CHARACTER (that hasn’t been developed)! When we realize there are
ROOT issues to my PAIN, and the SOURCE is NOT my character or PERSON — WHO I
AM — we can remain INTACT, be WILLING to RISK, and be prepared to work on
RELATIONSHIPS and come out of our PAIN.
For this TRUTH to be RECEIVED may take a FEW years!
You will need to hear this message OVER and OVER again until your SUBCONSCIOUS
mind actually BELIEVES you were INTACT, it wasn’t YOU — but your BEHAVIOUR. When
we FACE our pain and make the CHOICE — we start becoming “UN-PARALYZED”, and
start relating and BUILDING friendships ... we find that the REJECTION factor will diminish
and the ACCEPTANCE factor will start to GROW. When people see our GROWTH and
NEW RESPONSES — our TRANSPARENCY — these will bring ACCEPTANCE even in
spite of the PAIN. When you FACE your fears, trauma, and SHAME ... and take
RESPONSIBILITY for the wrongs YOU have caused — for your wrong REACTIONS to
what happened to you ... you will NOT fear REJECTION anymore!
REMEMBER, the GARBAGE is behaviour ... but MATURITY brings balance and knowing
how to SEPARATE our behaviour from who we are as a PERSON ... I REJECT my old
behaviours, but ACCEPT who I AM today!

Keep(in(mind:
1. 95-96% of the issues we deal with as adults and in our relationships are rooted
before the age of twelve for girls and thirteen for boys.
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2. We spend the rest of our life trying to get somebody to help us close the book on
those issues — and the last person that can help us do that is our spouse.
3. The moment we get them to try to change and finalize these chapters in our lives,
we put our spouse into a parent role and then we rebel against what we have
created. We need a third person to help us in these areas.
•

If we are above the age of thirteen years, we need to be able to handle every
issue in our life, adult-to-adult. But if we have childish, immature issues that go
back before the age of accountability, then the issues will be unresolved — we
will actually marry and be drawn into a relationship trying to get our partner/
spouse to close the book on that childish area of our life. We go into child-mode
and put them into a parent-mode — and our relationship ends up being one of
rebelling against each other because we are not in an adult-to-adult relationship.

4. Your SPOUSE will NOT heal you! They will NOT be able to FULFILL your DEEP
longings — ONLY ABBA FATHER can!
5. Do NOT try to FIX your spouse! You CANNOT! Do not make a counsellor out of
your partner — it will backfire on you because you will go into an emotional rolereversal, the boundaries will blur, and you’ll rebel. We rebel against the person we
have put into that “parent” role to close the book, because the subconscious can’t
tell the difference whether this is truly my “parent” or my spouse.

You have PERMISSION!
•

We give you PERMISSION to LET
GO of REJECTION!

•

We give you PERMISSION to LET
GO of SELF-ABANDONMENT!

•

We give you PERMISSION to
MATURE and make DECISIONS
and walk in the BLESSINGS that
come from the FATHER!

•

RECEIVE good communications!

•

Receive GOOD relationships and
MOVE FORWARD in development
and GROWTH of WHO ABBA has
made you!
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Part(4:

The
Subconscious
Mind
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The Subconscious Mind
Let’s RECAP. We’ve seen just how important CHILDHOOD development and BONDING
is, and how unresolved WOUNDS and EXPERIENCES from our CHILDHOOD
fundamentally shape our THINKING and BEHAVIOUR ... and how CRITICAL it is for us to
deal with INNER HEALING and MIND RENEWAL.
Let’s look a bit CLOSER at how the MIND works, and how to RENEW our MINDS.

Our subconscious minds are like COMPUTERS.
Did you know COMPUTERS were designed according to how our MINDS work? The
human BRAIN is so AMAZING! And we don’t use even 10% of its ABILITY!
Using the example of a COMPUTER is an SIMPLE way of describing how our MINDS
work. MOST ALL computers are “DOS” based — that is they have a “Disc Operating
System”. When you buy a NEW computer, it’s “BLANK” — you have to LOAD the software
onto the computer with the software DISCS you have.
•

If you don’t LOAD anything, your computer will stay “BLANK” and isn’t much USE.

•

If you load the CORRECT programs, your computer will work as it SHOULD.

•

BUT if there are ERRORS in your input or program, you will get ERRORS out!

Our LIMBIC system can also be described as a DOS-based computer.
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We’ve seen (please refer back to pages 15-17) the the main organs of the LIMBIC system
are the:
•

Thalamus

•

Hippocampus

•

Amygdala

And that:
•

HIPPO can be likened to the RAM.

•

AMY is the emotional control center.

•

And the THALAMUS can be likened to the hard-drive, with all the software, which
should be the WORD of GOD!

Our LIMBIC “computer”.
BEFORE the Fall, Adam and Eve’s “COMPUTERS” were PERFECT and virus-FREE! Now
AFTER the fall, the THALAMUS holds the SIN nature. This is the VIRUS of the
THALAMUS. And YET the FATHER has provided the REMEDY!
Salvation in Y’shua (Jesus) ATONES for our SINS. The process of SANCTIFICATION is
like Norton Utilities to eliminate the VIRUS of the sin nature. This includes the PROCESS
of RENEWING our MINDS.
The Holy Spirit in me activates my CONSCIENCE. BUT, when I’m ARRESTED in
development, I REBEL against the Spirit! Not understanding the affect our childhood
wounds have had on us, and how to walk in healing and VICTORY — our walk with
Messiah is very DIFFICULT.
When we understand we are NOT flawed, defective, worthless, etc. — but that we have
been a victim of the gates of hell — we have been setup by satan to have NO security, not
even in our salvation — when we start to understand that GOD loves us and we can
MATURE and grow up, and renew our minds ... we will then start to walk in more of the
FULLNESS GOD designed for us.
However, in our pain, the subconscious mind DRIVES us. It comes from a DATABASE that
does not have a CONSCIENCE, but is filled with lies, faulty perceptions, and wounds from
childhood. We are REACTIVE and our ARRESTED development causes us to be AFRAID
to make decisions to CHANGE our thought patterns.
The Word warns us against being DOUBLE MINDED — this is the adult with CHILDISH
thinking, reasoning, and behaviour. There is a disconnect — parts of our character have
matured and developed as an adult ... other parts have remained arrested in development
as a child ... this creates double-mindedness.
Our CONSCIENCE is there to be used to WILL us to change our thought patterns. So,
Paul is urging us to FILTER all of our thoughts through the GIFTS of the Spirit.
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SUBCONSCIOUS in the WOMB.
Did you know at SIX months of pregnancy, the SUBCONSCIOUS is fully developed?!
Luke'1:36,'41!“36!!And!listen!!Your!rela<ve!Elizabeth!in!her!old!age!has!also!conceived!a!son,!and!this!is!now!
the! sixth!month! with!her! who! was! called! barren.!41! ! And!it!occurred!that! when!Elizabeth! heard! Mary’s!
gree<ng,!the!baby!LEAPED!in!her!WOMB,!and!Elizabeth!was!ﬁlled!with!and!controlled!by!the!Holy!Spirit.”

Our SUBCONSCIOUS mind controls our SURVIVAL bodily functions. This is WHY a baby
born before six months will most often not survive ... but why a PREMATURE baby born
after six months WILL survive — the SUBCONSCIOUS is fully developed!
At SIX MONTHS in the womb, baby may not
be COGNITIVE, but his SUBCONSCIOUS
mind is recording all that he HEARS and
SENSES through the walls of the WOMB.
At this time AND while baby is still not able to
PROPERLY speak and EXPRESS himself,
any/all WOUNDS, stresses, or TRAUMA will
be RECORDED ... but because this was at the
time baby was PRE-VERBAL (couldn’t speak),
even later in life, the now adult will KNOW and
feel the PAIN, but be UNABLE to put WORDS
(communicate) to this feeling or MEMORY!
STRESS and/or trauma during PREGNANCY — AND during birth/labor (bridge baby,
stuck in birth canal) — can WOUND a child and cause EMOTIONAL issues. The wounding
can cause baby to be stressed, which can be manifested in baby clenching their hands,
struggling with colic, being upset and crying a lot, etc. Because of the stress/trauma, baby
BELIEVES the world is NOT SAFE — this results in INSECURITY and FEAR!

Subconscious and PRE-VERBAL years.
We’ve seen in J2F, that the early years of childhood are critical — 60% of all
communications that we understand today (as adults) are implanted in our subconscious
mind in the first year before we learn how to put words together, and before we understand
conversation. Up and until the age of 18 months, the child receives knowledge on
communication through sounds, tone of voice, body language, body movement, eye
movement, and so forth. By the age of two, we have learnt around 35,000 different
stances of body language and tone of voice inflections, before we learn to speak in
sentences ... and there has never been a dictionary for body language or for inflection!

POWER of the SUBCONSCIOUS.
The “POWER” of our pain, wounds, LIES, and perceptions lie in our SUBCONSCIOUS
mind. REMEMBER! Our SUBCONSCIOUS never switches OFF — EVER!
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From SIX MONTHS in the womb, your subconscious has been RECORDING
EVERYTHING — EVERY EXPERIENCE, including the SENSES that were involved with
that EXPERIENCE — the sights, smells, tastes, sound, and touch/feelings.
Our SENSES are the “KEYBOARD” and “MOUSE” of our “COMPUTER”. We receive
EVERYTHING through the FIVE senses ... EVERYTHING has been RECORDED, and
your SUBCONSCIOUS continues to RECORD ... your “COMPUTER” NEVER sleeps or
shuts down!
Did you know your SUBCONSCIOUS mind is taking in 100,000 impulses per minute!
The SUBCONSCIOUS stores all this information in files or COLUMNS. The
SUBCONSCIOUS mind is so DEVELOPED, that even an INFANT can tell the
DIFFERENCE between changing a nappy, and IMPROPER touching. If the child is
VIOLATED, this will go in a “VIOLATION” COLUMN/file. Each time the child feels
VIOLATED, that new memory will be put into the VIOLATION COLUMN/file.
Our SUBCONSCIOUS is our DATABASE, containing ALL the files/COLUMNS of
MEMORIES ... our subconscious computer is CONTINUALLY scanning this database and
analyzing our present experiences, and comparing “files” from our wounds/pain. If there
are too MANY SIMILARITIES to a pain/wound from the PAST (a particular column/file of
memories) that has not been HEALED or DEALT with — our SUBCONSCIOUS (thalamus)
will TRIGGER and send out a DANGER signal, raise our ADRENALINE, and we will
REACT from our PAIN and PERCEPTIONS, at the AGE we were FROZEN!
•

We REACT in ANGER!

•

FEAR! This is SCARY!

•

SHAME!

•

HELPLESSNESS!

•

UNTEACHABLE!

•

Reject CORRECTION!

•

DENY and SUPPRESS our emotions!

•

STAY IN CONTROL!

Because the PAIN hasn’t been dealt with, our THALAMUS triggers like this WITHOUT our
permission. Remember, the DRIVE of our SUBCONSCIOUS MIND is to PROTECT
ourselves as LITTLE CHILDREN.

Practical exercise.
When you are at all TRIGGERED, and start to feel like a CHILD:
•

“I don’t know what I’m doing!”

•

“I’m SCARED!”

•

“I’m ANGRY!” ... ETC.
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Do this as a practical exercise — take the AGE you feel at at that MOMENT (say you feel
SEVEN), subtract TWO years from that age, and think about what happened in your life at
THAT age (at five years old, for this example). As an ADULT now, you won’t know what is
going on with you — why you’re ACTING OUT like you are. You need to ask the HOLY
SPIRIT to show you what is the ROOT from your CHILDHOOD.

Scanning the DATABASE.
This SCANNING of our DATABASE is why we can COMPLETELY DISLIKE someone
we’ve NEVER MET before. There are SIMILARITIES (can be likened to “familiar territory”)
our SUBCONSCIOUS is picking up (that we’re not even AWARE of) from PAIN in our
PAST, and we just get this FEELING — “I don’t TRUST/LIKE you, even though I’ve never
MET you before!”
Our SUBCONSCIOUS mind becomes an intense protection system based on perceptions
and WOUNDEDNESS, rather than the REALITY of the moment — it dominates our
thoughts, INSTEAD of GOD’s Thoughts and TRUTH!
Part of the HEALING journey and MATURING is becoming more CONSCIOUS and taking
the REACTIVE power from our SUBCONSCIOUS mind ... and RESTORING power (our
WILL) to our CONSCIOUS MIND, where we make DECISIONS ... that we SLOW DOWN
and make GODLY choices in dealing with TRIGGER situations — instead of just
REACTING!
ANOTHER definition of ARRESTED DEVELOPMENT is when our SUBCONSCIOUS mind
becomes DOMINANT, as our CONSCIOUS (choosing) mind WITHDRAWS. We stop
walking in SELF-CONTROL and DISCIPLINE.

ARRESTED Development.
In J2F8, we’ve seen how through CHILDHOOD pain and the FIVE traumas, we are
FROZEN at that point, and are ARRESTED in our development — what psychology calls
“fixation”. We do not MATURE as we age. We may grow older chronologically, but we do
not MATURE as adults — instead of becoming a decision-maker, we are stuck in the age
of directives. We may even study and factually know how we should mature, but because
our wounds haven’t been healed and we haven’t actually EXPERIENTIALLY matured, we:
•

Can tell YOU how to live,

•

Can run YOUR life,

•

Have ideas and things we’d like to share with YOU that are just amazing,

... but we are STUCK and have no POWER over our own lives — we’re still needing
directives like a child, even though we’re adults. And we get ANGRY because we don’t
what others to know that we still need directives, and we’re still actually acting like
CHILDREN. We try very hard to put on a PSEUDO-personality (a front) that acts like a
mature adult — but we don’t let people in, because this is just a FRONT and people will
soon see the REAL us — a hurt, broken, little child.
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The TRAUMAS of childhood lock us into a SHAME-base, and ACTIVATE the limbic system
BEFORE it was supposed to be ACTIVATED. We become BOUND by our FAULTY
perceptions and REACT from our EXPERIENCE ... even in the face of LOGIC.
Remember, EXPERIENCE and our PERCEPTIONS (right brain) are STRONGER than
data and logic (left brain)!
Let’s look again at the control centers of the brain.

CONTROL centers of the brain.

Remember, we don’t have CONFLICT without upset (a trigger). And we need to deal with
the UPSET (trigger/root), in order for resolution to occur.
We also need to access our FRONTAL lobes (executive part of the brain), to be able to be
reason and resolve conflict. Developing, strengthening, and thinking from our prefrontal
cortex is part of maturing and coming into healing.

1. SURVIVAL(State
If we are triggered by a situation/event in life that threatens us, we find ourselves in
SURVIVAL state (reactive/pain mode). What problem solving SKILLS can we access from
this state? We can:
•

ATTACK!

•

DEFEND! (Includes hiding, running.)

•

Or SURRENDER!

Most often, parenting methods work in the SURVIVAL state — we put the FEAR of GOD
into our children, scare them to death, run them down to their survival state, and hope that
they will wave the SURRENDER flag!
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But SURVIVAL state has LIMITED skills. It’s main focus is protection — “Am I safe?” — or
do I need to react (fight or flight)? This is not want we want to train in our children!

2. EMOTIONAL(State
When the world doesn’t go our way, we find ourselves in the EMOTIONAL state. Here, we
only have access to what is on our CD ROM, that has been handed down from generation
to generation. As a child, you were LOADED by the generational CD ROM of your parents
— in an argument or heated/trigger situation, you will find you open your mouth and out
comes your mother’s/father’s reaction and/or words! And this was automatic!
EMOTIONAL state also has limited skills. It’s main focus is — “Am I loved?”

3. EXECUTIVE(State
In this state, we are reasoning/thinking with our prefrontal cortex, which is the place of
wisdom, maturity, and the zone of education.
EXECUTIVE state says:
•

What can I learn from this?

•

How can I see this as a challenge?

•

How can I see this from different perspectives?

•

How can I SOLVE this?

Thinking from our EXECUTIVE state is part of being more CONSCIOUS (instead of
reactive), and using the wiser/mature areas of the brain — the areas GOD designed us to
grown and mature in, and think/reason from!

Wiring for SUCCESS.
These three main states:
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... can be likened to a train.
1. If SURVIVAL state is driving us, it is like having the caboose of the train trying to
direct and steer the brain — it’s reactive and chaotic!
2. If EMOTIONAL state is driving us, it’s the middle of the train, and we don’t go any
where ...
3. We need to be lead/steered by the engine — the front of the train — which is how
the train was designed, and makes all the rest work in proper order. It is the same
for our brain. We need to be operating from the EXECUTIVE state, which has the
proper skills we need to face challenges and use wisdom.

How do we get out of SURVIVAL state?
We make conscious, Godly CHOICES in our reactions. For example, a child gets called
names at school.
Their reaction can be:
1. SURVIVAL — hit back!
2. EMOTIONAL — “I hate you! Go away! You’re stupid!”
3. EXECUTIVE (through proper parenting, this is the reaction we want to train in our
children) — “I don’t like it when you call me names, please use my name instead”.
We have seen in J2F8, that the connections between these three states are
RELATIONSHIPS and bonding!
It is through relationships, community, and bonding that we grow and re-wire our “trains”.
This is especially true for children — they must BOND with their parents, school teachers,
etc. It is the bonding that creates the pathway for self-control, that is then established for
the rest of the child’s life. In terms of parenting, this means NOT just giving attention, or
driving the kids to soccer, and NOT just being with them ... but FACE-TO-FACE
connection, where we have EYE-contact, touch, and special MOMENTS.
If a child does NOT have these pathways, once they get into an UPSET state, there is NO
WAY for them to come out. There is NO sticker, STAR, gummy bear, name on the board,
any PUNISHMENT, any detention, etc. — that will get them from the SURVIVAL state to
the EXECUTIVE state if they do not have the PATHWAYS of CONNECTION in their brain.
If a child DOES have these pathways, the EXECUTIVE part of their brain gets to be IN
CHARGE of the “train”. Then, the WISEST part gets to override the earlier impulses to hit
or name-call or blame others, and instead the child learns to OWN their upset and make
WISE choices/reactions.
When we are living/reacting from SURVIVAL or EMOTIONAL state, we remain arrested in
our development, acting as children. We also are not able to make WISE choices, and we
get STUCK.
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The EXECUTIVE state (prefrontal cortex) is the focus in EDUCATION, but teachers don’t
understand or work with the lower two states, nor how to MANAGE, them at school. The
prefrontal cortex is the part where we learn to READ, write, do MATHS, and sing ... BUT,
when you are SEPARATED in your brain states, you know what to do INTELLECTUALLY,
but you don’t do it! For EXAMPLE:
•

I’m on a diet ... BUT order a pizza again!

•

I know the speed limit is 120km per hour ... BUT I speed!

•

I know sugar is bad for me ... BUT!

•

I know I should exercise ... BUT!

I’m not able to DO!
We need to live a SH’MA lifestyle — that is, we KNOW what is right (according to GOD’s
Word) and we DO! When we know and we DO, our EXECUTIVE state leads, and we are
functioning, growing, and maturing as we should. We are also then forming new/Godly
pathways in the brain.
Once the pathways are FIXED in the brain — we
now need the second ingredient, namely selfregulation/self-control. With Godly pathways,
even when I trigger into survival and/or
emotional state, I can use these pathways to get
to SELF-CONTROL — I can own my own upset!
Most of us have a perception that:
•

Other people make me ANGRY,

•

Other people make me HAPPY,

•

OUTSIDE situations are controlling me.

REMEMBER, whatever I have put in charge of my feelings is in charge of ME!
•

If the TRAFFIC drives me crazy, I have put the traffic in charge of ME!

•

If the CHILDREN drive me crazy, I have put the CHILDREN in charge of ME!

Once we have done that, to manage my OWN upset, I must CONTROL other people (stay
safe/survive) ... instead of CONNECTING with them!
Once I start trying to CONTROL them:
•

I now separate their KNOWING and DOING,
•

And I inhibit the development of their FRONTAL lobe,
•

So that they have the INABILITY to set goals and ACHIEVE them.
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Rewards and punishment.
Often, we CONTROL or parent with rewards and punishments. But this re-orders the brain
states in almost the reverse, with EMOTIONAL being the leader, survival in the middle,
and executive at the end. With this arrangement:
•

EMOTIONAL state will go after the biggest stimulus out there,

•

SURVIVAL state will avoid RISK and THREAT,

•

And all our COGNITIVE resources go towards the ABOVE, and seeking the
approval of others.

•

My JOB is to get the APPROVAL of others!

•

I will seek some STATUS so that my needs will be met emotionally!

•

And this will INHIBIT the development of my FRONTAL lobe!

We must build our HOMES and SCHOOLS on:
•

SAFETY which meets the NEEDS of our SURVIVAL state,

•

CONNECTION which meets the NEEDS of the EMOTIONAL state,

•

And PROBLEM SOLVING which meets the needs of the EXECUTIVE state,

... INSTEAD of rewards and punishment!

The Power of Perceptions
In J2F8, we saw that perceptions are very POWERFUL! Perceptions are:
•

What we BELIEVE we ARE,
•

And What we BELIEVE the WORLD to be.

How I PERCEIVE a situation dictates my EMOTIONAL state ... which INDICATES my
BEHAVIOUR. This is a continual cycle of:
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Keep in mind — the brain PERCEIVES before it receives. It sorts, analyses, and compares
incoming information ... THEN it catalogues and files the input.
Let’s look at some example situations, which involve perceptions.
Negative:

Positive:

She looks so ANGRY. She
is probably MAD at me!
(You will avoid her.)

She looks so PALE ... I
hope she is not getting the
FLU I had! (You wish her
well.)

Not AGAIN! Why didn’t the
nanny put the lid on the
cup! Who will clean that
mess up now?!

Oops! The milk spilt! GOOD
thing we have paper towels
to clean up :)

Look at these dishes! Can’t
HE even make the effort to
wash them?!

He was very busy with the
KIDS today! At least I know
they ate well!

We have seen that you have TWO ways to PERCEIVE a situation. You don’t get that
choice unless you are CONSCIOUS that you are perceiving it. If we keep running on
“automatic pilot”, our perceptions are INSTANT. We will then exhibit a BEHAVIOUR ... we
think it is the behaviour that came first ... BUT!!
•

It was the PERCEPTION first,

•

Then the EMOTIONAL upset,

•

THEN the behaviour.

How do we get to the place to be able to CHOOSE how we see things?
No one can MAKE me angry without my PERMISSION. If I remain in my AUTOMATIC
mode and believe that things outside me make me behave a certain way, then I become a
VICTIM to life and I loose my POWER of CHOICE.
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Perceptual Programming
We are all born with the same pre-programming in our DNA (our software). We also have
UNIQUE things programmed into each one of us — unhealthy and healthy programming
that happens from our early CHILDHOOD experiences. Let’s look at an example.

Healthy(Programming:
Look both ways before you cross the street. This happens automatically now as an adult
and keeps you safe.

Unhealthy(Programming((Triggered(Brain):
I was bitten by a dog when I was little. As an adult, every time I see a DOG — no matter
how friendly — I get triggered. “AMY” is scared! I immediately go straight to my past — I
sense and experience the dog is biting me NOW!
BUT, if I choose to walk in healing, and CHOOSE to use my prefrontal cortex — I can stay
PRESENT, analyze the situation (instead of automatically reacting), and actually see this is
a friendly dog, and it’s okay — I can even go ahead and pat him.
Spanking can be another example of unhealthy programming. If disciple isn’t done calmly
and in a Godly way, and there is not enough love and bonding between the child and his
parents — spanking can cause a rupture in the adult/child bond. Without affirmation and
love, the child can believe:
•

I’m FLAWED!

•

I don’t FIT IN!

•

I am doomed to be on my own (and die)!

•

To be safe I must ___________ (subconscious reaction).

How(do(you(know(you(are(reacEng(from(your(SUBCONSCIOUS?
•

Swallowing/tightening in throat.

•

Tightening in chest.

•

Holding your breath.

•

Experiencing loss of energy.

•

Inability to focus.

•

Starting to use humor or sarcasm.

•

Knowing you are RIGHT.
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Let’s look at another example of UNHEALTHY
programming — a boy was verbally abused as a
child by HIS dad:
•

“You should know better by now!!”

•

“One more word out of that trash mouth of
yours and I will slap it shut!!”

Now that he is a father himself, he is verbally
abusing his son. His FATHER’s voice in his
SUBCONSCIOUS will say:
•

“No one speaks to me like that! I deserve
more respect from you, you little BRAT!”

How do we become CONSCIOUS?
Take a DEEP breath and say — “I am safe ... Y’shua (Jesus), please give me Your
SHALOM and help me handle this ...” Ask GOD to help you be able to see the unhealthy
programmed perception behind your upset, which then gives you a CHOICE how to react
now.

Conscious Discipline:
•

To permanently change behaviour, one needs to change your PERCEPTION from a
negative intent, to seeing the POSITIVE intent.

•

This also means changing EMOTIONAL state from upset to CALM.

•

And changing our response to triggers from reactive to RESPONDING.

No one can MAKE me angry without my permission. My anger/reaction is most often from
my OWN trigger pre-programmed perceptions.
What we offer to others we strengthen in ourselves. Our biology doesn’t know pronouns
(HATE is a biochemistry). If I am hating you, I then hate myself and everyone else
because I get the biochemistry of HATE. This puts up a perceptual screen, which dictates
that my behaviour will be HATEFUL and HURTFUL!
What can I SAY to others that will be HELPFUL and not HURTFUL?
•

I want to see you in a positive light,

•

Not just to let you off the HOOK,

•

I need to access the higher centers of my brain so that I will have the POWER of
CHOICE,

•

Then I can behave in a HELPFUL instead of a HURTFUL manner.
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Understanding the power of perceptions, which is fundamental in CONSCIOUS discipline
for conscious adults, gives us the OPPORTUNITY to access the authentic skill of
composure. With that SKILL we can do the same process of PERMANENT behaviour
changes with children.

NOW is the time!
•

How we can see a child, situation, or family DEFINES the family, the child and us ...
whether they are WORTHY or NOT!

•

How we can see a child dictates whether we will be HELPFUL or HURTFUL to them
and ourselves ... whether they are deserving of LOVE or NOT!
➡ And We ARE worthy and DESERVING of LOVE!

The enemy’s strategy is TRAUMA.
1) KILL the child BEFORE birth.
2) WOUND the child in the womb, at BIRTH, while NON-verbal.
3) WOUND a child during young growing years (up to 8/9 years), as our childhood
experiences are so impacting.
60% of all communications that we understand today are implanted in our
SUBCONSCIOUS mind in the FIRST year before we learn how to put words together and
before we understand conversation! Up and until the age of 18 months, baby receives
knowledge on communication through sounds, tone of voice, body language, body/eye
movement ... so by the age of TWO we have learned around 35,000 different stances of
body language and tone of voice inflections BEFORE we learn to speak in sentences! And
there has NEVER been a dictionary for BODY LANGUAGE or INFLECTION!
The FIVE main traumas of childhood are:
1. Rejection
2. Incest
3. Molestation
4. Emotional Abuse
5. Physical Abuse
And REMEMBER! All children take 100% responsibility for wounds of childhood. For
EXAMPLE, parents go through a divorce when the children are very young. By not talking
about the situation, we try to shield our children from the pain of our relationships as adults
— however, that shield confuses the database/SUBCONSCIOUS mind because GOD
created the database to hear TRUTH — not a LIE.
Parents, you need to sit the children down and tell them the TRUTH about the situation —
NOT the gory details, but ...
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“Mommy and Daddy are having problems and
it’s about THEM and not about YOU”. The
SUBCONSCIOUS mind is so developed, even
as a child, that it can listen like an ADULT —
“You’re OKAY. This problem with Mom and
Dad is not about YOU. This is a problem that
stems from Mom’s pain of childhood, and
Dad’s pain when he was a little boy”. The child
may NOT understand the sentence structure
because the CONSCIOUS mind develops
over time, but the SUBCONSCIOUS mind
hears it and locks it in. The SUBCONSCIOUS
needs to HEAR and needs to FEEL.
Parents, don’t IGNORE the problems your children are SEEING in the home. Tell them the
TRUTH with LOVE, that their SUBCONSCIOUS can pick up on and stay in REALITY ...
If that home is RIPPED APART and the parents do NOT tell the truth, the
SUBCONSCIOUS will then be led to believe a LIE, and the child will then go into a
REACTIVE behaviour for a life time.
•

As we GROW, we suffer INJUSTICE,

•

We don’t know how to handle ANGER,

•

We don’t know what GOD’s Principles are,

•

We are LOCKED-IN in certain areas of our life ...

We become ADULTS with many wrong PERCEPTIONS from all the un-Godly input in our
lives. Remember, the SUBCONSCIOUS mind has no conscience — it was given as a
DATABASE only and the only CONSCIENCE is on the CONSCIOUS level. Children are
COVERED by the Blood of Messiah until they reach the age of ACCOUNTABILITY
because they have NOT developed a conscience. Their CONSCIENCE is being
DEVELOPED by what they are seeing MODELED in the HOME, the church, Sunday
school class, and so forth ...
Locking us into our experiences is exactly the strategy of the enemy. Let’s look at a case
study.
A little boy’s DAD died when he was SEVEN. He was in such pain, with NOBODY to help
him work through his GRIEF. He didn’t understand DEATH, and kept wondering “Where is
my DADDY?”
Being so SAD — when the boy saw his DAD in the coffin, he MADE UP the story that
DADDY was just being SHIPPED to Europe in a BOX, because he couldn’t afford the
AIRLINE ticket. ONE DAY, Daddy would be BACK ...
Instead of dealing with the CLOSURE of DEATH, this man suffered with REJECTION —
thinking his DAD rejected and ABANDONED him. He lived in ARRESTED development.
When he looked for a WIFE, he looked for someone he could RESCUE, so that she would
never ABANDON him!
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Though the SUBCONSCIOUS is programmed to know TRUTH, if we KEEP telling
ourselves something (DECEPTION), the SUBCONSCIOUS will eventually ACCEPT it as
“TRUTH”!

Y’shua((Jesus)(gives(a(STERN(warning(to(parents(AND(adults!!
MaXhew'18:1H6!“1!AT!THAT!<me!the!disciples!came!up!and!asked!Jesus,!Who!then!is![really]!the!greatest!in!
the! kingdom!of! heaven?!2! !And!He! called!a!li@le!child!to!Himself!and!put!him!in!the!midst!of!them,!3! !And!
said,! Truly! I! say! to!you,!unless! you!repent!(change,! turn! about)! and! become! like! li@le! children! [trus<ng,!
lowly,!loving,!forgiving],!you!can!never!enter!the!kingdom!of!heaven![at!all].!4!!Whoever!will!humble!himself!
therefore! and!become!like! this!liXle' child'[trus_ng,'lowly,'loving,'forgiving]'is' greatest'in'the'kingdom'of'
heaven.'5!!And!whoever!receives!and!accepts!and!welcomes!one! li@le!child!like! this!for!My!sake!and!in!My!
name!receives!and!accepts! and!welcomes! Me.!But!WHOEVER!causes!one!of!these!li@le!ones!who!believe!in!
and!acknowledge!and!cleave! to!Me!to!STUMBLE!and!sin![that!is,!who!en<ces!him!or!HINDERS!him!in!right!
conduct!or!thought],!it!would!be!BETTER!for!him!to!have!a!great!MILLSTONE! fastened!around!his!neck!and!
to!be!SUNK!in!the!depth!of!the!sea.”

•

Y’shua (Jesus) says: “Greater is this child in the Kingdom of Heaven”

•

Greek for CHILD means “lowly, trusting, humble and forgiving”.

Y’shua (Jesus) knew just how IMPRESSIONABLE children are, and how childhood
EXPERIENCES can impact our entire lives! We can be ARRESTED in our development as
children, and hindered from properly maturing as adults — we are frozen for a lifetime,
never to be able to take full control of our lives, and be able to move to the age of decision
and make CHOICES. Instead, we are DRIVEN by our thalamus for the rest of our life ...
until someone steps in and helps us mature and grow.
When we are arrested in our development, we can also be RE-WOUNDED again and
again even as ADULTS, because our maturity level emotionally is that of the age we were
at the FIRST stage of woundedness. I can be SIXTY years of age, but being re-wounded
again, will feel just as bad as if I was wounded as a CHILD. It is only when I mature and
grow, and the brain starts to rewire, that I am able to not be wounded again. I can gage,
process, and work through things.
If left UNHEALED, your baggage WILL impact your children, just as YOU were IMPACTED
by your PARENTS’ baggage ... it is GENERATIONAL PAIN and WOUNDING!
BUT… praise the FATHER! This state is not permanent! There is a way out of a place of
brokenness to a place of HEALING and WHOLENESS!

Dealing with BAGGAGE in relationships.
There are no “PERFECT” partners, but there are some ISSUES to be CAUTIOUS of:
➡ We’ve seen that we need to be careful of CODEPENDENCY when we dealt with
understanding REJECTION.
➡ We need to be CAREFUL of being a “RESCUER” in relationships, of “RESCUING”
out of our own NEEDS and BAGGAGE (this can be a B.E.E.P.S.).
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What is the DIFFERENCE between helping and rescuing?
Helper

Rescuer

Listens for REQUESTS, and is
not always looking for a way to
establish PRIORITY in that
person’s life.

Rescues when help is NOT
asked for.

Will let the partner stand on their
own two feet and recognize their
need, define the need, and then
ask for help.

Will even “FISH” from friends
what the NEED is to make
himself INDISPENSABLE in the
relationship.

Neglects to find out what the
OFFER IS and if it’s welcome as
an investment in the person
ACCEPTING the offer.
Will buy expensive GIFTS to
worm his way in through
OBLIGATION ... to create
DEPENDENCY.

Presents the OFFER.

The rescuer does not do this
clinically understanding his
behaviour— all he knew that in
survival and needing a
relationship that’s what he has
to do to survive and make her
dependent on him.
Gives MORE and LONGER
than what is needed.

Gives only what is NEEDED.

Doesn’t look for FEEDBACK.
doesn’t want to hear about the
other person: “I am going to do
what I am going to do whether
you like it or not. Just receive it
and be obligated”.

Checks in periodically.
Checks for RESULTS:
“Are you functioning better?
Solving problems? Have more
SHALOM?”

Feels GOOD when his
suggestions are accepted, and
BAD when they are turned
down.
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Helper

Rescuer

Does MORE LISTENING than
talking.

Does MORE TALKING than
listening.

RESCUERS believe that if they can RESCUE you, you won’t LEAVE them!
If you’re BROKEN — you will look for another BROKEN person so they don’t LEAVE you.
The ultimate in ADDICTIVE relationships is to PREMEDITATE who you tie up with so that
they CAN’T leave you. As the relationship continues, you try to DESTROY each other to
bring the other DOWN. This is how we will build PERVERTED self-esteem in an
ADDICTIVE relationship. It works with BOTH men AND women!

Checklist(for(a(Rescuer:
Is it hard for you to take out time for
yourself and have fun?
Do you supply words for your significant
other if he or she hesitates?
Do you set limits for yourself that you
then exceed?
Do you believe that you are responsible
for making him or her happy?
Do you enjoy lending a shoulder for him
or her to cry on?
Do you believe that he or she is not
sufficiently grateful for your help?
Do you take care of he or she more
than what you take care of yourself?
Do you find yourself interrupting when he/she is talking?
Do you watch for clues for ways to be helpful to your significant other?
Do you make excuses openly or mentally for their behavior?
Do you do more than your share? Or work harder than your partner?
When he/she is unsure or uncomfortable about doing something, do you do it for
them?
Do you give up doing things because he/she wouldn’t like it?
Do you find yourself thinking that you really know what is best for them?
Do you think that he/she would have great difficulty getting along without you?
Do you use the word “we” and then find you don’t have his/her consent?
Do you stop yourself by thinking how they will feel or will they feel badly if you do or
say something?
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Is it hard for you not to respond to anyone who seems hurting or needing help?
Do you find yourself being resented when you were only trying to be helpful?
Do you find yourself giving advice that is not welcome or accepted?

➡ Be(CAREFUL(of(a(MISOGYNIST:
A misogynist is a man who HATES women, but also LOVES them dearly, and makes their
life MISERABLE!
He will be a CONTROLLING “Rescuer”, who will SMOOTHLY woo and CHARM you ... but
will:
He will be a knight in shining armour — the rescuer.
He will always zero in on a woman — he chooses her. She wants to get to know the
guy and see what he is like before she gives anything of herself. She just wants to
be a friend and not a lover immediately — unless because of childhood pain, such
as molestation and sexual abuse, she has learnt that her only way of connecting is
through sexuality.
He always wants to know where you are and who were you with.
He has first-class spending habits in the dating game.
He can’t stand any criticism and is always on the defense.
There is jealousy — even of your female friends. He will try to isolate you even from
your old friends.
He is exciting and has a charismatic personality.
He has a poor relationship with his mother and usually an abusive father.
He has a distorted view of reality.
He is uncomfortable with feelings and contemptuous of weaknesses in others.
He has problems with authority figures.
If you share a secret it may be used against you for control.
You will hear, “If you really love me you would do this”. There is the unspoken threat
of withdrawal if you don’t comply to his wishes.
He makes fun of you — jokes and mocks.
You have a tendency to feel awkward or incompetent around him.
He will embarrass you in public when he gets to know you.
He is nasty on the road behind the wheel and feels that others mistakes on the road
are directed against him personally.
He wants your undivided attention.
You’ll sense a cruelty toward animals.
You get to feel controlled.
He consistently has a grandiose behavior.
He is sexually controlling.
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He is cocky and controls through his cockiness.
You will find a dual personality if you stay with him long enough.
He has a competitive drive — he must always win.
➡ We also need to REALIZE that unless you are HEALED and WHOLE, your partner
will NEVER be able to fill the VACUUM!
When we don’t know how to identify our needs, we go from relationship to relationship
trying to find someone that’s going to fix this. We are willing to take some of the garbage in
a relationship, because of our wounding, we know how to cope with it. We are afraid to be
vulnerable and open up our emotions, because if we do, this gets used against us — so
we clam down on our emotional ability to express our emotions. We commit to a
percentage of commitment in vulnerability to what it takes to get enough back to make this
relationship worth staying in.
There are times in these relationships that we want out, but we can’t get out. It’s easier to
stay in the relationship and bear the pain than it is to bear the pain of rejection and
loneliness to be single.
Out of a scale from 1 to 10, if you demand a 10 from your PARTNER, but only value/like
YOURSELF on a scale of 2 ... your PARTNER could give ALL they have and it will NEVER
be ENOUGH!
If you have not dealt with your issues and do not
know who you are — and know that in spite of
your behaviour, you still have VALUE — your
spouse never has a finish line to cross ... day to
day you are burning off 8 points of love and
energy and emotions — burning it to the wind.
GOD says we are to love our neighbour as we
love ourselves. If you are not WHOLE, don’t
even know your own NEEDS, and don’t respect
or VALUE yourself in how GOD sees you ...
you’ll be UNABLE to receive the LOVE your
spouse is giving ...
In order for LIFE-GIVING relationship,
WHOLENESS must come!
REMEMBER! Don’t try to fix one another! Be PATIENT with each other, and work at
valuing and appreciating each other — allow your partner to share their heart safely,
without INTERRUPTION! We all know that sometimes we just NEED TO TALK, without
you FIXING me! Your partner may also need some SPACE and some ALONE time to work
through things ... allow this! Remember, boundaries are necessary to guard healthy
boundaries.
RESPECTING, HONOURING, valuing, and APPRECIATING each other are SUCH KEYS
to LIFE-GIVING relationships!
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RESTORING boundaries to relationships.
We saw on pages 63-64, the importance of putting up healthy boundaries. Following are
some guidelines in RESTORING boundaries in relationships.
1) 1. CLEARLY communicate your love to the person.
-

“I LOVE YOU, I meant every word at the altar ... BUT, I will NOT live this way
any longer”.

2) 2. EXPLAIN your boundaries and limits.
-

“I will not tolerate _________ (your anger, drinking, abuse, porn). You do
whatever you choose, I choose to not live in the INSANITY you produce”.

3) 3. DEFINE the consequences.
-

CAUTION, do not do this UNLESS you mean it!

-

“Either we go TOGETHER to get help, or I will remain married to you at a
SEPARATE address”.

4) ACT on your decision, and get skilled, trained, professional HELP.
Healthy boundaries are CRUCIAL for healthy RELATIONSHIPS!

Practical exercise in RELATIONSHIPS.
We’ve seen it is important to speak OUT LOUD to ourselves, to not only sort out and
analyze our thoughts and emotions, but it is also IMPORTANT to speak out LOUD to your
SUBCONSCIOUS, even in a TRIGGER situation!
In DYSFUNCTIONAL relationships, one of the GREATEST problems is the MOTHER/SON
and FATHER/DAUGHTER bond, and the DATABASE we have on FILE from these
BONDS, or relationships with the OPPOSITE SEX.
For EXAMPLE, a BOY that was sexually ABUSED by his MOTHER will believe — “ALL
women are NOT trustworthy, they are like MOM!” Now MARRIED, when his wife
TRIGGERS him slightly, he EXPLODES and REACTS! He needs HEALING and
REWIRING of his BRAIN for his PAIN, but in the TRIGGER situation, to help his
SUBCONSCIOUS see reality, he will need to say OUT LOUD:
“This is my WIFE, she is NOT my mother! This is my WIFE, she is NOT my mother! This is
my WIFE, she is NOT my mother!” THREE TIMES, and he will give his SUBCONSCIOUS
a reality check.
His ADRENALINE will drop, and he can deal with the ISSUE on a RELATIONSHIP level
instead of a CHILD-parent one.
And the SAME for WIVES! If HUBBY is triggering past pain from DAD (or previous
relationships), say:
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“This is my HUSBAND, he is not my FATHER! This is my HUSBAND, he is not my
FATHER! This is my HUSBAND, he is not my FATHER!”
Wife’s ADRENALINE will drop, and she can also deal with the ISSUE on a
RELATIONSHIP level instead of a CHILD-parent one.
Let’s look at a case study of baggage in relationships.

MARRIAGE case study.
A lady had a very BAD relationship with her FATHER. The MAN she married (because of
HIS BAGGAGE) develops POWER and CONTROL issues — and goes into “FATHERHusband” mode. She starts to see HUBBY as her “FATHER”, and shuts down sexually —
her computer tells her, “You DON’T have intimacy with your FATHER”. So she wants to
DATE.
At the time, the lady also decided to go to COLLEGE. She soon falls in love with her 69
year old PROFESSOR, and leaves her HUSBAND.
To deal with the PAIN, the HUSBAND makes up the STORY — “My DAUGHTER left home
to go to college ... she is helping her PROFESSOR, who is in BAD health. When she
GRADUATES, she will come back and be like my DAUGHTER again”. Again, if we KEEP
up the DECEPTION — eventually our SUBCONSCIOUS mind will accept it!

Men and women have DIFFERENT brains.
We’ve seen some aspects of how this is TRUE. It is also true in how all our limbic
“computers” are designed with a PATRIARCHAL system — BUT, with hurt and wounding
on both hemispheres, our brains are out of SYNC!
We know that TESTOSTERONE washing over the BRAIN makes the MALE brain more
“BOXY”. The MALE brain is like A WAFFLE! He is more ASSERTIVE and LATERAL in his
thinking. While the FEMALE brain is like SPAGHETTI — she is BI-LATERAL in her
thinking.
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GOD designed that the TWO together make a WHOLE!
•

When HUSBAND and WIFE submit one to ANOTHER,

•

Work as a TEAM,

•

And make DECISIONS TOGETHER,

•

There is COMPLETENESS!

In a BIBLICAL patriarchal system, decisions are made TOGETHER with LOVE and
FLEXIBILITY, based on what is best for BOTH.
Hubby’s LATERAL thinking makes him more ASSERTIVE, and he moves FORWARD,
while Wife’s SENSITIVITY covers his back ...
Their relationship TOGETHER should be the SAFEST place on earth to come HOME to —
a place to gain STRENGTH from each other in emotional and sexual BONDING, where
this is NO COMPETITION with each other or CONTROL.
BUT if we weren’t AFFIRMED as teenagers/young adults, there will be some HEALING
needed!
FATHER, help us to discover the beauty of ONENESS!

Understanding the FRONTAL lobes.
The frontal lobes are the CEO of the brain. These make-up the executive area of the brain,
and thus gives us the executive SKILLS.
These skills come in two categories:
1. Decision making.
2. Managing emotions.

EXECUTIVE skills of the frontal lobes.
1. Executive skills to do THINKING:
i. Planning.
ii. Organization.
iii. Time management.
iv. Working memory.
v. Self-monitoring.
Think about this in terms of young children:
•

How able are they to plan at certain ages?
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•

How can they organize their materials?

•

How do they know how long something is going to take? Many children wait till the
last minute to complete their tasks!

•

Do they remember to take their books to school?

•

Do they know what the assignment was?

•

Can they self-monitor themselves?

These skills — the EXECUTIVE skills — take two decades to develop. They develop very
slowly over time. Our job as parents and teachers is to be the child’s frontal lobes while
theirs is developing.
How can we help a child to better plan, organize, manage their time, remember what they
need to take care of, and evaluate themselves? Sometimes we need to make a checklist
for older children — “This is what you need to have done before you go to bed”. We can
use visuals so children know what to do and what to expect. We can use reminders. As
they grow and until the age of accountability, we must constantly be the child’s surrogate
frontal lobes!
But, imagine if YOU as the PARENT have a problem in one of these areas yourself?
YOU have a problem in:
•

Planning

•

Organization

•

Time management?

If you are missing these skills, it will be IMPOSSIBLE to help your child develop them!
2. Executive skills to do EMOTIONS:
ii. Impulse control.
iii. Regulate our emotions.
iv.Flexibility.
v. Task initiation.
vi.Persistence.
... when my emotions get OVERWHELMED I can STOP the process and remain calm!
These executive skills are the skills of the CEO of the brain. Even though they come from
the frontal lobes, they integrate with every other area of the brain.
Again, think about this in terms of young children. It takes two decades for them to:
•

Develop impulse control.
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•

Regulate their emotions.

•

To start a task and finish it.

Parents and teachers are to be the child’s frontal lobes while theirs is developing. They
must model these skills for their children/students. Parents/Teachers, you need to access,
develop, and strengthen your frontal lobes, so in turn, you can develop the frontal lobes of
the children you are caring for.
Just think about all the executive skills required in completing homework?
1. Organize their material.
2. Manage their time — do I start at
seven, to be done at eight?
3. They need to plan what to do first,
and what to do second.
4. They have to monitor themselves
all the way through the tasks.
5. They have to remember what is
supposed to be done, and what
have they completed.
6. And at the same time, they have
to manage their emotions — for
example, they may be frustrated because they don’t understand their maths ... or
they have to regulate their impulse control, because they would much rather watch
TV, get a snack, or play outside with friends.
7. They also have to multi-task ... a little bit of English, little bit of maths.
8. They must be able to start and finish the process — despite all the obstacles in the
middle. For example, little brother comes scribbling in their books!
It is impossible for children to develop all these skills, without us as parents constantly
prompting, cueing, assisting, helping, giving visuals, and structuring their environment:
•

“You will do your homework from seven to eight”.

•

“Start with this first”.

•

“You need to take some breaks”.

•

“Let’s calm down, you can do it”.

Parents, you will also need to help regulate their emotions when they run into obstacles!
The development of a child’s frontal lobes is VERY labour-intensive and requires
CONSTANT input and guidance as parents. (This is similar in adults of arrested
development. They will need mature/trusted mentors to help develop their frontal lobes
and executive skills.) Problem is, most parents today are all so BUSY! We don’t have time
to put in what it takes for frontal lobe development!
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Most of what we call discipline problems are simply undeveloped immature executive
skills. Conscious discipline will help you and your children to be SUCCESSFUL as they
develop true life skills necessary to be successful all through life!

The CONSCIOUS discipline model.
This teaching is a shift from the traditional, compliant, obedient model of discipline to one
that is a relationship based model of discipline.
Each of these have different core beliefs:
Traditional Model

Conscious Disciple Model

Make others change. Make
children behave, coworkers work better, and so
forth ... but the truth is, we
can’t make ANYONE
change!

Change YOURSELF! I am
in a dynamic relationship
with you, so if I change
myself ... you will also
change!

Rules govern behaviour. I
must find the right rule or
the right consequences,
then the wrong behaviour
will go away!

Rules and consequences
will not produce perfect
behaviour. In our society,
we are definitely not short
of rules!
Relationships govern
behavior! Relationships
give us the willingness to
want to solve our conflicts.
When relationships are
close, it is easier to change
our behaviour to resolve
conflict. When relationships
are severed and your
hearts are far apart, then
there will be no willingness
to want to change.
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Traditional Model

Conscious Disciple Model

Conflict is bad! Conflict
represented screaming or
days of silence!

Conflict is an opportunity for
growth!

Growing up we did anything
to avoid conflict!
We used rewards and
punishment to avoid
conflict.
• “If you do these
things right, you will
be rewarded!”
• “We will take away
this toy, if you don’t
want to listen!”

Conscious discipline helps
you see conflict as missing
social and emotional skills.
It teaches you how to
replace those skills in
yourself and in your
children.
It teaches you how to build
healthy relationships. Now
you can have connection
co-existing with conflict in a
very healthy way!

• “We will take away
your TV privileges.”
It is based on external acts
to govern behaviour.
Conscious discipline helps us to rely on internal resources. It teaches us to think through
things, and reflect on what is the best decision for us. It is not based on REACTIVE
behaviour!

SHIFTING from fear to LOVE.
Many of us were raised with a discipline that relied on FEAR. For example:
1. Fear of punishment.
• “You know better than that!”
• “Wait till your father gets home!”
2. Fear of failure.
• “Look around you! Just look at this mess! Do you call this clean?”
• “You are acting just like your father right now!”
3. Fear of loss of love.
• “Is it too much to ask you to do just a little something around this house?”
4. Fear of abandonment.
• “If you are not dressed by the time I count three, I am leaving this house without
you!”
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We need to shift from a reliance on fear to LOVE!
Love is a DECISION to bring the best of ourselves to each moment. In parenting, this can
be exampled by:
•

Child says — “I did not study for my EXAM tomorrow! Help!”
-

•

Parent answers — “What would help you RIGHT NOW to get started on what
you need to do?”

Child says — “This is MY mess!”
-

Parents answers — “You have a CHOICE ... you can start picking up the blocks
or the books ... which is best for you?”
As a parent, I need to have CALMNESS inside of ME.
Fear always focuses you on what you did NOT do.
“You didn’t do ____________, you didn’t do that”. You
mark all the negative points with a high-lighter.
Hearing this all the time will result in me believing that
I am just not good enough. Love focuses on what I
want you to do. Fear focuses on what I did wrong.
Parents, see Dr. Becky’s clip on coaching kids
through FEAR:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U-Wtx-F7rXQ

CORRECTING our mistakes.
As parents and teachers, we need to deal with our SUBCONSCIOUS mind. We can’t do
differently, unless we know differently ... and unless we become consciously aware.
May this teaching inspire you on your journey to wholeness. May you be in touch with your
own emotions, and in turn help the next generation find emotional well-being ... that we did
not even dream could be possible!
Parents, also check out Dr. Becky’s clips on coaching kids through:
•

Sadness
-

•

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=foOHvyv9CVI

Happiness
-

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J3_iGzQwQvk
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Boundary Messages

Boundaries(that(Develop(in(Controlling(the(Mind
Affirming Boundaries

Confusing Boundaries

We understand you will be yourself and we
want to help you.

Messages which say always be good,
especially in front of others.

We respect and value your feelings and
thoughts.

Messages which say it is only acceptable
to think and feel as I want you to feel or
think, even if I tell you to hate or hurt.

We can help you work through your
developing emotions.

Messages which say you will be hurt, or
die, or someone you love will die, if you let
anyone know your secrets or how you feel.

You have the right to talk about whatever
you want.

Loyalty to the perpetrator is more
important than anything. Keep our secrets
within the family or you will die.

You have the ability to make choices and I
value your choices.

You are my property. You will do and say
what I tell you to.

It’s okay to cry.

“Your needs are not important”. “That
doesn’t hurt”. Or, “if you cry, I will give you
something to cry about. Don’t cry, it proves
that you are a baby”.

These are your choices.

You have no choices.

You can say “NO” to those who would
harm you.

Don’t ever say “NO” or you will die.

You have known people who have hurt
you. We can help you learn who you can
trust.

Always listen to and trust your elders.

We will say what we expect from you, but
you can always say no.

Watch my mood, body language, facial
expression, and do as I want.

With your permission, there may be times
your body will be intruded upon — these
would be doctor or dental visits.

Your body is mine to use and abuse as I
please.

It is not okay for anyone to hurt you.

Any form of abuse (emotional, spiritual,
verbal, physical, sexual) is okay.
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Signs of Unhealthy Boundaries
Conversationally

Telling more than you feel comfortable with later.
Talking at an intimate level at the first meeting. Fear
of talking at all because you may say too much.

Relationships

Trusting too quickly in anyone who reaches out.
Becoming preoccupied with someone. Adapting your
behaviour and values to please others.

Sexuality

Being sexual when you didn’t want to. Being sexual
for someone else, not yourself.

Awareness

Not noticing when someone invades your boundaries.
Not noticing when someone displays poor
boundaries.

Interactions

Accepting food, gifts, touch, etc ... that you don’t
want. Touching a person without asking. Lack of
assertiveness and setting limits.

Personal Power

Letting other direct your life, make your choices, and
determine your identity.

Expectations

Believing others can anticipate your needs. Expecting
others to fulfill your needs automatically. Falling apart
so someone will take care of you.

Self-Care

All forms of self-abuse including addictions. Not
stopping abuse done to you by others when it is safe
for you to do so.

Experience teaches us what is safe to do and we can challenge the world, explore new
ideas and try new things. This view of boundaries is then physical and perceptually based.
Hence our continuous conversations about the fact that we are seeking to heal our
perception.
When normal attachment and natural care-giving is the experience of the babe, there is
time for the mother and babe to come into complete attunement. In this attunement the
babe has boundaries far beyond her physical self and yet no boundary between self and
mom exists. It is a place where the babe can rest, sleep, eat, interact on her schedule and
have all her needs met. Before shame is introduced into the babe’s life there exists no
sense of difference between mom and me.
In the aloneness or isolation that exists in attachment-deprivation, the baby was never
allowed the time of complete mother/babe-attunement. To address the aloneness of the
earliest boundary rupture, it is necessary to synchronize with the part that is struggling in
the aloneness.
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For the counsellor/therapist who is seeking to develop the synchronization needed in this
place, it is important to remember that even though someone in an adult body sits before
you, developmentally they may be very young, only hours, days or weeks old. They will not
have the ability to reason in an adult manner or understand with a logical mind.
Instead, to synchronize means to talk about how it would be for a baby not to be given
what he/she needed and not allowed to develop boundaries in a way that would allow him/
her to thrive. In addition, the non-verbal expressions of your body as the counsellor/
therapist will be very important. Touch and tone of voice as well as attitude are a part of
this. Validate the depth of the pain and express your sorrow that he/she had this happen.
Additionally, expressing your anger and sorrow over their not being nurtured in the way
they needed — that he/she was alone and helpless — is needed for counseling/ministry. If
you know that he/she was hurt, expressing your anger and sorrow about that can also be
a very powerful experience and allow the person to get in touch with their anger, pain, and
lack.
We will explore how boundaries are shattered in trauma. The intersection of awareness of
only pain, horror, and the extreme need to make the pain stop, add to the breaking down
of boundaries and borders.
As a side note, hoarding is another type of boundary rupture. Hoarding is typical
temple training for the masons. They teach you to have nothing, deserve nothing, and are
nothing unless you fit their mold and have “earned” things. Hoarding means that you have
worth. To remove these things would be to make you worthless.
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Part(5:

Life
Commandments
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Pain and parenting.
There are NO PERFECT PARENTS! And our children WILL go through PAIN — many
times because of our OWN BAGGAGE as parents. Our SUBCONSCIOUS is wired to hear
and discern TRUTH, even if we are VERY YOUNG and can’t speak yet. PARENTS can
speak to their children, to their SUBCONSCIOUS, to help them in dealing with TRAUMA.

Affirmation from DAD.
For EXAMPLE, a healthy father should have said:
My child, I love you very dearly and I realize that
as a child growing up and becoming a teenager
there so many things happening in your life as well
as many areas of pain in your heart that Mom and
Dad don’t even know about. Sometimes when bad
things happen, you are even too afraid to come to
us, and tell us what happened, because of what
you think we would think of you ...
As a Daddy, I want you to know that no matter
what has ever happened to you, I love you
unconditionally. No matter what you are battling
with, or how your pain has skewed you into
DOING things that you are not happy with, I want
you to know that your behaviour is one thing and
your VALUE is another.
I want to give you permission to start making your decisions. Start being the person that
you know you can be — you have amazing abilities.
I love you in spite of all the pain you are going through, I allow you to be the person I know
you are supposed to be. I give you permission to make mistakes — it’s okay to make
mistakes. I value you and I turn you loose to hear GOD’s Voice and HIS Will for your life,
and make your decisions accordingly. Don’t be indecisive, MAKE decisions.
Do what you feel led by the FATHER to do. I will always be here as a SUPPORT for you.
And ALWAYS LOVE you no matter what. I LOVE you unconditionally and I give you
permission to be the ADULT I know you can be.

I wasn’t ABUSED!
Many of us who came from “NORMAL” homes work through teachings like this, and see
SOME application, but think ...
•

I wasn’t ABUSED or TRAUMATIZED!

•

I don’t really have much HEALING needed!
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We need to REMEMBER that in ANY way our FAMILY and CULTURE was/is outside of
GOD’s Ways, we WILL need healing and sanctification!
Sometimes the LITTLEST things from our CHILDHOOD can keep us in SUCH BONDAGE
we aren’t even AWARE of! OFTEN these are things we just grow up with that are
“NORMAL” or part of our FAMILY CULTURE/heritage. We call these LIFE
COMMANDMENTS — these are the “LAWS” we BELIEVE in our childhood, and LIVE by.

For(EXAMPLE:
•

A man BELIEVES if he ties a bomb to his body and blows up a lot of people in
Israel he will be specially REWARDED by Allah.

•

A more COMMON example could be a baby conceived during the years of the
GREAT DEPRESSION. The MOM falls pregnant, when she already has SEVEN
hungry children to feed ... She is ASHAMED and doesn’t even tell her Mother that is
living with them that she’s PREGNANT. When baby comes, Granny scolds her
daughter saying how IRRESPONSIBLE she is to have more children! “We can’t
feed everyone ALREADY!” Baby grows up with a strong belief — “I am not sure I
am WANTED ... I’m not sure I’m ACCEPTED”. As an adult, this man strives to be
ACCEPTED where ever he goes ...

Life(COMMANDMENTS(are(given(as:
1) Young children.
2) Verbally.
3) Visually in what children SEE in the home.
Let’s look at another example ...
A little girl runs into the street after her ball. Mom screams a COMMAND: “Don’t go into the
street! Get back here, don’t go into the street!” What her Mom has said is a Life
Commandment, one that gives her LIFE and saved the little girl. She better be obedient, or
she won’t survive!
But if she is 15 years old and she comes to Mom and asks — “Mom is it okay if I can cross
the street now?” This is not LIFE-giving!
1. GODLY Life Commandments are those that are founded on the WORD and GOD’s
Ways/Instructions.
2. UN-Godly Life Commandments are those that bring DEATH.

Transitory Life Commandments.
There is a third category of Life Commandments — those that are TRANSITORY. These
are GODLY Life Commandments, but which are short-lived and need to fall away as you
grow and mature.
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Like the example with the girl — when she is little, she NEEDS her Mom’s Life
Commandment about crossing the street ... but when she is older, she can’t be living
under this Life Commandment!
It is interesting to note that the AVERAGE age
where the child makes a belief system that
controls them for the rest of their life is EIGHT
or NINE years old. Those are VULNERABLE
years — our minds are like a SPONGE, as we
seek to understand the world and we believe
almost anything anybody tells us!
Why do we believe what we believe when we
do? What is the discriminating device of
ACCEPTING or REJECTING? The answer is
VULNERABILITY. When you are most
VULNERABLE and in need, you believe what
people tell you.
The best way to understand Life Commandments is to see examples, so let’s look at
another one.
A young boy fails at some task and his parents both speak this Life COMMANDMENT into
his life — “You will NEVER be SUCCESSFUL!” They said this over and OVER AGAIN, and
re-enforced this belief system in his life. He grew up to be a PASTOR. One Sunday he
forgot to take up the offerings. He forgot for a few weeks. Instead of PITY, he was
reprimanded and his salary held back for a short while to “TEACH” him a lesson. Because
he received no PITY, he packed up and LEFT for another church! This then became a
pattern in the following 15 years of his ministry, and he was in his NINTH church.
His parents’ Life Commandment was “You will never be successful”. How did HE interpret
it? “You are not as smart as your brothers and sisters, so you won’t really amount to
much.”
They said it over and over again, but when did he believe it? When he was EIGHT. Sadly,
he never did walk in HEALING. He so idolized his parents, that he couldn’t learn to
“DISOBEY” them and break these words spoken over him.

What(are(some(OTHER(examples(of(Life(Commandments?
•

“Eat everything on your plate! Don’t waste even the gravy!”

•

“All the African boys and girls will starve to death if you don’t eat all that’s on your
plate!”

•

An advert in China — “Children eat all your rice because all the children in the US
only eat junk food!”

•

“You can never expect to be HAPPY in this life!” So every time I feel happy or some
sort of fulfillment ... I SABOTAGE this to “OBEY” the LIFE COMMANDMENT!
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Life Commandments of GOOD parents.
Life Commandments from GOOD/loving parents are the DEEPEST and HARDEST to
break!
Each of us are like “TORTOISES”. Our “SHELL” is the LIES we still believe are TRUTH,
that we HIDE away in and that WEIGH us down!
Keep in MIND, MOST parents don’t do any of this on PURPOSE! They don’t know they
are DOING IT. Not knowing how to break the CHAINS of their PARENTS and
GENERATIONS, they are LIVING out of their own LIFE COMMANDMENTS and
BAGGAGE!

Following are some common Life Commandments from GOOD parents ...
‣ “Respect(your(elders!”
This is a DELICATE Life Commandment. While we NEED to teach our CHILDREN to
RESPECT elders — we need to ALSO teach them it’s OKAY to DISOBEY elders, if they
are doing something INAPPROPRIATE. This Life Commandment can be ABUSED by
PERPS, that when a child is molested, they feel they CAN’T FIGHT BACK, because they
are taught to OBEY their elders.

‣ “Be(seen(and(NOT(heard!”
Children are often raised with this ... and so learn to SUPPRESS their feelings and
thoughts. With this Life Commandment in our subconscious, when we try and EXPRESS
our rage and ANGER, we get told to SHUT DOWN very quickly. We learn that if we try and
EXPRESS ourselves, we should rather SHUT UP!

‣ “Don’t(ever(get(ANGRY!”
As an adult, when you get ANGRY you feel GUILTY. The function of GUILT is to SET UP
parameters that protect behaviour. When you try to BREAK OUT of those boundaries ...
you feel GUILTY.
In order to break a LIFE Commandment, you must enter the GUILT and work it through ...
that means you have to ENTER your pain!

Working through Life Commandments.
Sometimes we SWING to the other side with Life Commandments. If we were told we
would never make it, we will either fulfill the Life Commandment ... or will “OVER-BREAK”
it by getting FOUR degrees at university!
Life Commandments are our INNER guidance system. They are the AUTO-PILOT of our
behaviour, telling us precisely WHAT to do, HOW to do it, and WHEN to do it.
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REMEMBER! You cannot live without Life Commandments, otherwise you have to start
from scratch every day.
DON’T MISINTERPRET this teaching — you need to give your children Life
Commandments ... just make sure they are in line with GOD’s WORD and WAYS!
Let’s look at another example of a Life Commandment — “What ever decision you
make, you wish you had made the other one”. A Mother told her son this growing up. As an
adult, he would make a decision, and then change to the OTHER ONE! He was plagued
by INDECISIVENESS!
When he finally asked his Mom what she meant by this,
it was POSITIVE for her ... that there was always
another option, and you weren’t STUCK! However, in
coming to HEALING, he was in a DOUBLE-BIND —
“whatever I do when I break this Life Commandment, I
wish I had chosen something else!”
Life Commandments can get cyclical and put you into
patterns. This can then develop into family Life
Commandments of life and death. For example — a
pattern of deaths happening in families at certain ages
(time clocks, time curses). To be able to break Life
Commandments one has to teach the person to “rebel”
and get angry at the un-Godly Life Commandment that
has destroyed so many in the family.
Life Commandments don’t only guide our BEHAVIOURS, but also our THEOLOGY!

RELIGIOUS Life Commandments.
At the very base of our being is our deep PERSONAL belief system, our LIFE
COMMANDMENTS. This belief system is created BEFORE our theology — long before
you know much about GOD there are other belief systems already in place. What we do
as believers is to proof-text our Life Commandments by going to the Scriptures and
selecting those doctrines that match our LIFE COMMANDMENTS.
•

We can PREACH from our “THEOLOGICAL” Life Commandments.

•

We (SUBCONSCIOUSLY) believe and live out our PARENT’s Life Commandments
above the TRUTH of GOD’s Word!

For example — a pastor would preach that he wants to share the Gospel with them. He
tells them — “It may be that none of us will really know all the fulfillment or get all our
wishes that we have ever wanted about life, but that is not our purpose here — our
purpose here is to be faithful to the LORD Jesus Christ”. He was not preaching the Gospel
— he was preaching his own Life Commandment of, “You can never expect to be happy in
this life”. What did he believe more deeply? The Gospel or his mother’s Life
Commandment? ANSWER — the gospel according to his mother!
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QUESTION:
•

What do you REALLY believe?

•

Who is your god?

•

Who do you really FOLLOW?

There is a VERY GOOD chance you have another god beside the TRUE GOD of the
Bible!

Practical exercise in Life Commandments.
Divide a sheet of paper into THREE columns.

First(Column

Second(Column

Third(Column

Life Commandments
you receive from your
parents before the
age of TEN.

Life Commandments
you received from
TEN up until the
present from the
OUTSIDE world.

Life Commandments
you received in a
previous marriage,
previous relationship,
previous job, and so
forth.

Some examples of Life Commandments include:
•

For a HANDICAP person — “You have to use your mind and not your body”. (He
could never use his mind very well, and so he totally hated himself.)

•

“Your father never wanted you” — so you live in a state of rejection for the rest of
your life.

•

Men will hurt you.

•

The teacher knows best.

•

Don’t ask questions.

•

You’re nothing without me (between couples).

•

Feelings are not important.

•

You’re retarded.

•

Life has no rehearsals.

•

Life brings regrets.

•

Life is not fair.

•

I will give you something to cry about! (If you cry, you are not a man!)

•

Men are not supposed to be sensitive — if they are, they will really have some
problems! Men must stuff their emotions.
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•

You can never do it good enough — this results in your locked into achieving for a
lifetime and never having a finish line.

•

The worst thing I ever did was to have kids.

•

You have to be stubborn and strong-willed for you to be able to survive.

•

Don’t ever get married.

•

Don’t get angry.

•

Don’t interrupt adults.

•

Don’t talk back.

•

The teacher knows best.

•

Little pictures have big ears.

•

Think before you speak

•

Don’t ask questions.

•

Don’t cry.

•

Don’t fight.

•

Don’t get pregnant.

•

Women’s jobs have no value.

•

Don’t speak until spoken to.

•

Don’t be late.

•

Look out for the boogy man.

•

Don’t point.

•

You’ll never amount to anything.

•

Why can’t you do it as good as the rest of the family.

•

You’re stupid.

•

You’re a survivor.

•

Boys want more than you can give them.

•

People are going to get you and stomp you in the ground.

•

Don’t trust other people — keep the secret in the family.

•

Other people are out to get you.

•

That’s good but you could do better.

•

Feelings are not important.

•

No one in this world is sincere.

•

Be nice so people will like you.

•

You’re the man of the house.

•

You will never be a good provider.

•

You’re psychotic.

•

I wish you were dead.

•

I wish you were never born.

•

You are really dumb.
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•

I hope your kids turn out like you.

•

Men use you and leave you.

•

You are damaged and marked and a no good.

•

I shouldn’t be around other children because I will somehow defile them.

All of these are OPPOSITE to what Y’shua (Jesus) came to do for us!
What keeps us locked in our BONDAGE?
•

SHAME!

•

FEAR!

•

Scared of being VULNERABLE!

•

CONTROL!

•

DENIAL!

•

Being UNTEACHABLE!

95% of this BONDAGE stems from our CHILDHOOD.
Most often, what happened to us before the age of
NINE. We MUST keep this in MIND in addressing the
ROOT of our PAIN!
The enemy has come to:
•

LIMIT our outreach,

•

LIMIT our abilities,

•

LIMIT our relationship with GOD the FATHER.

He desires to bring DEATH and DESTRUCTION ... BUT! GOD the FATHER LOVED and
VALUED us so MUCH He has sent Y’shua (Jesus)! He VALUES us because He MADE us!
He says to LET GO of all the HURT and PAIN, and Life Commandments that keep us
BOUND!

HEALING journey for Life Commandments.
To walk in HEALING, we need to ask the HOLY SPIRIT to reveal those BELIEFS that are
not in line with GOD’s Truth and Ways.
•

What did I hear as a child that hurt so desperately that has caused me not to be
able to blend in with my family and bond with my spouse?

•

What did I see in my family that said that I was not worthy of a good relationship —
of being the person GOD intended me to be.
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We need to “DISOBEY” and BREAK those un-GODLY Life Commandments from our
PARENTS/family.
1. This could involve CUTTING those words off us,
2. Asking GOD the FATHER for HIS Truth,
3. Allowing HIM to heal the PAIN,
4. And continuing to RENEW our minds according to HIS TRUTH!
5. And LOVING EACH OTHER!
John'13:34H35!“34!!I!give!you!a!new!commandment:!that!you!should!love!one!another.!Just!as!I!have! loved!
you,!so!you!too!should!love!one!another.!35! !By!this! shall!all![men]!know!that!you!are!My!disciples,!if!you!
love!one!another![if!you!keep!on!showing!love!among!yourselves].”

PURE LOVE is when I see someone as they are GOING TO BE in Y’shua (Jesus) our
Messiah! This allows for their FAULTS, their FEARS, their ATTITUDES, their
SHORTCOMINGS, their WEAKNESSES ... I love the person INSIDE of them — the stuff
that is manifesting on the OUTSIDE because of PAIN I can deal with.
When we as a BODY of Messiah can apply TRUE LOVE like this, LIFE and HEALING will
flow!

REST in the WORK and BLOOD of Y’shua (Jesus)!
•

The BLOOD covers the PROCESS of changing from glory to glory!

•

We declare the BLOOD has CLEANSED us and set us FREE ... but do we let the
BLOOD go as deep as the PAIN?

•

We let the BLOOD take away the STAIN of SIN ... but we STOP at the MEMORY
and PAIN!

When we ALLOW the BLOOD to go as DEEP as the pain, THEN you QUIT living a
REACTIVE lifestyle ... we become HUMBLE, yielding to the HOLY SPIRIT, and become a
USEABLE vessel that will bring GLORY to the Name of Y’shua (Jesus)!
REMEMBER:
•

No matter the problems of the PAST,

•

Or the DAMAGE of childhood,

•

The EXPECTATIONS you were not able to MEET ...

GOD the FATHER says:
•

“I LOVE you!”

•

“While you were yet a SINNER, I DIED for YOU!”

•

“I LOVE YOU in spite of you smelling like the WORLD!”
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•

“You don’t have to EARN My LOVE!”

•

“You don’t have to do ANYTHING but ACCEPT ... allow ME to SANCTIFY you!”

LOVE each other!
We need loving FLEXIBILITY and PATIENCE
in our relationships and families! When we
do, MIRACLES will start to happen in our
lives — and this will spill over into the BODY
of Messiah, and into the WORLD! We need
to see EACH OTHER through the Eyes of
Y’shua (Jesus)!
PRAYER: “HOLY SPIRIT, I yield myself to
YOU and allow YOU to teach me how to be
FLEXIBLE — to be a LOVER and a
NURTURER of my loved ones. AMEN!”
GOD will resurrect a new kind of LOVE in
your HOME!

Practical Exercise: Mental Models15
Shoshanna(Case(Study
Shoshanna grew up with two parents who loved her. They were both there for her on
parent/teacher nights, to watch her at ballet recitals, and to hear her sing in the chorus.
Then when Shoshanna was 11, one evening her parents sat her down and told her they
were getting divorced. Within a matter of months, Shoshanna and her mother moved into
a small apartment, and her father moved to another city. In the beginning he called her
often and sent cards, but over time his calls were less frequent and his cards were often
late. Within a year her father remarried, and during the next three years he had two
new daughters. When Shoshanna stayed with her father and his new family during
summer breaks, she felt like an outsider. Shoshanna could have made a number of
interpretations about this situation. The one many children make is that their parents
divorced because of them. Although her father told her otherwise, Shoshanna believed
that if only she’d been smarter, nicer, or less noisy, her parents would have stayed
together.
This belief solidified into a schema that affected Shoshanna’s adult love life!
When she met a man she liked, she would often feel that once he got to know the
real Shoshanna, he would leave. She spent much of time in relationships trying to please
her partner and be whoever he wanted her to be, so he would stay.

15&This&sec8on&corresponds&with&Herman’s&tes8mony&and&prac8cal&workshop&on&the&J2W&

DVD’s.
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Over time, men would become frustrated by Shoshanna’s passivity and end the
relationship. This would only serve to reconfirm Shoshanna’s belief that men leave
relationships, creating a perpetuating cycle. Shoshanna’s MENTAL models might look
something like this:
•

Myself

•

Relationships

•

Life

How about YOU?
Let’s do a practical EXERCISE ...

Practical exercise in mental Models.
Questions:
1) Think of a behaviour in your life that you would like to change (e.g. anger, fear of
conflict, lack of patience). Write it down.
2) Now think back to a situation/event in your past that you can link to this behaviour
(e.g. death of a parent, divorce, abuse, broken relationship). Write down the event.
3) Thinking about that event, try to identify what decision you made at the time of the
event. Write down the decision you made.
4) Now think about where you are today and write down what it is that you really want
most.
5) Next think about today again and write down what it is that you really DON’T want.
6) Next, think about what your greatest fear is. Write it down.
7) What is your knee-jerk reaction when this fear is triggered (i.e. how do you behave).
Write it down.
8) Consider the reaction you just described and write down what the benefits are to
you in this behaviour.
9) Next, think about what the costs are of this behaviour and write it down (i.e. what
are the negative consequences to you/your family/your relationships etc).
10)Finally, take some time to reflect on all the questions and what this is showing you
about your own mental model.
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Part(6:

Understanding
Anger
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In J2F8, we saw anger is NOT a primary emotion, but a secondary cover-up or trigger of
something DEEPER.
Anger is BIBLICAL and is given to HELP us with a RED FLAG — letting us KNOW that
something is going on WITHIN our WORLDVIEW. Anger is also like a flashing RED
LIGHT on a car dashboard — something is WRONG! Check it out!
A broken car is a good illustration for understanding EMOTIONAL PAIN. There are two
ways of “repairing” the car.
1. See the flashing light and make a CHOICE — “I don’t want to deal with this!! I’ll take
the SHORTCUT!! Let’s just cut the wires ... now the light isn’t flashing — problem
FIXED!”
2. See the flashing light and make a CHOICE to actually get down to the ROOT of the
problem, and really FIX it.

Perceptions and worldview.
We’ve seen that we view the world through our
PERCEPTIONS and pain — through the
database of our subconscious. We can
illustrate perceptions with how light works.
We know LIGHT is made up of seven colors.
Pure light (REALITY) can hit us — but
because of our perceptions and pain, the light
(REALITY) is diminished ... all we see is
BLACK and GREY, a world without color!
Though our struggles are universal, NO two
people are exactly alike. Our perceptions are
all UNIQUE to us!
But the more we are healed by the FATHER, and allow HIS Truth to be our REALITY ...
the more CLEARLY we will see the LIGHT! The more we open up and face our pain, the
more we can see the COLORS of the rainbow!

Looking PAST anger.
We must REMEMBER that behind ALL anger is an EMOTIONAL PAIN issue that has not
been IDENTIFIED or acknowledged. For EXAMPLE — around EIGHT, a boy first falls in
LOVE. His parents TEASE him:
•

“This that you are feeling is NOTHING!”

•

“There are a lot of fish in the sea — you will still have PLENTY of girlfriends ...”

•

“This is just PUPPY LOVE!”
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The BOY is reaching out to connect with the OPPOSITE SEX, but SHUTS DOWN his
feelings because he is SHAMED and made fun of. He is not able to EXPRESS or connect
with what he is FEELING. When he grows up, he COVERS this PAIN with ANGER!
Often our ANGER stems from not even KNOWING our FEELINGS, and not being able to
IDENTIFY them ... so everything is LUMPED together in ANGER!

Children LEARN16 anger from their parents.
We must ask:
•

How much of a CHILD’s anger is INSTINCTIVE?

•

Or a REACTION learned from their PARENTS?

MANY times, children are learning ANGER at home ... and then learn this BEHAVIOUR
with their peers ... and it becomes so INGRAINED that in adulthood it is frequently UNCONTROLLABLE.
Carolyn Zahn-Waxler, of the USA National Institute of Mental Health, conducted a test and
concluded it is recommended to NOT have too many HOT arguments in front of your
CHILDREN. Anger is LEARNED, and children will internalize this by one of TWO ways:
1. INWARD — Children will become DISTRESSED and try to COMFORT the parents,
to INTERVENE if the argument is breaking the parents APART.
2. AGGRESSIVE — Children will learn to REACT in ANGER, like their PARENTS.
ANGER is most often a cover-up for FEAR:
•

Fear of REJECTION

•

Fear of ABANDONMENT

•

Fear of even YOURSELF, being “NORMAL” because you were REJECTED, or
PERCEIVE that to be WEAKNESS.

To help with FAMILY arguments — sit down and DISCUSS what everyone is FEELING,
and how you can HELP each OTHER when ANGRY.

IDENTIFYING anger.
As we’ve seen, sometimes we aren’t even sure WHAT we are feeling, so then we don’t
know how to address the problem. In this case, it helps to look at some definitions:
1. RAGE = Something that is intense and uncontained, and can be destructive.

16&See&Dr.&Becky’s&clip&on&ANGER&and&paren8ng:&h`p://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=xs7OWBj_GiE&
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2. WRATH = Describes a reaction that will end in revenge and punishment.
These WORDS describe the “TEMPERATURE” of anger.
Did you know even making an ANGRY FACE will release reactions inside where you begin
to produce the PHYSICAL state of ANGER? Your heart rate will go UP, and your skin
temperature will get HOT — you will begin to PERSPIRE.

ANGER is not necessarily WRONG!
It is no more PATHOLOGICAL than any other EMOTION. It is what we DO — what
FOLLOWS our anger — that is the PROBLEM!
To some extent your body is reacting
instinctively, but anger is also LEARNED.
You learn how to EXPRESS it from your
family — beginning at a very early age. A
bad example can create the kind of
CHRONIC and dangerous situation that
leads to family VIOLENCE. MOST often we
take out our ANGER on people who DID
NOT CAUSE IT! Put this RULE in place
before venting on OTHERS — FIRST to
recognize what CAUSED your anger ... and
don’t be afraid to ask for HELP. Make the
decision to be VULNERABLE!
If your ANGER is rooted in FEAR — choose to express the REAL emotion ... If I had to
come to you because I’m FRIGHTENED, you would want to HELP. But if I turn my FEAR
into ANGER, you immediately either WITHDRAW or react in ANGER back.

How do we EXPRESS anger?
There are DIFFERENT ways we RESPOND in ANGER:
1. PHYSICAL — ANY form of physical ANGER (in varying degrees) — shaking,
punching, kicking, grabbing, shoving, pushing, hitting, tickling which the goes into
hurting, hair-pulling, twisting arms, scratching, using weapons, choking, restraining,
slapping, tripping, biting, spanking, burning, pinching, etc.
2. EMOTIONAL — Angry words, PUT-DOWNS, threats, detachment.
3. ECONOMIC — Not paying the bills, spending too much, controlling the bank
account, and so forth.
4. INTIMIDATION — Using looks, ACTIONS, voice, etc.
5. SILENT PERSON — Men especially, often don’t know what they are FEELING, so
they just feel ANGRY.
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In RELATIONSHIPS, the SILENT MAN will cause the WIFE to wonder what’s WRONG.
She asks QUESTIONS — he’s ANGRY. Because she is RELATIONSHIP oriented, she
ASSUMES responsibility for what goes WRONG. HE still can’t express his FEELINGS,
and continues in SILENCE and ANGER ... WIFE keeps looking at HERSELF then ... and
the CYCLE continues:
•

HUBBY gets even more ANGRIER (can escalate to VIOLENCE/physical abuse),

•

And WIFE WITHDRAWS more and more,

... until there is a BREAK in the cycle!

ACTIONS speak louder than words!
We communicate on THREE levels:
1. FEELING orientation.
2. Audio
3. Visual
We RESPOND to:
•

Voice TONE,

•

FACIAL Expression,

•

BODY Language,

More than what we SAY. We respond SUBCONSCIOUSLY from our DATABASE, so we
often don’t even know WHY we are RESPONDING. This is WHY we can DISLIKE
someone, just by the way they LOOK or ACT — they are triggering our SUBCONSCIOUS
DATABASE! And there is NO DICTIONARY for all that we SAY without WORDS!

TWO reactions to anger.
We’ve seen there are TWO reactions to ANGER:
1. AGGRESSIVE — Includes physical AND emotional abuse.
2. INWARD — withdrawing, cutting someone off, detaching.
These reactions HURT in varying degrees (especially for women, as they are more
sensitive/emotional):
1. PHYSICAL abuse HURTS bad.
2. EMOTIONAL abuse HURTS even more. A bruise will heal, but name-calling and
words go to the core of our beings, and cause pain for years. These messages are
very difficult to pull out of our subconscious mind ...
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•

Emotional abuse starts off with put-downs — making each other feel bad about
themselves — calling names. We feel an injustice, and we think of how to get the
situation back into control again — how can I get control of the relationship, and feel
secure again? The insecurity causes us to respond. Our insecurity often stems from
a desperate fear not to be abandoned.

3. Detaching or ABANDONMENT (not communicating, especially for WOMEN) hurts
the WORST of all.

Example(of(detachment.
An example of detachment can be — a couple has been HAPPY, with no arguments, all is
at peace. One day, something UPSETS Hubby. When Hubby walks into the house, WIFE
immediately senses something is wrong. But Hubby doesn’t even know he’s ANGRY until
he REACTS with his wife.
If the wife has had a history of being detached
from, or emotionally/physically abused — and
because she is bi-laterally wired and sensitive
in her thinking — will realize that something is
wrong, and the pattern is starting to increase.
She will know (up to six months ahead of
time) there is going to be an outburst — an
outburst of violence, an outburst of anger.
Hubby starts to act stressed and irritated, but
he tries to keep his cool. She notices much
more than what he is showing, as she knows
the pattern from her past.
He gets edgy and she asks, “What’s wrong?” He reacts: “What do you mean? There’s
nothing wrong with me?!” She starts walking on eggshells, because she knows that the
pressure is building, and it will explode — it is just a matter of time.
Every time she tries to talk to him, he scolds her for nagging and tells her to leave him
alone. She backs off and life carries on. She is uncomfortable — she’s walking on
eggshells all the time — she is trying to say and communicate to him almost in baby-talk,
because she doesn’t want to get him all upset — she doesn’t want to trigger him in any
way.
The pattern on a nation-wide level is basically that she will try to diffuse his anger three
times. The third time he really gets upset and he is wondering what is wrong with this
woman?! He doesn’t realize that stuff is cooking in his brain … after the third time trying to
diffuse the situation, she gives up. She knows that something is going to happen — she
knows he is going to explode! The man thinks that the woman is provoking him — “Just
shut up and leave me alone!”
Suddenly something triggers this storehouse of adrenaline and pain — this reservoir of
anger. He escalates so quickly and goes into an emotional spike which will surge for about
eight minutes, until finally going off ...
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At this point, nothing will stop him now. He will not back-down his emotions — he looses all
control, and explodes! He looses all contact with reality.
Statistics in police and law enforcements show that 60% of police injuries and 40% of
police deaths are domestic violence related when an officer walks in to calm down a
situation.
If he walks in and he is three minutes into the 8-10 minute acting out of this spike, the man
who is acting out has totally lost touch with all reality. He has lost touch with any kind of
emotion whatsoever — he is in a conquering mood, at any cost, and that is the point when
he thinks this way — “If I can’t have her I am going to kill her so nobody else can”.
There is no way to talk him down, there is no way to bring him down, the adrenaline is
pumping so hard — two cops can walk in the door and grab him and he can overcome
both of them, because the surge of adrenaline is so strong!
ADRENALINE is one of the MOST powerful chemical compounds. If someone dies on the
operating table, they will inject adrenaline straight into his heart. Like any other drug, the
MORE it is used, the more POWERFUL and REACTIVE. This is why DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE escalates over time in the marriage. In the beginning years of marriage, the
man will kick and scream out his frustration … in their forties, the husband will hit walls,
and in their sixties, he eventually ends up hitting his wife. The cycle of ANGER becomes
more EXPLOSIVE with each build-up/use of ADRENALINE.
AFTER the explosion, and the RELEASE of adrenaline, HUBBY will feel FINE — he is
basically diffused. It is usually at this point that the cops arrive — Hubby has calmed down,
gone to the bathroom, put on a clean shirt, combed his hair, and welcomes the cops into
his home! He looks calm and all-together, and tells the cops that his wife is crazy!
Now calm, Hubby wants to reconnect with his WIFE, most often by making love (he has
had his release) — “I’m sorry, it won’t ever happen again!” Wife isn’t interested in making
love. Hubby doesn’t realize — Wife has seen the escalation coming for weeks, and put up
with weeks of Hubby’s anger/frustration, all the while knowing without a shadow of a doubt
that he would explode. All Hubby thinks is — “I have only been angry for eight minutes,
why can’t you forgive me? I only hit you twice this time! I am okay now, so why can’t you
be okay?”
It may take Wife days, weeks, or months to de-escalate. If she doesn’t RECONNECT
(make love), HUBBY will resort to WOOING her again. He starts being the “nice” person
— the person he should have been, the person he was in the dating game. This is
connected with his fear of abandonment, and the fear of losing her. It may take time, but
WILL work — WIFE will start to EMOTIONALLY connect again, and will give intimacy.
Inevitably, the CYCLE will come up again and AGAIN — we are PATTERNED creatures!
What Hubby did in his violent anger is nothing more than animal instinct — like the wolf. It
is territorial and also very sexual. Relationship is an emotional and sexual bonding. When
the male wounds the female, he is very insecure. The wolf marks his territory by urinating
all around the perimeters of his area.
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When other male wolves enter that territory, they sniff and they know that that territory
belongs to somebody else. They are seeing who is dominant. When the wolf stakes his
territory and breeds his females, he wipes himself on their flanks so that any other male
wolves will know that they are “marked”.
When men have acted this way, wounded a relationship, the first thing they want to do is
go back to bed and “mark” their partner — a fresh mark so that relationship has been reestablished or control has been re-established. If she doesn’t want intimacy — then he
wants to go out to eat and he will buy flowers, cards, love letters, notes, and so forth. For
the first time, he becomes a total communicator again.
When she says “no” it all of a sudden knocks him for a six, and he is ready to listen to her.
For a period of time, he will listen to her. Women emotionally bond by communication —
that’s how they know that they are loved for who they are, and not for what they do. They
need to know they are being heard and valued in the relationship.
If a man does not listen to his wife and allow her to communicate and know she is being
heard, that marriage will leave the woman very vulnerable to other communications where
she will be heard and listened to. She won’t be vulnerable to sexual adultery in the
beginning — but with enough communication, it will work its way into a sexual relationship.
Women are communicators and that is part of her emotional bonding — it is part of her bilateral thinking.
They need to be heard, and they need to know that they are being heard.
If the man can’t conquer immediately, there will
be a “honeymoon” stage after a fight. He then
goes back to what he was when he was dating
her, and the confusing twist is — once again,
even though she has been wounded — she sees
something of that man she fell in love with. She
sees the good man, the sensitive man, the man
that will communicate with her and it resurrects
some hope for her to de-escalate because she is
relationship orientated. She will then want to
bond — it may take time — but if he keeps at it,
he will win her back and the cycle starts all over
again, if he doesn’t get help and she doesn’t get
help in understanding how we handle our anger.
The de-escalation can take days, weeks, months to be comfortable in that relationship
again. She fears her husband and struggles to trust him again.
Human beings are patterned creatures. After many times of this, it is so predictable, that
her de-escalation time will start to extend. She does not recognize it on a conscious level.
She still responds and reacts to the patterns of that relationship, the cycle just lengthens.
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ADRENALINE and anger.
We’ll see, there are TEN LEVELS of adrenaline and anger, depending on how we
CONTROL our anger.
ADRENALINE builds up when we are ANGRY or STRESSED (under trauma) — like the
strength a son suddenly has to lift a car off his dad when the car fell off the jack, and his
father was working under the car — the strength from adrenaline is phenomenal.
What we need to know is that when adrenaline levels rise, we get a supernatural strength
and have to be very careful of abuse.
If a man is angry and his adrenaline is rising, he may in an argument grab his wife on her
fore-arms and think he is only restraining her — but will see a day or two later, she has
some deep bruising on her arms where his fingers grabbed her. The adrenaline released
was given for a fight or flight situation, and he was much stronger than he thought.
Another example is that of the army — part of the training is to call you names and
degrade you in boot-camp, and basically tear down your belief system, to use and
manipulate your brain. They use men and train them for purposes of war — they vent and
play off of anger and adrenaline and the escalation structure of the human being, to be
used in mass as a group to do what needs to be done. Then, when you are released from
the service, you do not get de-programmed.
Adrenaline is so strong that if you are in war, and you have to take over a place belonging
to the enemy, and you get wounded, you will continue with bullets in your body and not
even feel it!
Adrenaline kills pain. It causes us to focus to the point that if we get angry enough, we
have tunnel vision — we cannot see that our side-vision totally diminishes, until we are
looking through binoculars with no overall picture of what is really going on. You conquer
what you have to, at any cost.
Adrenaline also blocks out sound, logic, vision, and we become narrowly focused to do
what we are supposed to do. Our adrenaline is a survival instinct — it escalates for us to
survive!
If we have been wounded as a child, abandoned in a divorce for example, pain in our
hearts and relationships have gone sour — something is wrong. We have arrested
development, so we will look at every situation as a child — our anger response is a
response of survival at any cost — at even the cost of a relationship if we escalate past a
Level 4.
How many of us have said something to our loved ones and then hours later, when we are
calm and we think about what we said — we have wept and so wished we had never said
that. Yet the wound was cut, and the distancing happened, and no matter what you say
afterwards, it isn’t good enough to restore the relationship — for a time, or maybe even
forever!
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Sometimes we walk with hidden feelings that only come out when we are angry and THEN
we have the courage to say what we truly feel. The things that are said are based on our
survival instinct, and key on the pain and trauma and the hurts that go back to childhood
— as well as back to relationship break-ups and insecurities of the past.
In anger, we do and say things that damage terribly, but it is about power and control — it
isn’t about real feelings.

LEVELS of anger.
‣ Levels(1(and(2:
•

Trembling can be on the LEVEL of 1 and 2.

•

Be aware of an increased HEART RATE.

•

We have a tendency sometimes to CLAM UP, become SILENT, and cannot put our
feelings or even what we are thinking into words.

•

If there is a CONFLICT of some kind and you have a CHURNING GUT FEELING —
take time-out IMMEDIATELY before it goes too far. The person who cannot
communicate needs to take time-out because he/she is overpowered. The person
who is venting takes the other person’s clamming up as rejection — and becomes
even more hostile in trying to get that person to respond. The overpowered person
could go into an adjacent room and write down on a piece of paper what he/she is
actually feeling.

•

Heavy breathing, hyper-ventilate, perspiration.

•

A tightening of the muscles, tightening in the chest.

•

CLENCHED fists/CLENCHED jaw.

•

Dry mouth.

•

A FLUSH in the neck and the lower face.

•

Dilating pupils and a furrow forms between the eyes — eyes very focused.

‣ Level(3:
This is now where things start to become
DANGEROUS and you HAVE to take TIMEOUT!
Things get PROCESSED in our brain at the
speed of LIGHT. When ADRENALINE hits,
you will escalate and go right up to SPIKE —
a point of no return.
A woman may spike, but her behaviour will
still be like a roller-coaster — her emotions
may spike, but her response is more flexible
or more like a roller-coaster, than just a
tremendous spike like a man’s.
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•

Possibility of a SLUMPED posture.

•

Crying.

•

Begging to talk.

•

Shaking.

•

The starting of emotional CONFUSION.

‣ Level(4(and(upwards:
It may not go into physical battering yet — but it will escalate to where somebody is going
to get hurt emotionally or physically wounded, or the spirit gets wounded and damage is
going to get done.
We are now FULLY FRUSTRATED and out of CONTROL! We do not know how to
HANDLE conflict resolution and ANGER management. Every time we get into this level
without any of these skills — we ask the question, how far is it going to go this time? Our
history gets triggered and we will fear for our life, because of what happened in our history.
The FRUSTRATION and the HOPELESS of not being able to RESOLVE the conflict with a
WIN-WIN situation is also felt.
•

Physical symptoms include STOMACH CRAMPS.

•

Our BEHAVIOUR will include pointing FINGERS and focusing ACCUSATIONS.

•

Broken speech, STACCATO speaking.

•

SCRAMBLED thoughts.

‣ Level(5:
Our defense systems kick in and one will be verbally defending themselves, and the other
one will be verbally accusing.
The ADRENALINE levels have been so RAISED, and I don’t see the problem anymore,
but the PERSON — “You IDOIT! You TRAMP! You SLUT!” We start to destroy each other,
thinking “If I can destroy them, they will shut up, back off, and let me have the power”. This
is false thinking because it doesn’t work that way. What is so sad is that the very person
we really love and we don’t want to leave us, we just SHOVE OUT the door
EMOTIONALLY at that point in time.
When we are calm after a couple of hours, it is the things we have said here that we are so
sorry about, and wish we never did say. We wish we could erase the words from the
memory bank of our loved ones.

‣ Level(6:
The BODY now responds with headaches, BACKACHES, leg cramps, BACK SPAMS, etc.
The VICTIM is begging for the argument to STOP but there is no way to STOP NOW. The
ADRENALINE levels are TOO HIGH — both have now NUMBED their feelings.
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‣ Level(7:
Now we get into name-CALLING, mental CONFUSION, and threats to call the POLICE.
This is where the POLICE will not show up for another 20-30 MIN.
In domestic violence there are women that can take a beating and not even feel it. But
when all is over, she is aching in every part of her body. What is very clear at this level is
the numbness of the victim, and the numbness of the emotions of the person who has to
win that argument in his rage.

‣ Level(8:
The threats INTENSIFY — BOTH emotional AND physical. The VICTIM wants to RUN
AWAY but the perpetrator will FOLLOW.

‣ Level(9:
The victim begins to WITHDRAW and go to CHILD stage — generally BELOW the age of
SIX years. She cannot COMMUNICATE, and just lets things happen — NO fighting back
any more. The PERPETRATOR starts THROWING things, hitting, and so forth.
The woman may start menstrual bleeding at this point, even though it isn’t her time of the
month. In her frustration, she will start to scream like a child with no hope of conflict
resolution or anger management in her life at that point of time.

‣ Level(10:
SHE has totally WITHDRAWN, and HE is
ACTING OUT physically, emotionally, verbally,
and his ADRENALINE is at the MAXIMUM of
what it is going to be at this SPIKE. LONGTERM damage is done at THIS LEVEL — by
blocking the pain, it is all going directly into the
SUBCONSCIOUS MIND.
At this level where the VIOLENCE is happening,
the victim will DETACH emotionally and
consciously from what is going on and many
times NOT REMEMBER the ACTUALITY of the
pain and the violence. However, through
THERAPY and being in a SAFE PLACE, the
memories can be RETRIEVED.

Anger and sexual abuse.
In sexual abuse the child will detach from its body — and what goes on goes on — but on
a conscious level the child has blocked the awareness of it. The detachment from reality is
a form of survival. That is why childhood sexual abuse is very difficult for the person to
remember, even though it will be there.
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At Level 10, when the violence is happening, the victim of the violence will detach
emotionally and consciously from what is going on, and many times not remember the
actuality of the pain and the violence.
Through therapy and in a safe place the memories can be retrieved. Although much of the
spike violence is not registered by the conscious mind of the victim, the subconscious
mind does remember everything. You most probably won’t remember the intensity of the
powerful spike of Levels 8 to 10, because the subconscious has it tucked away.

Anger and domestic violence.
Women(BATTERERS:
•

3 – 6 % of WOMEN in the domestic violence movement are batterers as opposed to
the 93 – 94 % of MEN.

•

It is more a MEN’S issue than a woman’s in the SPIKE stage.

An example:
A woman was hurt desperately as a child and faced severe rejection. She marries a man
who was also wounded as a child, and who is violent and abusive. She then makes a
decision that the only way she can fight fire is with fire — she will learn from his modeling
that to survive is to spike like he does.
There will be a specific trigger that will make her spike — it is not normal behaviour for her
(and most women) to spike like that. It can be a number of things that have wounded her
in her past that will cause her to spike like that.
There have been generally three relationships in her life that have gone bad — physically
and emotionally — that will cause her to assimilate to a man’s response. A third or fourth
marriage could lead her to find a man that is gentle and sensitive to meet her needs —
and then she will spike and he will be the victim.
Because of her wounds, she will take on the male behaviour— she reasons that if it
worked for him why can’t it work for her? It is her survival technique.
Because of blurred boundaries of conflict resolution and anger management, we end up
playing three different roles in our life — the normal communication role and conflict
resolution/anger management role is adult to adult. I don’t escalate, I stay in adult mode, I
pick the issue I want to talk about — I don’t mix issues. I keep my voice down fairly low
and I try to watch my body language so I am not leaning in and going into another role.
If we come out of a home where we never learnt to resolve conflicts, where we never
learnt to manage our anger or understand our feelings, we will end up in this area — when
there is an argument, the male is more aggressive so he can’t win the argument on an
adult-to-an-adult role. They talk it out — but he is not winning — the power and control is
not going his way.
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Then he starts attacking the woman — he then goes into parent mode. The moment that
the man goes to child or parent mode with the woman, within two days she loses her sex
drive because her computer software says you don’t make love to a child and you don’t
make love to your parent.
We don’t know our boundaries if they have not been taught to us. If he moves into the
forceful father-parent role — she struggles with it and goes into a child mode.
When she senses she is in a child mode, she then comes out of this mode and moves into
a parent mode to try to battle him on a parent role. Generally she can move the male down
to child mode.
When he moves to child, she goes into mother-parent mode — he then attacks her as a
rebellious child ... then she drops back to child mode and they end up child to child — both
screaming at each other, making accusations, calling each other names, biting, scratching
and so forth — just like children would fight!
You started out as adults, but ended at the communication level of a child. A child cannot
deal with conflict resolution — that is why children have parents who can discipline them.
In an adult relationship — husband and wife — you don’t discipline each other — you
resolve things to a win-win situation.
The moment either one of the partners goes to parent, and the other one drops to child —
you need time-out to get some professional help with your arrested development, so that
you will get to the place of being able to stay in adult-to-adult mode to really resolve
issues.

Adrenaline and Levels 3 and 4.
At Level 3, we are starting to recognize we are angry — but it is almost too late to do
anything about it. If you could at this point, take time-out and step back and see what is
really going on and get in touch with your feelings, you will then not have to escalate and
get to the point where there is no return.
Between Levels 3 and 4, the emotions and the
adrenaline surge has already started in the
system and we cannot consciously back off.
Women will react in their anger — when they
get angry, they can’t back off and relax if they
don’t see it resolved in time. They want things
to be resolved and only then they will relax.
That is her adrenaline flowing. She has no
control over that because it wasn’t resolved
below Level 1 and 2 before the trigger of the
adrenaline started to roll. It is very hard to try
and back off when you have got to this level
of adrenaline flow.
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Adrenaline makes our mouths really work! It has been commonly called diarrhea of the
mouth and constipation of the brain!
The adrenaline has to be dissipated! If we recognize what is going on with our anger
before it gets to the non-return level, we will be able to stop the process and not go too far.

What happens to us emotionally?
One of the first things that happens to us emotionally when we start to escalate in our
anger level is CONFUSION. We have to recognize that we are seeing the situation
through our personal pain.
Most of the time our personal pain comes out in power and control.
We vent our anger to control either the person or the situation according to what we need
to be calm and happy — with no consideration of what the other person needs, the
differences of the other person, or the pain of the other person in our life.
Many times in coupling relationships there is tremendous pain that even the person who is
experiencing it, can’t find the root problem. We set expectations on that other person to fix
us and to respect us, and to let us have our way and to do what we want — it becomes a
power and control thing — no empathy or sympathy for where the other person really is in
their process and their pain.
The more angry we get, the more self-centered we become. We assume when we
escalate, past a number 4 on a scale of 1-10, that we have all the rights, and the other
person has none. That is an automatic assumption as the adrenaline level rises.

Anger and MATURITY.
You can tell the MATURITY of a person by how much it TAKES for them to REACT in
anger. Being able to CONTROL and DISSIPATE anger is a sign of MATURITY. How
QUICKLY we react in ANGER will reveal how ARRESTED we are in our development.

CONTROLLING our anger.
•

MEN — you don’t recognize you’re FEELING ANGRY until you recognize three or
four anger BEHAVIOURS, not including what is happening to your bodies.
Behaviour triggers men to understand they are angry.

•

LADIES — you can get in touch with your ANGER at the first FEELING, because of
your bi-lateral thinking.

•

EVERYONE — when you START to recognize you’re ANGRY ... STOP!!
•

And ask WHY?

•

What am I covering up?

•

What is the ROOT behind my ANGER?
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One of the most common mistakes is we take our anger out on people who did not cause
it, when the real cause may have been something as complex as a fear that began in
childhood, or something as simple as a traffic jam you sat in on your way home.
If you keep asking WHY and HOW YOU’RE FEELING — this usually will reveal the ROOT.
Sometimes we get IMAGES/fantasies of how we want to ACT out our anger (and maybe
don’t) — address these TOO!

Anger fantasies and images.
What do you see or what do you think when you START getting angry?
For example — somebody drives in front of you and screams and shouts at you for a
mistake you made, or you are driving too slow — they show you a sign — how do you
react? Does this fire you to SPIKE immediately?
The image you could have is that you wish you were a tank or an impenetrable car with
bull bars all around, and then you will ram this person off the road. If you are always late
and never get to meetings on time, this makes things even worse! This causes you to go
racing to your destination trying not to be late (again!) When we do not know how to deal
with our anger — anyone that reacts to us out of their pain, we think it is a personal affront
— we take it personally and then we react.
When your anger issues have been dealt with
and dismantled, you then don’t let other people’s
anger touch you — you realize it is their problem.
People battling with anger on the roads and
impatience at the driving skills of others, think
they own the road — and the bottom-line is that
it is about power and control.
There is no flexibility for other people’s mistakes
— it is a rigid system and it is something they
have to live with.
Many times when couples are fighting, the husband could have an image of something he
would like to do — and the wife has a fantasy of what she is afraid he will do.

GUIDELINES to controlling anger.
1) TIMEaOUT(Contract
Decide on a way to indicate you need a time-out, in order to STOP before getting angry —
that you can CALM DOWN, gather your thoughts, and then deal with the issue out of
LOVE. Each of the couple signs this contract, and learns to use the time-out signal. There
should be a PRE-DETERMINED arrangement, that if the TIME-OUT is used by anyone,
the TIME-OUT will be RESPECTED and ENFORCED.
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This time-out agreement must be decided upon, when neither are escalated, and you are
getting along well and in a loving mood.
Often with ANGER in relationships, we will go into either CHILD or PARENT mode.
HUBBY will go into “FORCEFUL FATHER” mode, and WIFE will go into CHILD mode, and
VICE VERSA. WIFE will go into “ANGRY MOTHER” mode, and HUBBY will go into CHILD
mode.
BOTH partners will VACILLATE between MODES.
REMEMBER! Conflict CANNOT be dealt with when a partner is in PARENT or CHILD
mode — conflicts are ONLY resolved by ADULTS.
SPOUSES — you CANNOT discipline each other! Resolve the conflict to a WIN-WIN
situation! As soon as ONE of you is in either CHILD or PARENT mode, a TIME-OUT must
be put in place.
MARRIED COUPLES — if HUBBY goes into “FATHER MODE”, and WIFE goes into
“CHILD MODE” ... WIFE will loose her SEX DRIVE. Her COMPUTER will say, “You don’t
make love to a CHILD or PARENT!”
At LEVEL 3, a TIME-OUT must be APPLIED before things become DANGEROUS
(because of the rise in adrenaline), and you START to reach a point of NO RETURN.
There should also be a PRE-DETERMINED time limit for the TIME-OUT, that the issue is
DEALT with and not dragged on. 30MIN to 1HOUR is RECOMMENDED.

2) Have(a(PREaDETERMINED(place(to(deal(with(the(situaEon.
Married couples, DON’T go to your parents! COMMIT to NOT ABANDONING (in any
way) the person you’re angry with — that FEAR of ABANDONMENT is NOT triggered.

3) NO(drugs/alcohol,(NO(caﬀeine,(NO(driving(when(angry.
4) CONSCIOUSLY(decide(to(SLOWaDOWN!(STOP(and(THINK(things(through.(
Be SLOW to speak! We can all relate to SAYING and DOING things we don’t mean when
we’re ANGRY — wanting to take things BACK! And CAN’T!
SIDE NOTE! Sometimes, if we are a WITHDRAWN/quiet person, when we are ANGRY we
actually have the COURAGE to say what we’re really FEELING ... use the opportunity to
deal with the ROOT!

List of anger “PRIORITIES”.
When we CAN’T figure out what we are ANGRY at, and the PAIN is so GREAT ... the
FIRST (1) misdirected object of our ANGER is toward GOD — “I don’t understand WHY
HE did this to ME?!”
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HOWEVER, GOD is the Only One Who really has the answers! He has given us HIS Word
as our INSTRUCTION! The Bible tells us what is wrong with us, and how to fix things in
our lives.
But we’re ANGRY, and GOD and HIS Word is the LAST thing we reach for. We need to
learn to apply BIBLICAL principles, that we live PURPOSEFUL lives giving GOD ALL the
GLORY!
We direct our ANGER at:
2. Our CHILDREN.
3. Those in AUTHORITY.
4. Our SPOUSE.
5. Our FRIENDS.
6. INJUSTICES in our LIFE.
7. Our PARENTS.
8. OURSELVES.
9. Real or PERCEIVED Danger.

A word on PERCEIVED danger:
Perceived anger is what we see when we look
out from our PAIN. We PERCEIVE we will be
TRASHED, put down, CRITICIZED ... our
PAIN causes us to SEE it that way, and those
feelings that we experience when we are
ANGRY in that area are as REAL as if they
were REAL. The FEELINGS feel just as
REAL, even though it is a PERCEIVED
danger — NOT a real DANGER. In this
situation, we need our REALITY CHECKS to
see what NORMALCY really is ...
NORMALCY to every one of us is UNIQUE
— it is PERCEIVED according to the way we
were raised. TRUTH and REALITY is then
“ABNORMAL” to us ... we are not USED to it, and don’t know how to COPE with it. When
we start to GROW, we live in FEAR of the UNKNOWN — “Can this LAST? Can I
MAINTAIN this?”
We direct our ANGER at:
10.At various OBSTACLES.
11.OTHERS and STRANGERS.
12.Lifeless OBSTACLES.
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IDENTIFYING your frustrations and irritations.
‣ 1.(People
The personality traits, MANNERISMS, and inconsistencies of OTHERS provide an EVERPRESENT source of potential IRRITATION! Identify these IRRITATIONS — whether they
are REAL or PERCEIVED. Go to the SOURCE of the problem — speak DIRECTLY to the
person you’re IRRITATED with. Don’t speak to OTHERS — the story will grow bigger!
Be SO CAREFUL about venting to OTHER people about someone. It will cause you to
RELIVE the EMOTIONS you’re feeling — and they will INTENSIFY!
The PERSON you speak to can add to the story, and confirm your feelings. The next
person you tell all about what happened, can add to the story again, plus add their own
baggage/pain, and confirm your feelings even more ... until the whole thing SNOWBALLS!
You’re even MORE ANGRY, and the whole incident is BLOWN OUT of proportion.
HUMBLY chat with the PERSON you’re angry with — COMMIT to staying OPEN and
FLEXIBLE, to hear them out and think about their OWN PAIN. Ask why would he have
reacted that way — then you can talk it out like adults. DON’T let anger/OFFENSES build
up. Deal with them AS SOON AS POSSIBLE!
When we keep the anger inside, and it continues to build up incident after incident — it
becomes a boiling cauldron.
Many of us get triggered in a normal conversation by our partner, but we don’t stop and
repeat what the other one said to find out what actually is being meant, or is my
interpretation coming through my pain, and I am seeing it as rejection or loss of control.
We need to recognize the first signs before we get to Level 3, and start spiking — it will
help us tremendously in our communication skills with our partners, with our bosses, and
all the people that we interact with.
Ephesians' 4:26!“26! !When!angry,!do!not!sin;! do!not!ever!let!your!wrath!(your!exaspera<on,!your! fury!or!
indigna<on)!last!un<l!the!sun!goes!down.”!

This is especially TRUE for MARRIED couples!
If the sun SETS on our anger, our MEMORY BANK will forget what made us ANGRY. We
only remember we are ANGRY and don’t want to YIELD our rights! We NEED to learn to
confront KINDLY and with LOVE, dignity, and RESPECT.
As a rule — every problem/conflict should be resolved within 72 hours (three days).
REMEMBER! Nobody can MAKE me angry — I ALLOW myself to react and RESPOND in
ANGER. The PERSON who I ALLOW to control my anger, CONTROLS my thinking time,
productive time, and my ADRENALINE.
Make a LIST of the PEOPLE in your life that “make” you ANGRY. People normally have a
basic set of 6-8 TRIGGERS, and try your BEST to LOVINGLY resolve this with them!
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‣ 2.(Environment
•

The deficiencies?

•

The inconveniences?

•

The undesirable elements and pressures?

•

Lack of money? Job? Social status?

➡ Making a list will help you get to the SOURCE of your anger ...

‣ 3.(Yourself
Make a list of what about YOURSELF that irritates you. This could be quite a LONG list!
You’ll find what you’re angry about is your BEHAVIOURS.
Then write down 25 things you LOVE about yourself. This is HARD! What we do is we go
to the behaviour bag — which is a HUGE bag of garbage — we also go look in that bag for
what we love about ourselves, and then cannot find anything!
REMEMBER, we must separate our BEHAVIOUR from our CHARACTER ...
We ALL have GOD-GIVEN talents and CHARACTER traits, UNIQUE to us! They are just
not DEVELOPED yet — often because somebody gave us wrong messages, and nobody
helped us develop our character. However, GOD has put you in a family, marriage,
community, congregation, school, etc. where there will be people to help create, build, and
role-model that character for us. The sad thing is, we are not seeing it! We keep on
wondering what is normal and what isn’t.
The FIVE traumas will create that unworthiness that sucks the live out of us — even as
adults we feel that nobody can love us — we don’t have any value — we are ruined — the
whole world knows that we are no good, we don’t have a chance in life.
We think — I could be okay if all things were equal, if I
could just forget this, if I can just climb past this issue in
my life.
But we don’t have the ability to climb past it because
most of the time, nobody takes the time to validate us,
value us, and develop character.
GOD saw my character in spite of everything that has
gone wrong in my life, and He is helping me to develop
that character — I then find out that I have VALUE. So
no matter what your behaviour has been, or whatever
you have done, you have VALUE — again, you have
to separate the behaviour from the person.
FATHER wants to MATURE and GROW you, that your CHARACTER be developed and
CONFORMED to the IMAGE of His SON!
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He VALUES YOU!
We must IDENTIFY the things in us that IRRITATE us, but REMEMBER we have MORE
VALUE in WHO we are than what our BEHAVIOUR reflects.
Y’shua (Jesus) died for YOU, not JUST for your SINS!

Practical exercise: Anger
Make a list of FOUR things that you do that makes you ANGRY with YOURSELF.
Identify some of YOUR methods in EXPRESSING your anger. EXPRESSING your anger
can include SHOUTING, physical abuse, cutting, self-mutilation, EATING DISORDERS,
suicidal thoughts, DEPRESSION, and so forth.

‣ 4.(Anger(in(the(family.
We LEARN how to handle our ISSUES from our PARENTS and FAMILY. We learn to be
ANGRY and speak HARSHLY with each OTHER ... WORDS are POWERFUL! VERBAL
ABUSE is so PREVALENT today, and so DAMAGING to a person, especially a CHILD!

Verbal Abuse17
Verbal abuse (also known as reviling) is described as a negative defining statement told to
the person or about the person, or by withholding any response — thus defining the target
as non-existent. If the abuser doesn't immediately apologize and retract the defining
statement, the relationship may be a verbally abusive one.
In schools, a young person may indulge in verbal abuse and use bullying (which often has
a physical component) to gain status as superior to the person targeted and to bond with
others against the target. Generally, the bully knows no other way to connect emotionally,
i.e., be bonded with others.
In couple relationships, the verbal abuser responds to the partner's "separateness," i.e.,
independent thoughts, views, desires, feelings, expressions (even of happiness) as an
irritant or even an attack. While some people believe the abuser has low self-esteem and
so attempts to place their victim in a similar position, i.e., to believe negative things about
himself or herself — however, this is not always the case in couple relationships. A man
may, for example, disparage a woman partner simply because she has qualities that were
disparaged in him, i.e., emotional intelligence, warmth, receptivity and so forth.
A person of any gender, race, culture, sexual orientation, age, or size may experience
verbal abuse. Typically, in couple or family relationships verbal abuse increases in intensity
and frequency over time. After exposure to verbal abuse, victims may fall into clinical
depression and/or post-traumatic stress disorder.

17&Taken&from&h`p://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Verbal_abuse&
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The person targeted by verbal abuse may over time also succumb to any stress related
illness. Verbal abuse creates emotional pain and mental anguish in its target.
Despite being the most common form of abuse, verbal abuse is generally not taken as
seriously as other types, because there is no visible proof and the abuser may have a
"perfect" persona around others. In reality, however, verbal abuse can be more detrimental
to a person's health than physical abuse. If a person is verbally abused from childhood on,
he or she may develop psychological disorders that plague them into and through
adulthood.
Verbal abuse includes the following:
•

Countering/Withholding.

•

Discounting.

•

Abuse disguised as a joke.

•

Blocking and diverting.

•

Accusing and blaming.

•

Judging and criticizing.

•

Trivializing.

•

Undermining.

•

Threatening.

•

Name calling.

•

Chronic forgetting.

•

Ordering.

•

Denial of anger or abuse.

•

Abusive anger.

•

See also — bullying, domestic violence,
emotional abuse, psychological
manipulation, verbal self-defense.

We can be VERBALLY ABUSED through:
•

JOKES,

•

Accusation/BLAMING,

•

GOSSIP/Criticism,

•

Threats/BULLYING,

VERBAL (connected to EMOTIONAL) abuse can be MORE damaging than PHYSICAL
abuse. The PHYSICAL wounds can HEAL, but the WORDS cut DEEP and can stick with
us for a lifetime, and how we feel about ourselves is etched in stone — for CHILDREN
especially, these are the WORDS that become our LIFE COMMANDMENTS (particularly
those spoken over us by the time we are nine years old).
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We’ve seen ANGER is often GENERATIONAL, having been learnt at home. One needs to
identify the ANGER in your family — we need to trace where our anger came from, and
the anger we saw in our homes, including our grandparents — back to three or four
GENERATIONS:
•

How did your FATHER/MOTHER act when they were angry?

•

How did your PARENTS handle conflict? Was there any RESOLUTION in the
home?

•

Was anyone AFRAID at home?

•

What did you learn at HOME about MEN being angry?

•

How did the MEN in your family display anger?

•

How did the WOMEN in your family display anger?

•

What did you learn about RESOLVING conflict?

•

How did you express anger as a CHILD?

Our ANGER is connected to our LIFE COMMANDMENTS — “Children should be SEEN
and not HEARD!” In a shame-based environment, we learn my opinion isn’t VALUED —
SO I’m not valued. To trash my opinion is to trash ME. To ignore my opinion is to ignore
ME. This stunts the development in the ability to handle any kind of conflict resolution or
anger management.
When we become teenagers, we rebel against our parents, and get ourselves into trouble
through our rebellion to get back at them.
We run away from home to get Dad’s attention because we did not get any attention when
we were in the home and we did not know how to express ourselves. We have no ability to
be in touch with our feelings — SO I’m ANGRY!

Adrenaline and MEDICATION.
Be sure to also refer back to J2F8 for more information!
Because of our anger and childhood wounds — so many of us are running on adrenaline.
When adrenaline is not properly regulated by the body — and is continually released due
to trauma and stress — it can cause:
1. Serious damage to your health — adrenal fatigue, thyroid/metabolism/hormonal
dysfunction,
2. You to go out of your mind and react in causing serious damage to others, without
having a memory of doing it.
Adrenaline is the strongest chemical in the body — it is the chemical that keeps you alive
when you should die. As long as you are living in anxiety and (emotional) stress, and the
trauma/wounds have not been resolved, you then will live and die on adrenaline.
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In this state — of adrenaline highs and stress – you begin to realize … something is
wrong! In most cases, you go to your doctor and/or psychiatrist, who prescribe you some
or other medication, to try and delete/reduce the adrenaline (and/or other stress-response
chemicals in the body). However, this is simply just a cover-up/bandage (similar to
B.E.E.P.S), which doesn’t address the root issue! The thalamus actually has a mind of its
own and will say — “Why are you trying to delete my survival system when you haven’t
fixed my core problem?”
This is a subconscious drive. The medication soon becomes neutralized in the body, as
the adrenaline increases to override the medication. You then are prescribed more
medication, because it isn’t working ... and you end up worse off than when you started.
As we grow, mature, and HEAL — our adrenaline WILL decrease, and our bodies will get
back to balance. When we understand:
•

That every behaviour we have that drives us — sexual addictions, alcohol, drugs,
being a workaholic, etc. — are nothing more than mood-changers because we don’t
have the maturity to face life as it is,

•

That these B.E.E.P.S. are just escape mechanisms because we are not equipped to
resolve our own conflicts,
And when we start identifying that these behaviors
are tied to some wound in childhood ... all of a
sudden the brain makes a jump and starts wiring
because it realizes — “I am in a safe place, I have
mentors, I am learning new things!”
Fixation and AED (arrested emotional development)
is when the brain does not wire or function like it is
supposed to. When we start finding out that our
behaviors and our acting out and driving forces are
rooted in something that happened to us when we
were a child — the brain now connects the dots,
and starts to heal and work properly.

Note(on(psychotropic(medicaEons.
We STRONGLY recommend that everyone currently on — or considering taking —
psychotropic medication, DILIGENTLY research the topic and understand the side-effects
of the various drugs. This is very important!
We would encourage those currently on medications — or those needing medication — to
look into possible alternatives to medication, such as:
1. Proper diet/nutrition.
2. A healthy exercise program.
3. Natural supplements that support the body (and the limbic system) during times of
stress/anxiety.
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a. Be sure to research Vitamin D and proper gut-health!
4. Natural supplements — such as serotonin and melatonin — which can help to bring
the hormones/chemicals into balance.
There is MUCH evidence to show that alternative treatments (that of diet, nutrition, and
lifestyle changes) have much greater — and far more lasting — success at bringing the
body into balance.
A great place to start in your research is http://www.mercola.com/. Dr. Mercola has many
scientific articles on mental health. His website is a great resource! However, we do ask
that you use discernment — please discard any/all New Age type therapies ... “chew the
meat, spit out the bones!”
As a LAST resort — there are possibly some people that are hurting so bad that they will
need the chemical help of drugs in order to stabilize and begin the healing journey (Dr.
Paul Hegstrom recommends Lithium in this case). HOWEVER, the medication must be
closely monitored and taken with the understanding that the drugs are NOT the answer —
they are simply bringing some stability, in order to begin to deal with the ROOT issues.
In walking the road to healing, the person must be slowly weaned off the medication, until
they are able to be completely off. This process may be lengthy (depending on the case,
sometimes eighteen months to three years) and must be under the guidance of a trained
practitioner.
The program we recommend is a parenting/mentoring program for adults — finding out
what their redemptive gifts are, and growing their spiritman through blessings.

Practical exercise: Learned Anger
SELF-CONCEPT: How you were trained, and the learnt behaviour of your home, gives
you the message of who you are for a lifetime.
1) List one thing you remember that your parents told you in words or actions about
yourself as a child.
•

Did you believe them?

•

Do you still think that about yourself?

The sad thing is, is that we do still believe what they said about us until someone gives us
permission to break those Life Commandments and to rise up against what we heard
about ourselves.
Messages like:
•

You are never going to amount to anything!

•

You will never learn how to mow the lawn!

•

You’re always going to be a failure!
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2) List one thing you remember that your parents told you in words or actions about
yourself recently. Usually it has to do with power and control and how we respond
to them, even though we are adults ourselves.
3) List one thing you remember that your friends told you in words or actions about
yourself when you were a child.
Children are cruel to each other — they are very “clique-focused” — they do not have the
skills to relate — and they are all very centered on “me”.
For many of us who don’t grow up because of arrested development — when we are
adults a lot of the source of our angry is because “the people in my world are not centered
around me and I want them to.” As adults we get angry because we don’t get the attention
that we feel we need.
4) List one thing you remember that your friends told you in words or actions about
yourself recently.
•

Did you believe them?

•

Do you still think that about yourself?

5) List one thing you remember that your employer/boss told you in words or actions
about yourself.
•

Did you believe them?

•

Do you still think that about yourself?

6) List one thing you remember that your teacher told you in words or actions about
yourself as a child.
•

Did you believe them?

•

Do you still think that about yourself?

A teacher could have told you “you are stupid — you will never make it! You will never
pass maths”, and so forth. How many of your examples were positive about you? How
many examples were negative? And what does this tell you about your self-concept?

When is ANGER a PROBLEM?
1. When it become too FREQUENT.
2. When it is too INTENSE — the escalation and the increasing of adrenaline into the
bloodstream.
That adrenaline will attack portions of the body and will create havoc inside. Adrenaline will
attack the weakest organ in the body, and most of the time the weakest organs in the
female are the female organs and the weakest organ in the male is the prostate. It will also
attack the stomach and cause ulcers and colitis, and so forth.
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As one starts to heal and the adrenaline starts to diminish, the person will feel lethargic
and tired. The person is so used to the adrenaline pumping in stressful situations.
From wrong modeling in our homes, we think true love is chaotic! But TRUE love is very
calm and peaceful and one can work through conflict without causing a rise in the
adrenaline levels — one feels safe and secure.
3. When it last too LONG.
4. When it leads to AGGRESSION.
5. When it disturbs RELATIONSHIPS.
6. Disrupts our WORK.
Companies are losing much money and productivity due to anger mismanagement in
families. Anger not being handled well in the family can spill over into our work/job, and
cause us to stay away from work for a number of days. Worldwide, the production is down
because of the “woe is me” feeling, loss of control, and so forth. The mood of consistent
anger and not resolving it, is diminishing the work force and its productivity.
7. Affects our HEALTH — REMEMBER our EMOTIONS are interconnected with our
HEALTH!
Anger (ADRENALINE imbalance) can cause HEALTH
issues — BACK PAIN, muscle tension, INTESTINAL
problems, HIGH BLOOD PRESSURES, heart issues,
and so forth.

The(anger(kit.
Anger is NEVER a primary emotion. If we were taught
as children how to handle anger, how to handle
feelings, and how to discuss/express ourselves — and
were allowed to work through these things and have
our feelings honoured — we would be mature adults
knowing how to handle conflicts and anger when it
arises in relationships.
For example:
•

As a child, did you have an opinion when your parents decided to move to another
town?

•

Were you able to express what you needed in life?

•

Were you listened to when you did speak?

The result:
•

You will grow up having an expectation that is beyond normalcy of how you should
be treated.
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•

You become judge and jury over everyone — you force things to go your own way.

•

If things don’t go your way and don’t meet your expectation, you go immediately
from situation ... to response — EXPLOSION!

NUTSHELL — expectation ... situation ... EXPLOSION!

‣ 1.(ExpectaEons
Especially as CHILDREN, we experience ANGER over disappointed EXPECTATIONS. We
struggle with this STILL as ADULTS! Based on how we were RAISED, and our
PERCEPTIONS, we ALL have EXPECTATIONS ... when these AREN’T met, we are
ANGRY!
PARENTS — teach your children that it is OKAY to have EXPECTATIONS ... BUT these
will often be DISAPPOINTED, and it’s probably NOT about them! ALLOW your children to
EXPRESS their FEELINGS and ANGER, and TEACH them to DEAL with their EMOTIONS
in a GODLY way ...

‣ 2.(SituaEons
Because of our PAIN, we strive for POWER and CONTROL, when we can’t CONTROL our
worlds, we are ANGRY! Situations and anger WILL be a part of LIFE ... but if we SLOW
DOWN and look at the ROOTS of our ANGER, we can start to to deal with our wound —
HEAL — and have better relationships/fellowship with others.

‣ 3.(EXPLOSION!
We have to RELEARN and REWIRE the patterns of ANGER in our lives, that we DON’T
EXPLODE, and can BREAK the CYCLE!
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Closer look at the cycle, and resolving our anger.
To resolve your anger, identify your ego-bruise and your primary feeling ... then go back
and try to figure out where the ego-bruise and primary feeling came into play — work it
back down to your expectation, and release this — and then you can live without being
angry.
You need to keep practicing this until you get to a point where you very seldom allow
things to make you angry. When we have been raised a lifetime and not taught how to deal
with our anger — being told that anger is not proper, anger is not Biblical, anger is not
acceptable — that we must shut-up or we will get hit, etc. The message we got was that
we were not allowed to process our anger or work it through.
Now as adults, we explode! We blow up for power and control. If we can’t control our
environment as adults, we feel like children and everybody is running all over us.
We then start realizing that when there is a situation, you will react! I feel my response
inside before I take the response outside of me.
Before I act out, I must identify what is happening to my physical body and my emotions. I
stop and realize — this anger I am feeling now is a secondary feeling to a primary
emotion. I then reverse the process to keep myself healthy. “I am angry — what is
underneath it?”
When we don’t understand the total process we’re only aware of the situation and
response elements. That is the normal pattern.

Situation — EXPLOSION!
There is no room and no timing setback for
situations. We often can’t even identify the
primary feelings. Feelings that get aroused are
very normal and very human, and so are
situations. Many things we get angry about are
actually non-angering things, but we take them
as personal situations against us.
When you were criticized as a child, and you
wanted to get angry about it, you were not
allowed to. You were expected to do things
perfectly and never make mistakes. You were
motivated by negative motivation — you try
your very best and work so hard — and then
you were told it is not good enough!
Situations are automatic — we are then left with the areas of expectations, ego-bruises
and responses as having the most potential for control and management. We aren’t to
stop or deny — we’re suggesting personal management of expectations and responses.
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Our individual anger patterns as adults are usually mainly sophistications of our childhood
anger patterns and learned behaviours. As a result, they are predictable — people who
know us well know what are the right buttons to push to get the anger response they wish
to provoke.
Because anger is a learned behavior, we can relearn and reshape new patterns. Anger is
a normal, universal, basic, and unavoidable reaction of displeasure — usually involving a
significant portion of misunderstanding — having its roots in our own unmet expectations
and generating an internally created increased physical energy force which we can control
or fail to control as we choose.

Principles of ANGER.
1) Anger is a PHYSICAL energy force that needs to be DISSOLVED.
2) Anger is a SECONDARY emotion, with more basic emotions underneath.
3) Anger entails an EGO-bruise or a CONTRADICTION of belief of self-concept.
We have an IMAGE of who we are — but underlying that image on tooth-pick stilts is what
we really believe about ourselves. That is WHY when somebody touches or TARNISHES,
hits or wounds the image, the scaffolding that is holding the image up is SHAKY and we
are AFRAID for others to see us as we REALLY are — that we don’t have the abilities we
think we should have because we look like we are adults. This sets us up for a FALL — we
STRIVE to keep up the IMAGE we want to BELIEVE about ourselves, and not let them
see who we are in the pain of our own garbage and self-belief system. This makes us very
FRAGILE to any kind of CRITICISM, any kind of directives, or any INPUT that could touch
us in an EGO-BRUISE of some kind. This is when we become reactors because we have
to maintain this image at any cost. It basically has to do with a false front, and what we
really believe about ourselves deep down.
4) Anger stems from an UNMET expectation we have.
5) Our anger responses are PATTERNED and PROGRAMMED — we were TAUGHT
how to respond.
6) Anger is NORMAL — only its intent makes it good or bad.
7) Because anger is INTERNALLY created, it can be INTERNALLY managed if we
choose to deal with it properly — we are our own MANAGERS!
We try to control everybody around us to keep us from getting angry — we try to control
things around us — jobs, personal, friends, spouses, children, etc. ... but, we CANNOT
control anyone or anything else but OURSELVES! As long as we have the ability to control
us, then we can manage our anger, manage our growth, and become what we know we
can be if all things were equal.
8) Anger is most often expressed toward those who are MEANINGFUL to us.
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Dealing with the ANGER of OTHERS.
1. Anger must be DISSIPATED — it has to come out.
-

Take a TIME-OUT and go for a WALK and DE-STRESS.

2. Anger can be RELEASED by VALIDATION.
-

Commit to not getting OFFENSIVE, but choose to LISTEN to the angry
PERSON.

-

VALIDATE their feelings — “I can hear you’ve had a bad day, I am so SORRY!”
If this is in marriage, don’t get offensive if your spouse vents their anger of
having a bad day on you — just listen and validate their feelings — and this will
dissolve the anger inside them.

-

Be UNDERSTANDING and empathetic. Send those types of statements before,
during, and after their expression ... and the ANGRY will dissipate!

3. Set the anger GROUND RULES with individuals,
-

This is your PROTECTION plan to help you all HANDLE anger in a GODLY way!

4. Adopt a CALMER style YOURSELF,
-

“I am going to RELAX. I am tired of living on ADRENALINE. I am tired of living
on this POWER CONTROL TRIP,
or whatever the case may be
___________________”

-

Identify the anger, and say: “I am going to be a LISTENER. I am going to be a
NURTURER. I will not be run over, but I will be COOPERATIVE and VALIDATE
their feelings.”

5. Avoid the EXPECTATION of a similar
response,
-

This is a LOOSE-LOOSE situation!

6. Realize that many ANGRY PEOPLE
had those feelings BEFORE you ever
came along!
-

Many times you get it because you
are there — you are convenient —
so don’t personalize it — don’t suck
it in internally — just listen and
validate their feelings.

Dealing with your OWN anger.
1. Acknowledge your anger and EXPRESS it — it’s okay to talk about how you FEEL!
-

In conflict, don’t use “YOU” statements — use “I” statements.

-

How do you feel about this situation?
‣

“I feel hurt over this response.”

‣

NOT: “YOU idiot! YOU always do this!”
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Many times our response and the pain of our response sinks deeper than my Christian
experience can handle. You can confess everything in the Word, but when we get angry,
our anger escalades beyond our belief system and things come out of your mouth that you
would not want your pastor to hear — we also don’t want our children to hear what comes
out of our mouths when we are angry.
Our pain goes much deeper than our belief system. If our belief system went as deep as
the pain, then we would be working on the issues and managing what is going on in our
life.
Without knowledge and understanding — without knowing about anger and conflict
resolution — we have a grey area that the pain is churning in and we don’t have a belief
system that will get down underneath and bring that into healing.
In the intensity of our rage, things come out of our mouth that should not come out and we
need to work on those issues.
2. Dissipate the ANGER — go for a walk, run around the block — do what you must,
just don’t dissipate your ANGER on OTHERS.
3. REPROGRAM your thinking — realizing that you do have SKILLS.
-

Anger is a SECONDARY reaction to a PRIMARY feeling. Ask — WHAT AM I
REALLY FEELING?
‣

Hopeless?

‣

Out of control?

‣

Abandoned?

‣

Fear?

‣

Confusion?

‣

Discouragement?

‣

Inadequacy?

‣

Shame? Guilt?

‣

Rejection?

4. Anger comes from UNMET expectations — take a few steps back and get a
REALITY CHECK:
-

Is this realistic? Am I asking for more than is POSSIBLE?

-

Are my expectations SO HIGH nobody could ever meet them?

-

Am I setting my expectations so high because I want to feel SPECIAL because I
don’t like me very well, so I am going to set an expectation and see how many
can meet my expectation to prove to me that I am okay after all.

5. Maintain a BALANCED view of YOURSELF:
-

Don’t take anger or yourself SO SERIOUSLY — anger is NORMAL and healthy
anger doesn’t kill.

6. REMEMBER 95% of your anger issues is NOT because of your current situation/
marriage/relationship ... but stems from your CHILDHOOD!
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-

We bring our EMPTY BOWLS, looking to others (especially our SPOUSES) to
FIX us,
‣

But what we need is training, knowledge, skills, and to follow after the
FATHER on the healing JOURNEY!

HEALTHY anger components.
1) It is OKAY to be aware and in touch with our anger.
2) It’s okay to admit this to others and myself.
3) It’s okay to accept anger as NORMAL. Healthy anger rationalizes later rather than
NOW.
4) With healthy anger and a normal balance, it’s OKAY to be WRONG.
5) Healthy anger has an IMMEDIATE expression, and is OPEN and DIRECT and
seeks for its SOURCE. You can go back IMMEDIATELY and RIGHT what was
WRONG.
6) Healthy anger is CONSTRUCTIVE in INTENT and purpose.
7) Healthy anger is SHORT, finite, and CLEANSING.

UN-HEALTHY anger.
1) Brings CONFUSION and an awareness of
things not tied to that situation.
2) Will TRIGGER and we get a “banking
account” of UNRESOLVED garbage that
we can’t SEPARATE and RESOLVE — we
feel HOPELESS.
3) Unhealthy anger is DENYING, disguising,
and MASKING the situation.
4) Unhealthy anger — we have DIFFICULTY
in accepting it and accepting what has
HAPPENED.
5) Rationalize and JUSTIFIES the means to
the end BEFORE its expression.
-

EXAMPLE — We start throwing things out the house in a fight with our spouse.
There is a LAG TIME where we decide to throw HER stuff out, and not OURS.
Very few men will throw their golf bag through the front window. They will throw
china or a vase or something that means something to their spouse. In the lag
time, we have a moment to choose to use common sense, but we justify what
we do in the split second prior to the expression of our anger ... we
RATIONALIZE our actions.

6) UNHEALTHY anger is a DELAYED response — we use the attitude: “I’m not going
to get MAD, I am going to get EVEN!”
7) There is an over or under expression, but no BALANCE.
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8) UNHEALTHY anger is destructive and MANIPULATIVE.
9) UNHEALTHY anger is LONG, sustains itself, and is CORROSIVE.

Displaced or DISTORTED anger.
1) Aggressive/overactive sexual activity.
2) Violent dreams or misfortune to others.
3) Indirectly identifying with the AGGRESSION of others — we like VIOLENT movies,
video/computer games, where we live out our fantasies. We get lost in someone
else’s situation because we know we can’t go that far — but we can watch it,
identify with it in a situation, and fantasize about it.
4) We then become VICTIMS and injustice collectors — we become a MARTYR and
hold all of these GRUDGES ... we package and SAVE all of our grudges, and blow
off when we are triggered.
5) Distorted/displaced anger is responsible for TIREDNESS, tenseness, PAINS, etc.
6) Over aggression, BULLYING.
7) Persistent SHAME-based feelings.
8) Overly-sweet-nice-guy type of behaviour — trying to be all-to-all people — peoplepleasing behaviour — that makes us even more ANGRY.
9) Self-destructive behaviours.
10)Subtle sabotage of others and ourselves.
11)Substance abuse.
12)Overeating/under-eating (anorexia/bulimia).
13)Depression.
14)Criticalness and judgmentalism.
15)Gossiping.
16)Anxiety.
17)Overworking.
18)Pursue of perfection (especially in a SHAME-based environment).
19)Physical ailments.
20)Overdoing everything — obsessive compulsive behaviour.
If we have children, how are we allowing our children to express their anger? What do we
do to help them express what is normal in their feelings and their opinions?

The ANGER model.
Y’shua (Jesus) is our example18 of expressing RIGHTEOUS anger — He had appropriate
anger when He cleared the TEMPLE.

18&Other&examples&include&Phinehas,&Elijah&on&Mount&Carmel,&David,&etc.
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Y’shua (Jesus) sat back and saw a lot of garbage going on — He saw people who were
not committed to YHVH (GOD the FATHER). There was manipulation, SCHEMING,
overpricing, price-fixing, RELIGION, judgmental attitudes, POLITICS ...
Y’shua (Jesus) went into the Temple and dealt with those issues. He CONFRONTED the
people and EXPOSED the SIN. They were HARD-HEARTED and in DENIAL, using
RELIGION as a means of CONTROL and for GREED. Y’shua (Jesus) went in and cleaned
out the Temple with good/righteous anger — He EXPOSED the sin, and left the people
CONVICTED of their wrong.
HOWEVER, He acted DIFFERENTLY with the woman at the WELL and the woman who
was caught in ADULTERY. He saw the desperate HURT and PAIN of these WOMEN, and
did not CONDEMN them, but asked that they sin NO MORE.

Three Biblical passages regarding ANGER.
James'1:19H20!“19!My!dear!brothers,!take!note!of!this:!Everyone!should!be!quick!to!listen,!slow!to!speak!and!
slow!to!become!angry,!20!for!man's!anger!does!not!bring!about!the!righteous!life!that!GOD!desires.”!
Mark' 3:1H6!“1!Another!<me! He! went!into!the! synagogue,!and!a!man!with!a! shriveled!hand!was! there.!2!
Some! of! them!were! looking!for! a!reason!to!accuse! Jesus,!so!they!watched!Him! closely! to!see! if! He! would!
heal!him!on!the!Sabbath.!3!Jesus!said!to!the!man!with!the!shriveled!hand,!‘Stand!up!in!front!of!everyone.’!4!
Then!Jesus!asked!them,!‘Which!is!lawful!on!the!Sabbath:!to!do!good!or!to!do!evil,!to!save!life!or!to!kill?’!But!
they!remained!silent.!5!He! looked!around!at!them!in!anger!and,!deeply!distressed!at!their!stubborn!hearts,!
said!to!the!man,!‘Stretch!out!your!hand.’!He!stretched!it!out,!and!his!hand!was!completely!restored.!6!Then!
the!Pharisees!went!out!and!began!to!plot!with!the!Herodians!how!they!might!kill!Jesus.”!
Ephesians' 4:' 25H27,' 31H32!“25!Therefore! each! of! you! must!put!oﬀ! falsehood!and!speak! truthfully! to! his!
neighbor,!for!we!are!all!members!of!One!Body.!26!In!your!anger!do!not!sin.!Do!not!let!the!sun!go!down!while!
you!are! s<ll!angry,!27!and!do!not!give! the! devil!a!foothold.!31!Get!rid!of! all!bi@erness,! rage! and! anger,!
brawling!and!slander,!along!with!every!form!of!malice.!Be!kind!and!compassionate!to!one!another,!forgiving!
each!other,!just!as!in!Christ!GOD!forgave!you.!32!Be!kind!and!compassionate!to!one!another,!forgiving!each!
other,!just!as!in!Christ!GOD!forgave!you.”!

Anger over BETRAYAL.
We grow up with the belief that “others should ALWAYS be kind, considerate, fair, and
TRUSTWORTHY”. Then your TRUST is broken in a FRIEND who spoke about what you
had shared in CONFIDENCE ... you’re ANGRY! You really feel betrayed and hurt.
Your FIRST response is ANGER and RAGE ... we just want to scream and yell and get
back and justify who we are and where we are — but we don’t recognize we are actually
feeling HURT, disappointed, and BETRAYED. When you CONFRONT the person, it takes
away the ANGER in TWO ways:
(1) You have EXPRESSED your feelings about the situation and betrayal — that now
you can deal with your feelings.
(2) You have learned not to tell that person confidential things — until TRUST is fully
restored.
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Once we have vented out our anger, gone to the source — and expressed our feelings —
we are able to let go.
If we don’t deal with our anger by confronting, we will want to respond. Responding is
control — we want to punish the person who hurt us, but they are adults — we want
vengeance, but Y’shua (Jesus) said “Vengeance is Mine!”
The human mind was created to be able to express
and let go. Most of us probably don’t realize we are
created that way — that we can go to the root and
receive healing, and LET GO. The Bible is clear
about going to the SOURCE and making those
things right — talking it out and working through
forgiveness, and letting go and BLESSING the
person who hurt us.
The other person is now ACCOUNTABLE for how
they want to RESPOND — you have released your
RESPONSIBILITY on your part ... and can now
walk in FORGIVENESS and release the other
person to either make right, or to stay in DENIAL.
Either way, you are FREE!
These steps apply to those who were ABUSED,
even in childhood. If possible, confront your
perpetrator and EXPRESS your anger/feelings.
They then become accountable, and you can walk in FORGIVENESS and HEALING!
If it is not possible to confront the perpetrator — write a letter and give it to your
counsellor ... this will also help you EXPRESS your feelings, and get in TOUCH with your
emotions, and DEAL with them so you can be FREE!
Our minds are designed to EXPRESS and LET GO. This is why we NEED to confront, but
do so in LOVE and FORGIVENESS ... and then let go and move on.

A(case(study:
As a little girl, a woman was molested by her uncle for a number of years. She has gone
through a tough time in her life because of the tremendous wound she suffered.
Good counseling/advice will be for her to go to the source of her pain and to express how
she felt — “This is how I feel about what you did. This is what it has done to my life. This is
what it has done to my relationships. This is the pain that it has caused me. I am giving
you back your pain and I am offering you forgiveness.”
The moment we let go of that garbage bag, it drops into the lap of the perpetrator ... and
they are responsible to deal with it.
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ANGER and Life Commandments.
LIFE COMMANDMENTS are the “SHOULDS” we learned from our PARENTS as children
— and the “SHOULDS” we live by as ADULTS now. Much of our ANGER is connected in
some way to our LIFE COMMANDMENTS:
•

Either because we feel TRAPPED by our LIFE COMMANDMENTS,

•

Or are ANGRY that we’re not KEEPING them.

PracEcal(quesEons:
•

What are the dominate “SHOULDS” you tell yourself about YOURSELF?

•

And about OTHERS?

•

How can you MODIFY or REPROGRAM these “SHOULDS”?

•

What new “SHOULDS” can you mentally program to LESSEN the frequency,
duration, or INTENSITY of your ANGRY feelings?

•

If you choose to MODIFY your customary behaviour or ANGER responses/patterns,
what are the REACTIONS?

•

What are BOTH the positive AND negative reactions of those with whom you
INTER-RELATE?

Another example of a belief we grow up with is — others should be prompt, honest, and
reasonable towards me, and respect me. When this isn’t “true” in our lives, we are
ANGRY!

Basic primary feelings.
You need to always remember that anger is a secondary emotion and you need to look for
the primary emotion beneath the anger, SUCH AS:
•

Hurt

•

Disappointment

•

Discouragement

•

Confusion

•

Inadequacy

•

Dejection

•

Hopeless/Helplessness

•

Fear

•

Shame

•

Rejection

•

Guilt
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REMEMBER, 95% of the issues we are dealing with as adults (in our relationships) are
rooted in pain before the age of accountability. We then get married and hope to find
somebody that will fix us. I bring my empty bowl to this relationship and I want you to fill it!
But your bowl is as empty as mine!
For EXAMPLE, if I am arrested at six years of age, I will not be comfortable with a wife
who is mature. So I will be attracted to a woman that’s six years of age emotionally — she
dates the man and marries the little boy. And I date the woman and marry the little girl.
What pastor would marry two six year olds?! Chronologically we have grown up, but
emotionally we are six years of age. I want what I want, what I want, what I want!! I have
no ability for intimacy. My spouse better just not get sick — I will not minister to her!
If you are arrested in development, you cannot RECEIVE the love offered to you because
of your wounds. A woman has definite needs emotionally, but if she is frozen and her
husband is frozen — he is more interested in sex, food, and money than he is in
ministering to her — she feels that loss so greatly because she is not getting what she
knows she deserves and doesn’t understand that maybe she can’t receive it until BOTH
her and her husband grow up.
We try get someone else to do our work for us — to finish helping us mature — whether
this be a spouse, friend, or community/church. Because of our childhood, we don’t have
the tools to deal with our anger. We need training, knowledge, and skills at anger
management and conflict resolution.

Practical exercise.
1. List four ways in which other people behave towards you, and things they do that
make you angry. Remember, nobody can make you angry — you allow them to
make you angry. People normally have a basic set of 6-8 triggers.
2. List four types of comments other people make — things they say to or about you
which make you angry.
3. List four things you do that makes you angry with yourself.
1) What are some of the ways in which individuals openly display their anger to
another person?
-

We may commit suicide to express our anger towards somebody else.

2) What are some of the ways in which individuals hiddenly express their anger
towards others?
-

We may have an affair to hiddenly express our anger towards our partner.

-

We may never tell that person we had an affair, but we did it so we know that we
are even now.

3) What might individuals do to themselves to express anger towards themselves?
4) What might individuals do to themselves to express anger toward another person?
-

Suicide, self-mutilation, martyrdom, and so forth.
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5) What are some of your methods in expressing anger in any of the above situations?
-

How long have you used those methods/patterns?

-

What are some of the methods you can use to dissipate the internal increase in
energy levels that anger creates for yourself and for others? What is your plan to
dissipate that internal energy?

What are some COMMON reactions to your MATURING?
Friends/Peers:
When you start to CHANGE and you are NOT PREDICTABLE anymore, your friends may
get ANGRY. They can NO LONGER push your “BUTTONS” and CONTROL you.

Spouse:
Your SPOUSE may get ANGRY because you can now say “NO” and put healthy
BOUNDARIES in place. If the relationship has been “FATHER-DAUGHTER”, and now
WIFE wants to be a WOMAN ... HUBBY will have a real PROBLEM! He can’t CONTROL
anymore — WIFE has learned to respond as an ADULT. Married couples need to find the
BALANCE of ADULT-to-ADULT communication and conflict RESOLUTION.

Coaworkers:
Will give you such a HARD TIME! For example — stop SMOKING and hear how they
MOCK you!

RelaEves(and(family:
This is the TOUGHEST battle! Family will often say things like — “What was WRONG with
the way we RAISED you?!” — or “Why do you have to CHANGE?” Parents will often feel
that rejecting their parenting is to reject THEM!

Dealing with conflict RESOLUTION.
How do I PERSONALLY resolve my ANGER issues?
1. Recognize your FEELINGS and RED FLAGS.
2. EVALUATE how upset you are and what is the
PAY-OFF for being angry. Many times you
want to STAY angry because it makes people
bow down to you, and gives you POWER and
CONTROL, making you feel SAFE.
3. Don’t take action UNTIL you’ve thought it
through — and you have control over your
WORDS and ACTIONS, and have control of
your THOUGHT processes.
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Always keep in mind — the VALUE of your relationship is always GREATER than the
conflict of the moment. Learn to define the problem TOGETHER and then attack the
problem instead of each other.
4. Use the TIME-OUT agreement ANYTIME, even at every step if necessary.
5. Evaluate if the anger is legitimate or did you perceive it wrongly? Confront yourself
— we must start slowing down our responses and think clearly what is really
happening.
6. Confront the SOURCE in a HUMBLE/respectful and WELL-THOUGHT OUT way.
You should get COUNSELING as to exactly what you should say, hoe to set limits,
and express your feelings honestly and clearly. Be FLEXIBLE so that if you hear the
other side of the story, you may pass over the issue.
7. FORGIVE and MOVE ON! Forgiveness is a CHOICE and forgetting is a PROCESS.
8. The guidelines presented in this section on anger will help you start to RESOLVE
the hurts and the ANGER that we live with INTERNALLY.

Be(AWARE!
•

If we look at the initial HURT and ANGER and we ATTACK — we have not done
anything RIGHT, we will live with that ATTACK.

•

If we ATTACK, we have then DAMAGED tremendously — not only OURSELVES,
but also the OTHER person.

•

If we RUN, the pain and trauma gets STUFFED and never gets RESOLVED.

•

If we give in, we feel like a MARTYR.

•

If we DENY, the problem will stay with us for a LIFE TIME.

Conclusion.
•

ALWAYS REMEMBER! The process of healing and maturity is a DAILY JOURNEY!
Step-by STEP!

•

There ISN’T a FORMULA! And NO QUICK FIXES!

•

Ask the HOLY SPIRIT to guide and lead you — He is our PERFECT
COUNSELLOR!

Personal CHANGE is effected by CHANGING the way we CHOOSE to think ... FORCING
new uncomfortable behaviours and RE-ENFORCE and AFFIRM change DAILY!
Remember to journal! As you JOURNAL, continue to write down any new thoughts about
ANGER and the HEALING PROCESS — including ways you’d like to CHANGE. List ways
you can AFFIRM and RE-ENFORCE these daily changes ...
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SELFastatements:
•

I WILL CHANGE the way I handle anger!

•

I WILL LEARN to mature!

•

I WILL get in touch with my feelings!

•

I WILL do what I know is right!

•

I WILL be who FATHER has created me to be — and DEVELOP the character HE
has placed within me!

•

I WILL walk in LOVE and learn to relate to others!

•

I WILL learn to be FLEXIBLE!

•

I WILL honour and respect others, with DIGNITY!
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The&following&ar8cles&are&by&Dr.&Mercola&(of&
h`p://www.mercola.com/).&Please&NOTE!&While&
Dr.&Mercola&has&EXCELLENT&ar8cles/research&on&
straighuorward&health&and&nutri8on,&we&do&NOT&
advocate&and/or&recommend&his&methods&of&EFT&
(Emo8onal&Freedom&Technique),&nor&any&Eastern/
New&Age/pagan&prac8ces&of&medita8on,&yoga,&etc.&
We&include&his&ar8cles&on&health&and&nutri8on&for&
that&purpose&ONLY&—&simply&as&a&resource&in&
be`er&understanding&diet&and&the&role&proper&
ea8ng&plays&in&overall&health&and&wellness.
Please&use&BIBLICAL&discernment&when&reading&
these&ar8cles.
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How Stress Wreaks Havoc on Your Gut ...
And What to Do About It19
By&Dr.&Mercola&|&9&April&2012

Story at-a-glance:
•

Chronic stress results in alterations in your brain-gut connection, which can cause
or worsen numerous gastrointestinal disorders, including inflammatory bowel
disease, irritable bowel syndrome, food allergies, GERD and more.

•

The stress response contributes to a number of detrimental events in your gut,
including changes in gastrointestinal secretions, negative effects on intestinal
microflora and an increase in intestinal permeability.

•

Increasingly, scientific evidence shows that nourishing your gut flora with the
friendly bacteria known as probiotics is extremely important for proper brain
function, and that includes psychological well-being and mood control.

•

Stress-reduction tools used in combination with dietary approaches to heal and
support your gut can help improve your overall health on both physical and
emotional levels.

All of your feelings create physiological changes, and stress is no exception. While under
stress, your heart rate can go up, your blood pressure may rise, and blood is shunted
away from your midsection, going to your arms, legs, and head for quick thinking, fighting,
or fleeing. This is meant to be a temporary response to help with survival, but when stress
becomes chronic, as it is the case for millions of people reading this, it can pull the rug out
from beneath your health, wreaking havoc on your gut and digestive health.

How Stress Impacts Your Gut
The stress response causes a number of detrimental events in your gut, including:
•

Decreased nutrient absorption,

•

Decreased oxygenation to your gut,

•

As much as four times less blood flow to your digestive system, which leads to
decreased metabolism,

•

Decreased enzymatic output in your gut — as much as 20,000-fold!

But that's not all. In a very real sense you have two brains, one inside your skull and one in
your gut. Interestingly, these two organs are actually created out of the same type of
tissue. During fetal development, one part turns into your central nervous system while the
other develops into your enteric nervous system.

19&Edited.&For&the&full&ar8cle,&please&see&following&link:&h`p://ar8cles.mercola.com/sites/

ar8cles/archive/2012/04/09/chronicastressagutaeﬀects.aspx&
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These two systems are connected via the vagus nerve, the tenth cranial nerve that runs
from your brain stem down to your abdomen. This "brain-gut axis" is what connects your
two brains together, and explains why you get butterflies in your stomach when you're
nervous, for example. Likewise, stress results in alterations of your brain-gut connection,
which can contribute to or directly cause numerous gastrointestinal disorders, including:
•

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD),

•

Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS),

•

Food antigen-related adverse responses (food allergies),

•

Peptic ulcer,

•

Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD),

•

Other functional gastrointestinal diseases.

As written in the featured Journal of Physiology and Pharmacology study:
"Stress, which is defined as an acute threat to homeostasis, shows both
short- and long-term effects on the functions of the gastrointestinal tract …
The major effects of stress on gut physiology include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Alterations in gastrointestinal motility
Increase in visceral perception
Changes in gastrointestinal secretion
Negative effects on regenerative capacity of gastrointestinal mucosa
and mucosal blood flow
Negative effects on intestinal microflora

Mast cells (MC) are important effectors of brain-gut axis that translate the
stress signals into the release of a wide range of neurotransmitters and
proinflammatory cytokines, which may profoundly affect the gastrointestinal
physiology."

Harvard Reviews How Stress Can Cause Stomach Disorders
Hippocrates once said that "all diseases begin in the gut," and it's also widely known that
stress is a trigger that causes multiple chronic disease processes to occur. These two
health dogmas are actually intricately intertwined, as stress is detrimental to your gut
health, and together stress and a damaged gut can contribute to multiple inflammatory
diseases and conditions, such as:
•

Multiple sclerosis.

•

Type 1 diabetes.

•

Rheumatoid arthritis.

•

Osteoarthritis.

•

Lupus.
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•

Crohn's disease.

•

Ulcerative colitis.

•

Chronic skin conditions.

•

Kidney problems.

•

Urinary conditions.

•

Allergic and atopic conditions.

•

Degenerative conditions.

•

Chronic fatigue syndrome.

•

Fibromyalgia.

•

Myalgic encephalomyelitis (ME).

•

Inflammatory bowel diseases.

To put it simply, chronic stress (and other negative emotions like anger, anxiety and
sadness) can trigger symptoms and full-blown disease in your gut. As Harvard researchers
explain:
"Psychology combines with physical factors to cause pain and other bowel
symptoms. Psychosocial factors influence the actual physiology of the gut,
as well as symptoms. In other words, stress (or depression or other
psychological factors) can affect movement and contractions of the GI tract,
cause inflammation, or make you more susceptible to infection.
In addition, research suggests that some people with functional GI disorders perceive pain
more acutely than other people do because their brains do not properly regulate pain
signals from the GI tract.
Stress can make the existing pain seem even worse." Interestingly, the connection works
both ways, meaning that while stress can cause gut problems, gut problems can also
wreak havoc on your emotions. The Harvard researchers continue:
"This connection goes both ways. A troubled intestine can send signals to
the brain, just as a troubled brain can send signals to the gut. Therefore, a
person's stomach or intestinal distress can be the cause or the product of
anxiety, stress, or depression. That's because the brain and the
gastrointestinal (GI) system are intimately connected — so intimately that
they should be viewed as one system."

Imbalances in Your Gut Can Make You
Depressed, Anxious and More
If you're feeling stressed, it's therefore essential to realize that not only could this affect
your gut health, it could be caused by your gut health, or more specifically, your lack
thereof.
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Increasingly, scientific evidence shows that nourishing your gut flora with the friendly
bacteria with fermented foods or probiotics is extremely important for proper brain function,
and that includes psychological well-being and mood control. For instance, the probiotic
known as Bifidobacterium longum NCC3001 has been shown to normalize anxiety-like
behaviourin mice with infectious colitis.
Research published in 2011 also demonstrated that probiotics have a direct effect on brain
chemistry under normal conditions — in such a way that can impact your feelings of
anxiety or depression. In short, the probiotic Lactobacillus rhamnosus had a marked effect
on GABA [an inhibitory neurotransmitter that is significantly involved in regulating many
physiological and psychological processes] levels in certain brain regions and lowered the
stress-induced hormone corticosterone, resulting in reduced anxiety- and depressionrelated behavior. The authors concluded:
"Together, these findings highlight the important role of bacteria in the
bidirectional communication of the gut-brain axis and suggest that certain
organisms may prove to be useful therapeutic adjuncts in stress-related
disorders such as anxiety and depression."
Interestingly, neurotransmitters like serotonin are also found in your gut. In fact, the
greatest concentration of serotonin, which is involved in mood control, depression and
suppressing aggression, is found within your intestines, not your brain!

If You Have These Symptoms,
Stress Could be Causing Your Gut Symptoms
The Harvard HealthBeat has compiled a useful list of physical, behavioral and emotional
symptoms of stress. We're all exposed to stress virtually every day, but these signs signal
that stress may have become overwhelming in your life, and could be increasing your risk
of related health problems:
•

•

Physical Symptoms
-

Stiff or tense muscles, especially in the neck and shoulders.

-

Headaches.

-

Sleep problems.

-

Shakiness or tremors.

-

Recent loss of interest in sex.

-

Weight loss or gain.

-

Restlessness.

Behavioral Symptoms
-

Procrastination.

-

Grinding teeth.

-

Difficulty completing work assignments.

-

Changes in the amount of alcohol or food you consume.

-

Taking up smoking, or smoking more than usual.
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•

-

Increased desire to be with or withdraw from others.

-

Rumination (frequent talking or brooding about stressful situations).

Emotional Symptoms
-

Crying.

-

Overwhelming sense of tension or pressure.

-

Trouble relaxing/nervousness.

-

Quick temper.

-

Depression.

-

Poor concentration.

-

Trouble remembering things.

-

Loss of sense of humor.

-

Indecisiveness.

What Can You do to Reduce Stress and Improve Your Gut Health?
Plenty, actually. As far as stress goes, exercise is often very helpful for relief and clearing
your mind. Other common stress-reduction tools with a high success rate include prayer,
meditation, laughter and yoga, for example. Learning relaxation skills, such as deep
breathing and positive visualization, which is the "language" of the subconscious. When
you create a visual image of how you'd like to feel, your subconscious will understand and
begin to help you by making the needed biochemical and neurological changes.
•

Avoiding sugar/fructose: Eating excess sugar and fructose will distort the ratio of
good to bad bacteria in your gut by serving as a fertilizer/fuel for pathogenic
bacteria, yeast and fungi that negatively inhibit the beneficial bacteria in your gut.

•

Eating fermented foods: Traditionally made, unpasteurized fermented foods are a
rich source of probiotics. Healthy choices include lassi (an Indian yoghurt drink,
traditionally enjoyed before dinner), fermented grass fed organic milk such as kefir,
various pickled fermentations of cabbage, turnips, eggplant, cucumbers, onions,
squash and carrots, and natto (fermented soy). You can find a list of fermented
foods and vegetables that can help heal your gut here.

•
Dr. Mercola interviews Dr. Caroline Barringer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hy87TnyNCPk
Caroline Barringer is a Nutritional Therapy Practitioner (NTP), and an expert in the
preparation of the foods prescribed in Dr. Natasha Campbell-McBride's Gut and
Psychology Syndrome (GAPS) Nutritional Program.
In addition to the wealth of information shared in the interview above, I highly recommend
getting the book Gut and Psychology Syndrome, which provides all the necessary details
for the GAPS protocol. We were finally able to convince Dr. Campbell-McBride to print it in
the U.S., so I now offer it for sale in my store. It saves you a few dollars, compared to
ordering it from the U.K.
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•

Probiotic supplement: If you do not eat fermented foods, taking a high-quality
probiotic supplement is definitely recommended. As researchers stated, "…
probiotics may profoundly affect the brain-gut interactions ("microbiome-gut-brain
axis") and attenuate the development of stress-induced disorders in both the upper
and lower gastrointestinal tract."

•

Sleeping in complete darkness: This is necessary for proper production of the
hormone melatonin. And research suggests "melatonin, an important mediator of
brain gut axis, has been shown to exhibit important protective effects against stressinduced lesions in the gastrointestinal tract."
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The Root Cause of Anxiety
and Depression That Few Suspect20
By&Dr.&Mercola&|&3&May&2012

Story at-a-glance:
•

The secret to improving your mood and brain health is in your gut, as unhealthy gut
flora can impact your mental health, leading to issues like anxiety, depression,
autism and more.

•

There is a close connection between abnormal gut flora and abnormal brain
development, and just as you have neurons in your brain, you also have neurons in
your gut — including neurons that produce neurotransmitters like serotonin, which
is also found in your brain and is linked to mood.

•

Your gut bacteria are an active and integrated part of your body, and as such are
heavily dependent on your diet and vulnerable to your lifestyle choices, including
poor diet and taking antibiotics.

•

Limiting sugar and eating traditionally fermented foods, taking a probiotic
supplement and breastfeeding your baby are among the best ways to optimize gut
flora and subsequently support brain health.

When you think about strategies to achieve optimal brain performance, you may think
about doing crossword puzzles or learning a new language ... adding more sleep or even
eating more omega-3 fats may also come to mind. Most people would not automatically
think about their gut when they think about brain health ... but this is actually a perfect
place to look, one that may very well hold the secret to improving your mood, mental
health and preventing other brain-related diseases, like Parkinson's.

Does Your Gut Hold the Key to Better Brain Health?
You may not be aware that you actually have two nervous systems:
•

Central nervous system, composed of your brain and spinal cord,

•

Enteric nervous system, which is the intrinsic nervous system of your
gastrointestinal tract.

Both are actually created out of the same type of tissue. During fetal development, one
part turns into your central nervous system while the other develops into your enteric
nervous system. These two systems are connected via the vagus nerve, the tenth cranial
nerve that runs from your brain stem down to your abdomen.

20&Edited.&For&the&full&ar8cle,&please&see&following&link:&h`p://ar8cles.mercola.com/sites/
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It is now well established that the vagus nerve is the primary route your gut bacteria use to
transmit information to your brain. That's right ... while many think of their brain as the
organ in charge, your gut actually sends far more information to your brain than your brain
sends to your gut. To put this into more concrete terms, you've probably experienced the
visceral sensation of butterflies in your stomach when you're nervous, or had an upset
stomach when you were very angry or stressed. The flip side is also true, in that problems
in your gut can directly impact your mental health, leading to issues like anxiety,
depression, and autism.
For instance, in December 2011 the Journal of Neurogastroenterology and Motility
reported the novel finding that the probiotic (good bacteria) known as Bifidobacterium
longum NCC3001 has been shown to help normalize anxiety-like behaviour in mice with
infectious colitis. Reportedly, the bacteria's effect on anxiety involves modulating the vagal
pathways within your gut-brain connection:
"As B. longum decreases excitability of enteric neurons, it may signal to the
central nervous system by activating vagal pathways at the level of the
enteric nervous system."
Separate research also found the probiotic Lactobacillus rhamnosus had a marked effect
on GABA [an inhibitory neurotransmitter that is significantly involved in regulating many
physiological and psychological processes] levels in certain brain regions and lowered the
stress-induced hormone corticosterone, resulting in reduced anxiety- and depressionrelated behavior. When researchers severed the vagus nerve, GABA receptor levels and
the animals' behaviour remained unchanged after treatment with L. rhamnosus, confirming
that the vagus nerve is most likely the primary pathway of communication between the
bacteria in your gut and your brain.
Interestingly, just as you have neurons in your brain, you also have neurons in your gut —
including neurons that produce neurotransmitters like serotonin, which is also found in
your brain. In fact, the greatest concentration of serotonin, which is involved in mood
control, depression and aggression, is found in your intestines, not your brain! (Perhaps
this is one reason why antidepressants, which raise serotonin levels in your brain, are
often ineffective in treating depression, whereas proper dietary changes often help.)

Abnormal Gut Flora Fosters Abnormal Brain Development
There is a close connection between abnormal gut flora and abnormal brain development
— a condition Dr. Campbell-McBride calls Gut and Psychology Syndrome (GAPS). GAPS
is the result of poorly developed or imbalanced gut flora and may manifest as a
conglomerate of symptoms that can fit the diagnosis of autism, attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), attention deficit disorder (ADD) without hyperactivity,
dyslexia, dyspraxia, or obsessive-compulsive disorder, just to name a few possibilities.
Dr. Mercola interviews Dr. Campbell
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GjJhh47Emao
Dr. Campbell believes autistic children are born with perfectly normal brains and sensory
organs, but once their digestive system becomes a major source of toxicity instead of
being a source of nourishment, they start to develop autistic symptoms.
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This theory fits in well with new research published by the American Society for
Microbiology, which identified a bacteria (Sutterella) that is unique to the intestines of
children with autism. The researchers reported:
"Many children with autism have gastrointestinal (GI) disturbances that can
complicate clinical management and contribute to behavioral problems.
Understanding the molecular and microbial underpinnings of these GI issues
is of paramount importance for elucidating pathogenesis, rendering
diagnosis, and administering informed treatment.
Here we describe an association between high levels of intestinal,
mucoepithelial-associated Sutterella species and GI disturbances in children
with autism. These findings elevate this little-recognized bacterium to the
forefront by demonstrating that Sutterella is a major component of the
microbiota in over half of children with autism and gastrointestinal
dysfunction (AUT-GI) and is absent in children with only gastrointestinal
dysfunction (Control-GI) evaluated in this study."
Other links between your gut and your brain health have also been established, including:
•

A study published in Neurogastroenterology & Motility found mice that lack gut
bacteria were found to behave differently from normal mice, engaging in what would
be referred to as "high-risk behavior." This altered behaviour was accompanied by
neurochemical changes in the mouse brain.

•

Research in PNAS found that gut bacteria may influence mammalian early brain
development and behavior, and that the absence or presence of gut
microorganisms during infancy permanently alters gene expression. (In a similar
way, probiotics have also been found to influence the activity of hundreds of your
genes, helping them to express in a positive, disease-fighting manner.)

Through gene profiling, they were able to discern that absence of gut bacteria altered
genes and signaling pathways involved in learning, memory, and motor control. This
suggests that gut bacteria are closely tied to early brain development and subsequent
behavior.

What Factors Lead to Compromised Gut Bacteria?
Your gut bacteria are an active and integrated part of your body, and as such are heavily
dependent on your diet and vulnerable to your lifestyle. If you consume a lot of processed
foods and sweetened drinks, for instance, your gut bacteria are likely going to be severely
compromised because processed foods in general will destroy healthy microflora and
sugars of all kinds feed bad bacteria and yeast. Your gut bacteria are also very sensitive
to:
•

Antibiotics.

•

Chlorinated and fluoridated water.

•

Antibacterial soap.
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•

Agricultural chemicals.

•

Pollution.

Because of these latter items, to which virtually all of us are exposed at least occasionally,
it's generally a good idea to "reseed" the good bacteria in your gut by taking a high-quality
probiotic supplement or eating fermented foods. This is important for everyone, but
imperative if you are a woman who is pregnant, as your newborn depends on you for its
initial gut flora. Many women of reproductive age are deficient in a wide range of vitally
important probiotic strains — a deficiency that transfers to their offspring, and may set the
stage for any number of problems. Dr. Campbell explains:
"The baby acquires its gut flora at the time of birth, when the baby goes
through the birth canal of the mother. So whatever lives in mom's birth canal,
in mom's vagina, becomes the baby's gut flora. So what lives in mom's
vagina? It's a very richly populated area of a woman's body. The vaginal flora
comes from the bowel. So if the mother has abnormal gut flora, she will have
abnormal flora in her birth canal."
Adding injury to insult is the significant decrease in breastfeeding. We now know that
breastfed babies develop entirely different gut flora compared to bottle-fed babies. Infant
formula never was, and never will be a healthy replacement to breast milk, for a number of
reasons — altered gut flora being one of them.

Optimizing Your Gut Flora,
and Thereby Your Brain Function, is Easy
When you consider that your gut is your "second brain," it becomes easy to see how your
gut health can impact your brain function, psyche, and behavior, as they are
interconnected and interdependent in a number of different ways. Fortunately, optimizing
your gut health is remarkably easy. Here are my recommendations for optimizing your gut
bacteria:
•

Eat fermented foods, as these are the best route to optimal digestive health as
long as you eat the traditionally made, unpasteurized versions. Healthy choices
include various pickled fermentations of cabbage, eggplant, cucumbers and onions.
We will be posting loads of information on how to do this shortly. If you regularly eat
fermented foods such as these that, again, have not been pasteurized
(pasteurization kills the naturally occurring probiotics), your healthy gut bacteria will
thrive.

•

Probiotic supplement. Although I'm not a major proponent of taking many
supplements (as I believe the majority of your nutrients need to come from food),
probiotics are definitely an exception. I have used many different brands over the
past 15 years and there are many good ones out there. I also spent a long time
researching and developing my own, called Complete Probiotics, in which I
incorporated everything I have learned about this important tool over the years. If
you do not eat fermented foods, taking a high-quality probiotic supplement is
definitely recommended.
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•

If you're a new mom, breastfeed your baby. It's not just a matter of vitamins,
minerals, proteins and fats that makes breast milk far superior to formula. Research
shows that breast milk also contains substances that may significantly enhance
your baby's gut and brain development — a gift that will literally last a lifetime.
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How Stress Affects Your Heart and Gut Health21
By&Dr.&Mercola&|&28&March&2013

Story at-a-glance:
•

Men and women tend to experience stress differently. Stomach-churning anxiety is
far more common in women than men, as is feelings of sadness in response to
stress, and not being able to stop thinking about that which worries them.

•

When you dwell on negative emotions you internalize the stress, which can prevent
you from coming up with constructive ways to address them. Stress can improve
once you find more active methods of coping.

•

Stress plays a major role in your immune system, and can impact your blood
pressure, cholesterol levels, brain chemistry, blood sugar levels, and hormonal
balance. It can even “break” your heart, and is increasingly being viewed as a
cardiovascular risk marker.

As much as you may try to ignore it, you cannot separate your wellness from your
emotions. Every feeling you have affects some part of your body, and stress can wreak
havoc on your physical health even if you’re doing everything else “right.” The classic
definition of stress is “any real or imagined threat, and your body’s response to it.”
Celebrations and tragedies alike can cause a stress response in your body. All of your
feelings, positive or negative, create physiological changes. Your skin, heart rate,
digestion, joints, muscle energy levels, the hair on your head, and countless cells and
systems you don't even know about change with every emotion.
Stress plays a major role in your immune system, and can impact your blood pressure,
cholesterol levels, brain chemistry, blood sugar levels, and hormonal balance. It can even
“break” your heart, and is increasingly being viewed as a cardiovascular risk marker.
Women are more vulnerable to feeling sadness and anxiety than men, according to
research, and feel the pressures of stress more than their male peers, both at work and at
home. You cannot eliminate stress entirely, but you can work to provide your body with
tools to compensate for the bioelectrical short-circuiting that can cause serious disruption
in many of your body's important systems.

How Women Experience Stress
Some stress is unavoidable; mild forms of stress can even be helpful in some situations. A
stressor becomes a problem when:
•

Your response to it is negative.

•

Your feelings and emotions are inappropriate for the circumstances.

21&Edited.&For&the&full&ar8cle,&please&see&following&link:&h`p://ar8cles.mercola.com/sites/
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•

Your response lasts an excessively long time.

•

You’re feeling continuously overwhelmed, overpowered or overworked.

According to the featured article in The Guardian, certain themes connect women’s
experience of stress. Stomach-churning anxiety, for example, is far more common in
women than men. As is feelings of sadness in response to stress, and not being able to
stop thinking about that which worries them. This in and of itself may feed into a vicious
cycle that makes matters progressively worse, because when you dwell on negative
emotions you internalize the stress, which can make it more difficult to come up with
constructive ways to address the problem.
According to Dr. Tara Chaplin, who led a 2008 study investigating the role of gender and
emotion, sadness and anxiety are very passive emotions, so while you’re sitting there
thinking and worrying, you’re less likely to assert yourself and engage in active problemsolving. This could be particularly problematic in the workplace, she warns. She suggests
finding other, more active methods of coping instead of ruminating and dwelling on
negative emotions. What can you change about the situation to make it better? What can
you do to lessen those stressful feelings?
“Take an active role and thinking of healthy ways to cope — which could be anything from
exercise, meditating, using some new mindfulness techniques, taking breaks for yourself,"
she told The Guardian. "I focus my research on how women and men cope with stress, but
we also need to have a conversation about what can be done societally to reduce stress
on women... Are there programs that can be in place for subsidizing daycare so you have
good daycare? Could we have longer maternity leave? These sorts of things are really
important."

How Stress Affects Your Heart
In related news, mounting research shows that people exposed to traumatic and/or longterm stressors, such as combat veterans, New Orleans residents who went through
Hurricane Katrina, and Greeks struggling through financial turmoil, have higher rates of
cardiac problems than the general population. According to NBC News:
“Disasters and prolonged stress can raise 'fight or flight' hormones that affect
blood pressure, blood sugar and other things in ways that make heart trouble
more likely, doctors say. They also provoke anger and helplessness and spur
heart-harming behaviors like eating or drinking too much. 'We're starting to
connect emotions with cardiovascular risk markers and the new research
adds evidence of a link,' said Dr. Nieca Goldberg, a cardiologist at NYU
Langone Medical Center and an American Heart Association spokeswoman.”
In one such study, which involved nearly 208,000 veterans aged 46 to 74, 35 percent of
those diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) developed insulin resistance
in two years, compared to only 19 percent of those not diagnosed with PTSD. Insulin
resistance can lead to type 2 diabetes and hardening of the arteries. PTSD sufferers also
had higher rates of metabolic syndrome — a collection of risk factors that raise your risk of
heart disease, such as high body fat, cholesterol, blood pressure and blood sugar levels.
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More than half (about 53 percent) of veterans with PTSD had several of these symptoms,
compared to 37 percent of those not suffering with PTSD. According to the featured article:
“The numbers are estimates and are not as important as the trend — more
heart risk with more stress, said one study leader, Dr. Ramin Ebrahimi, a
cardiologist at the Greater Los Angeles VA Medical Center and a professor at
UCLA. It shows that PTSD can cause physical symptoms, not just the mental
ones commonly associated with it. 'Twenty or 30 years ago PTSD was a term
reserved for combat veterans. We have come to realize now that PTSD is
actually a much more common disorder and it can happen in veterans who
did not undergo combat but had a very traumatic experience such as losing a
friend,' he said. That goes for others who suffer trauma such as being raped,
robbed at gunpoint or in a serious accident, he said. Nearly 8 million
Americans have PTSD, the National Institute of Mental Health estimates.”

Is It a Heart Attack, or 'Broken Heart Syndrome?'
Extreme grief, regardless of the cause, can actually "break" your heart according to
previous research. In comparing how grief affects your heart disease risk within a period of
time, researchers found that losing a significant person in your life raises your risk of
having a heart attack the next day by 21 times, and in the following week by 6 times. The
risk of heart attacks began to decline after about a month had passed, perhaps as levels
of stress hormones begin to level out.
The study did not get into the causes of the abrupt increase in risk of cardiovascular
events like a heart attack, but it's likely related to the flood of stress hormones your body is
exposed to following extreme stress. For instance, adrenaline increases your blood
pressure and your heart rate, and it's been suggested it may lead to narrowing of the
arteries that supply blood to your heart, or even bind directly to heart cells allowing large
amounts of calcium to enter and render the cells temporarily unable to function properly.
Interestingly, while your risk of heart attack increases following severe stress, so does your
risk of what's known as stress cardiomyopathy — or "broken heart syndrome" — which is
basically a "temporary" heart attack that occurs due to stress. The symptoms of stress
cardiomyopathy or broken heart syndrome are very similar to those of a typical heart
attack — chest pain, shortness of breath, low blood pressure and even congestive heart
failure can occur. There are some important differences, however.
In broken heart syndrome, the symptoms occur shortly after an extremely stressful event,
such as a death in the family, serious financial loss, extreme anger, domestic abuse, a
serious medical diagnosis, or a car accident or other trauma.
This stress and the subsequent release of stress hormones are thought to "stun" or
"shock" the heart, leading to sudden heart muscle weakness. This condition can be lifethreatening and requires immediate medical attention, however it is often a temporary
condition that leaves no permanent damage. In most cases a typical heart attack occurs
due to blockages in the coronary arteries that stop blood flow and cause heart cells to die,
leading to irreversible damage. But people with broken heart syndrome often have normal
arteries without significant blockages. The symptoms occur due to the emotional stress, so
when the stress begins to die down, the heart is able to recover.
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How the Stress Response Affects Your Digestion and Health
Your heart is not the only organ that takes a beating when you’re stressed. While under
stress, your heart rate goes up, your blood pressure rises, and blood is shunted away from
your midsection, going to your arms, legs, and head for quick thinking, fighting, or fleeing.
All of these changes are referred to as the physiological stress response. Under those
circumstances, your digestion also completely shuts down, which can have severe
ramifications for your overall health. Americans are notorious for “eating on the run,” which
can negate the benefits you’d otherwise reap from eating a healthier diet (or make the
effects of a poor diet worse). The stress response causes a number of detrimental events
in your body, including:
•

Decreased nutrient absorption

•

Elevated cholesterol

•

Increased food sensitivity

•

Decreased oxygenation to your gut

•

Elevated triglycerides

•

Heart burn

•

As much as four times less blood flow to your digestive system, which leads to
decreased metabolism

•

Decreased gut flora populations

•

Decreased enzymatic output in your gut — as much as 20,000-fold!

Perhaps most importantly, when your body is under the stress response, your cortisol and
insulin levels rise. These two hormones tend to track each other, and when your cortisol is
consistently elevated under a chronic low-level stress response, you may experience
difficulty losing weight or building muscle. Additionally, if your cortisol is chronically
elevated, you’ll tend to gain weight around your midsection, which is a major contributing
factor to developing diabetes and metabolic syndrome. Many nutrients that are critical for
health are also excreted during stress, particularly:
•

Water-soluble vitamins

•

Macrominerals

•

Microminerals

•

Calcium (calcium excretion can increase as much as 60 to 75 mg within an hour of
a stressful event)

Tending to Your Gut is Important to Help Combat Mental Stress
What this all boils down to is that when you eat under stress, your body is in the opposite
state of where you need to be in order to digest, assimilate nutrients and burn calories.
You could be eating the healthiest food in the world, but if your body cannot fully digest
and assimilate that food, then you will not reap the benefits from it, nor will you be able to
burn calories effectively.
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Kindness: Just the Opposite of Killing Us ...
It Makes Us Stronger22
By&Dr.&Mercola&|&4&July&2013

Story at-a-glance:
•

Studies show that kindness — whether an action or just a thought directed toward
yourself or others — can lengthen your life.

•

Related to opportunities to give and receive kindness, studies show that people with
fewer social relationships die earlier on average than those with more social
relationships.

•

With or without regular contact with others, a purposed attitude of kindness
improves your frame of mind to the extent that the benefits can be compared to
maintaining a healthy weight or lowering your blood pressure.

•

Study subjects who participated in “loving-kindness” meditation exercises
experienced increased joy, serenity and hope, as well as connectedness to others.

•

An individual’s aptitude for altruism can be linked to the abundance of gray matter in
their brain.

Science tells us that kindness directly influences your propensity for happiness. But
kindness does more than that; it not only improves your health but increases your
longevity. It’s a proven biological fact.
But what happens with the opposite scenario? Research also shows that people who can’t
extend kindness to others or receive it for themselves are just as unhappy as they are
unkind, and the sad fact is chronically unhappy people don’t live very long.
Kind of makes you want to get happier, doesn’t it? But if the central key is kindness, it
usually involves other people, whether it’s relatives, coworkers or the cashier at the corner
grocery.

Healthy Relationships — Longer Life
It should come as no surprise that that the way an individual interacts with others is directly
linked to his or her mental and emotional health, and vice versa.
A 2010 meta-analysis on the kindness-related-to-long-life premise combined the results of
148 studies. The conclusion is that the types of social relationships someone enjoys — or
doesn’t — can actually put them at risk for premature death. In fact, researchers found:

22&Edited.&For&the&full&ar8cle,&please&see&following&link:&h`p://ar8cles.mercola.com/sites/
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“…a 50% increased likelihood of survival for participants with stronger social
relationships. This finding remained consistent across age, sex, initial health
status, cause of death and follow-up period. Significant differences were
found across the type of social measurement evaluated… The association
was strongest for complex measures of social integration… and lowest for
binary indicators of residential status (living alone versus with others).”
The study continued:
“Some experts think that social isolation is bad for human health. They point
to a 1988 review of five prospective studies… that showed that people with
fewer social relationships die earlier on average than those with more social
relationships.”
The study also noted that people, especially in the U.S, may be becoming more socially
isolated. Isolation, by the way, means fewer opportunities to experience kindness, either
through extending or receiving it.
The social interaction studies were so precise that scientists could compare negative
results of social isolation with mortality statistics produced by smoking, alcohol
consumption, obesity and lack of physical activity. At the same time, affirming social
relationships were found to positively affect longevity the same way that lowering blood
pressure and maintaining a healthy weight do.

Vagal Tone: It’s All in Your Perception
The vagus nerve is, the longest cranial nerve in your brain, and interestingly may connect
positive emotions that flow from positive interaction with others. Increased positive
emotions produces increased vagal “tone,” or response, described as a “proxy index of
physical health.” The vagus nerve also mediates your parasympathetic nervous system
and may also have a positive influence here.
Before and after the meditation classes, participants were encouraged to log the time they
spent meditating or praying and journal both the positive and negative aspects associated
with their meditative forays. Afterward, scientists recorded each participant’s heart rate
variability, which directly affected baseline vagal tone. According to Time Health & Family:
“The vagus regulates how efficiently heart rate changes with breathing and,
in general, the greater its tone, the higher the heart-rate variability and the
lower the risk for cardiovascular disease and other major killers. It may also
play a role in regulating glucose levels and immune responses.
The vagus nerve itself is connected to other nerves that:
“… tune our ears to human speech, coordinate eye contact and regulate
emotional expressions. It influences the release of oxytocin, a hormone that
is important in social bonding. Studies have found that higher vagal tone is
associated with greater closeness to others and more altruistic behavior.”
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An interesting point is that the response has everything to do with the perception of the
participant; the positive effect has a direct correlation to perceived social connectedness
on the part of individual subjects. Participants in the meditative segment of the study
exhibited increased joy, interest, amusement, serenity and hope after the six-week
program. Researchers found it significant that they also discovered an important residual
benefit from the emotional and psychological changes: a greater sense of connectedness
to others.

When It Comes to Altruism,
How Much Grey Matter You Have … Matters
Altruism can be described as an action a person performs to benefit another at the
expense of himself. A firefighter is a good example of an altruistic person. An article in
Science Daily related the results of another study, conducted by a team of researchers
from the University of Zurich, based on the connection between a person’s brain anatomy
and their altruism. Director of the Department of Economics, Ernst Fehr, explained:
“A certain region of the brain — the place where the parietal and temporal lobes meet — is
linked to the ability to put oneself in someone else's shoes in order to understand their
thoughts and feelings.”
Postdoctoral researcher Yosuke Morishima was even more precise: "People who behaved
more altruistically also had a higher proportion of gray matter at the junction between the
parietal and temporal lobes." However, Fehr added that social processes could also be
taken into consideration as a reason why one person has more altruism than another. If
taking the feelings of others into consideration is one of the definitions of kindness, other
worthy attributes such as sympathy, empathy, compassion, thoughtfulness, gentleness
and caring also fall under its umbrella. So is being humane, as kindness should also be
extended to animals.

Being Kind to Yourself
In my recent article, I expanded on “22 Things Happy People Do Differently,” and the
number two spot is “Treat everyone with kindness.”
“Kindness is not only contagious; it’s also proven to make you happier. When
you’re kind to others, your brain produces feel-good hormones and
neurotransmitters like serotonin and you’re able to build strong relationships
with others, fostering positive feelings all around.”
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How Exercise Can Calm Anxiety23
By&Dr.&Mercola&|&19&July&2013

Story at-a-glance:
•

A new study revealed that exercising creates new, excitable neurons along with new
neurons designed to release the GABA neurotransmitter, which inhibits excessive
neuronal firing, helping to induce a natural state of calm.

•

While the creation of excitable neurons via exercise would ordinarily induce anxiety,
exercise fixes this problem by also creating calm-inducing GABA-releasing neurons.

•

The mood-boosting benefits of exercise occur both immediately after a workout and
continue on in the long term.

•

In addition to the creation of new neurons, including those that release the calming
neurotransmitter GABA, exercise boosts levels of potent brain chemicals like
serotonin, dopamine, and norepinephrine, which may help buffer some of the
effects of stress.

Exercise is known to create new excitable neurons in the hippocampus, an area of the
brain involved in thinking and emotions. This would suggest that exercise might induce
anxiety in physically active people, but, ironically, research shows that exercise is
associated with reduced anxiety and calmness. The reason for these seemingly
incompatible exercise effects was recently explored by Princeton University, who appear to
have revealed, as the New York Times put it, “an eye-opening demonstration of nature’s
ingenuity.”

Exercise Creates New Excitable Brain Cells …
and Quiets Them When Necessary
Newly formed ‘young’ neurons can be prone to easy excitement, making them quite
efficient at inducing anxiety. Physical exercise creates excitable new neurons in
abundance, which is beneficial in the long run, but would be expected to increase anxiety
rates in the short term.
However, a new animal study comparing running mice with sedentary mice found that
while the exercising animals’ brains ‘teemed with many new, excitable neurons,’ they also
contained new neurons designed to release a neurotransmitter called gammaaminobutyric acid (GABA). GABA inhibits excessive neuronal firing.

23&Edited.&For&the&full&ar8cle,&please&see&following&link:&h`p://ﬁtness.mercola.com/sites/
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This helps to induce a natural state of calm. Commonly prescribed anti-anxiety drugs like
Ativan, Xanax and Valium actually exert a calming effect in this same manner, by boosting
the action of GABA.
Exercise appears to go one step further, however, as when the mice were later exposed to
a stressful situation, the study found that the exercising mice, as opposed to the sedentary
mice, responded with only an initial rush of anxiety, followed by calm. What all of this
suggests, one of the study’s authors noted:
“ … is that the hippocampus of runners is vastly different from that of
sedentary animals. Not only are there more excitatory neurons and more
excitatory synapses, but the inhibitory neurons are more likely to become
activated, presumably to dampen the excitatory neurons, in response to
stress.
… I think it’s not a huge stretch to suggest that the hippocampi of active
people might be less susceptible to certain undesirable aspects of stress
than those of sedentary people.”

Exercise Can Be a Key Anti-Anxiety Treatment
Some psychologists swear by exercise as a primary form of treatment for depression,
anxiety and other mood disorders. Research has shown again and again that patients who
follow regular exercise regimens see improvement in their mood — improvements
comparable to that of those treated with medication.
The results really are impressive when you consider that exercise is virtually free and can
provide you with numerous other health benefits too. The benefits to your mood occur
whether the exercise is voluntary or forced, so even if you feel you have to exercise, say
for health reasons, there’s a good chance you’ll still benefit.
For instance, researchers at the University of Colorado Boulder devised an animal study to
determine whether rats that were forced to exercise would experience the same stress and
anxiety reduction as those who were free to choose if and when to exercise. The rats
exercised either voluntarily or forcibly for six weeks, after which they were exposed to a
stressor. The following day, their anxiety levels were tested by measuring how long they
froze when placed in an environment they’d been conditioned to fear. The longer the rats
remained frozen, like “a deer in headlights,” the greater the residual anxiety from the
previous day’s stressor. According to the lead author:
"Regardless of whether the rats chose to run or were forced to run they were
protected against stress and anxiety. The sedentary rats froze for longer
periods of time than any of the active rats. The implications are that humans
who perceive exercise as being forced — perhaps including those who feel
like they have to exercise for health reasons — are maybe still going to get
the benefits in terms of reducing anxiety and depression."
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The Mood-Boosting Benefits of Exercise
Are Both Immediate and Long-Term
Rather than viewing exercise as a medical tool to lose weight, prevent disease, and live
longer — all benefits that occur in the future — try viewing exercise as a daily tool to
immediately enhance your frame of mind, reduce stress and feel happier. One study
found, for instance, that while many people started an exercise program to lose weight and
improve their appearance, they continued to exercise because of the benefits to their wellbeing.
In addition to the creation of new neurons, including those that release the calming
neurotransmitter GABA, exercise boosts levels of potent brain chemicals like serotonin,
dopamine, and norepinephrine, which may help buffer some of the effects of stress. Many
avid exercisers also feel a sense of euphoria after a workout, sometimes known as the
“runner’s high.” It can be quite addictive, in a good way, once you experience just how
good it feels to get your heart rate up and your body moving.
Best of all, these mood-boosting benefits are both immediate and long-term. The featured
study found that the exercising mice still responded with increased calm even when they
hadn’t exercised for 24 hours.
“The runners’ wheels had been locked for 24 hours before their [stress-inducing] cold bath,
so they would gain no acute calming effect from exercise. Instead, the difference in stress
response between the runners and the sedentary animals reflected fundamental
remodeling of their brains,” the New York Times reported.
What does this mean for you? Adding a regular exercise program to your life is likely to
make you feel good each time you exercise plus enhance your mood, lessen anxiety and
induce more feelings of calm in the future, too.
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What Anxiety Does To Your Brain
And What You Can Do About It24
By&Dr.&Mercola&|&5&December&2013

Story at-a-glance:
•

Brief anxiety is a natural response, but persistent anxiety leads to feelings of fear
and apprehension even in non-threatening situations.

•

It’s possible for your brain to become “wired” for anxiety, such that any potentially
undesirable event or emotion becomes cause for alarm.

•

Some people are so used to feelings of anxiety that they don’t realize there’s a
problem and simply suffer in silence.

•

Seeking treatment for anxiety is crucial; non-drug options include exercise and
optimizing your gut flora via your diet.

Anxiety is a natural, normal response to potential threats, which puts your body into a
heightened state of awareness. When felt appropriately, anxiety is beneficial and can keep
you out of harm’s way ... the anxiety you may feel while hiking near a steep drop-off, for
instance, will cause you to be more careful and purposeful in your movements.
For an estimated 40 million US adults, however, anxiety may occur even when there’s no
real threat, causing unnecessary stress and emotional pain. While many believe anxiety
and stress to be the same, persistent anxiety actually evokes quite a different experience
in your brain.

Anxiety in Your Brain: What Happens When Anxiety Attacks?
Anxiety does evoke the same “fight or flight” response that stress does, which means, like
stress, anxiety will trigger a flood of stress hormones like cortisol designed to enhance
your speed, reflexes, heart rate, and circulation. However, stress can occur with feelings of
anger, sadness, or even happiness and excitement.
Anxiety, on the other hand, virtually always involves a sense of fear, dread, or
apprehension. And while stress may occur due to an external source (like an argument
with your spouse), anxiety tends to be a more internal response.
Further, brief anxiety may coincide with a stressful event (such as speaking in public), but
an anxiety disorder will persist for months even when there’s no clear reason to be
anxious. While the exact causes for anxiety disorders are unknown, your brain is actively
involved.

24&Edited.&For&the&full&ar8cle,&please&see&following&link:&h`p://ar8cles.mercola.com/sites/
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The National Institute of Mental Health explains:
“Several parts of the brain are key actors in the production of fear and
anxiety ... scientists have discovered that the amygdala and the
hippocampus play significant roles in most anxiety disorders. The amygdala
is an almond-shaped structure deep in the brain that is believed to be a
communications hub between the parts of the brain that process incoming
sensory signals and the parts that interpret these signals. It can alert the rest
of the brain that a threat is present and trigger a fear or anxiety response.
The emotional memories stored in the central part of the amygdala may play
a role in anxiety disorders involving very distinct fears, such as fears of dogs,
spiders, or flying. The hippocampus is the part of the brain that encodes
threatening events into memories.”

Your Brain May Become Wired for Anxiety
It’s thought that anxiety disorders may result from a combination of nature (your genetics)
and nurture (your environment). For instance, if you grow up in an environment with
frequent yelling or abuse. It might make you prone to looking out for potential threats, even
when they’re no longer there. In a sense, your brain becomes “wired” for anxiety, such that
any potentially undesirable event or emotion becomes cause for alarm. Worse yet, some
people are so used to feelings of anxiety that they don’t realize there’s a problem and
simply suffer in silence. As anxious feelings intensify, it can lead to social isolation,
physical symptoms, and related mental health problems, like depression.
Despite this, it’s estimated that only one-third of people with anxiety disorders receive
treatment, which is highly recommended if you’re struggling with anxiety — but keep in
mind “treatment” doesn’t necessarily mean drugs. Unfortunately, most people who suffer
with anxiety either do nothing or resort to pharmaceutical drugs — many of which are
ineffective and capable of destroying your health and sanity further. Commonly prescribed
drugs include benzodiazepine drugs like Ativan, Xanax, and Valium. They exert a calming
effect by boosting the action of a neurotransmitter called gamma-aminobutyric acid
(GABA) in the same way as opioids (heroin) and cannabinoids (cannabis) do. This in turn
activates the gratification hormone, dopamine, in your brain. Since the identical brain
"reward pathways" are used by both types of drugs, they can be equally addictive and also
may cause side effects like memory loss, hip fractures, impaired thinking, and dizziness.
Ironically, the symptoms of withdrawal from many of these anxiety medications include
extreme states of anxiety — some of which are far worse than the original symptoms that
justified treatment in the first place.

The Major Contributor to Anxiety That Hardly Anyone Knows
Increasingly, scientific evidence shows that nourishing your gut flora with the friendly
bacteria known as probiotics is extremely important for proper brain function, and that
includes psychological well-being and mood control. It may sound odd that bacteria in your
gut could impact emotions such as anxiety, but that is exactly what the research bears
testimony to.
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The probiotic known as Bifidobacterium longum NCC3001, for instance, has been shown
to normalize anxiety-like behaviour in mice with infectious colitis. In a very real sense, you
have two brains, one inside your skull and one in your gut (the so-called “enteric nervous
system”), and each needs its own vital nourishment.
Your gut and brain actually work in tandem, each influencing the other. This is why your
intestinal health can have such a profound influence on your mental health, and vice
versa; as well as the reason why your diet is so closely linked to your mental health.
Prior research has also shown that the probiotic Lactobacillus rhamnosus had a marked
effect on GABA (an inhibitory neurotransmitter that is significantly involved in regulating
many physiological and psychological processes) levels in certain brain regions and
lowered the stress-induced hormone corticosterone, resulting in reduced anxiety- and
depression-related behavior.
So optimizing your gut flora with beneficial bacteria is a highly useful strategy. This is done
by eliminating sugars and processed foods and eating plenty of non-starchy vegetables,
avoiding processed vegetable oils, and using healthful fats. Additionally, using plenty of
fermented vegetables or a high-potency probiotic would be useful to reestablish a healthy
gut flora.

Your Diet Plays an Important Role in Your Mental Health
If you suffer from anxiety, it would be wise to look into nourishing your gut flora, and the
best way to do this is to regularly consume traditionally fermented foods, which are
naturally rich in beneficial bacteria. Pasteurized versions will NOT have the same benefits,
as the pasteurization process destroys many, if not all of the naturally-occurring probiotics.
So you will need to seek out traditionally fermented, unpasteurized foods like fermented
vegetables, or make them yourself.
If you do not eat these types of foods regularly, then a high-quality probiotic supplement
can help fill in the gap and give your gut the healthy bacteria it needs. This is the first part
of the equation. The second part of the equation to optimizing your gut flora lies in avoiding
the many factors that can throw your bacteria equilibrium way off balance, such as eating
sugar, refined grains and other processed foods or taking antibiotics.
Additionally, your diet should include a high-quality source of animal-based omega-3 fats,
like krill oil 25. The omega-3 fats EPA and DHA play an important role in your emotional
well-being, and research has shown a dramatic 20 percent reduction in anxiety among
med students taking omega-3s.

25&Please&note,&Kanaan&Ministries&would&encourage&you&to&do&your&own&research&on&krill&oil,&

as&krill&are&not&kosher&animals,&as&the&Bible&deﬁnes&kosher&animals&we&can&eat&and&those&
we&can’t.&See&also:&h`p://krilloil.mercola.com/krillaoilafaq.html&
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Exercise Is Frequently Helpful if You Have Anxiety
Some psychologists swear by exercise as a primary form of treatment for depression,
anxiety, and other mood disorders. Research has shown again and again that patients
who follow regular exercise regimens see improvement in their mood — improvements
comparable to that of those treated with medication. The results really are impressive
when you consider that exercise is virtually free and can provide you with numerous other
health benefits, too.
The benefits to your mood occur whether the exercise is voluntary or forced, so even if you
feel you have to exercise, say for health reasons, there’s a good chance you’ll still benefit.
In addition to the creation of new neurons, including those that release the calming
neurotransmitter GABA, exercise boosts levels of potent brain chemicals like serotonin,
dopamine, and norepinephrine, which may help buffer some of the effects of stress. Many
avid exercisers also feel a sense of euphoria after a workout, sometimes known as the
“runner’s high.” It can be quite addictive, in a good way, once you experience just how
good it feels to get your heart rate up and your body moving.
If you struggle with anxiety, you really can’t go wrong with starting a comprehensive
exercise program — virtually any physical activity is likely to have positive effects,
especially if it’s challenging enough.
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Imaging Technology Finally Reveals
How Emotions Manifest in Your Body26
By&Dr.&Mercola&|&28&March&2013

Story at-a-glance:
•

Every feeling you have affects some part of your body, and stress can wreak havoc
on your physical health. Just because we don’t have the technology to visualize the
mind-body connection doesn’t mean it’s not real.

•

In a recent experiment to map emotions, researchers asked volunteers to think
about one of 14 predetermined emotions, and then paint the areas of a blank
silhouette that felt stimulated by that particular emotion.

•

The experiment shows that emotions do tend to be felt in your body in ways that are
generally consistent from one person to the next, irrespective of your age, sex, or
nationality.

•

Previous studies have linked stress to lowered immune system function, increased
blood pressure and cholesterol levels, and altered brain chemistry, blood sugar
levels, and hormonal balance.

I’ve often said that you cannot divorce your health from your emotions. Every feeling you
have affects some part of your body, and stress can wreak havoc on your physical health
—especially if you’re not exercising or eating right, as both of these can help keep stress
in check in the first place. Still, even if you’re doing everything “right,” your emotions—both
chronic and acute—can wield great power over your body. The classic definition of stress
is “any real or imagined threat, and your body’s response to it.” Your body’s natural stress
response can have a significant impact on your immune function, brain chemistry, blood
sugar levels, hormonal balance, and much more.
In recent years, there’s been an upwelling of mind-body therapies that take this
interrelatedness between your emotions and physical health into account.1 The Emotional
Freedom Technique (EFT) is, I believe, among the most effective. Many in the primarily
left-brained field of science are still reluctant to embrace the mind-body paradigm however,
and one of the factors holding them back is the fact that you cannot see or measure
emotions inside your body. But just because we don’t have the technology to visualize the
mind-body connection doesn’t mean it’s not real!

Mapping How Emotions Manifest in Your Body
The image below is a step in the direction of being able to visualize how your emotions
manifest inside your body. Researchers in Finland asked 700 volunteers from Finland,
Sweden, and Taiwan to think about one of 14 predetermined emotions, and then paint the
areas of a blank silhouette that felt stimulated by that particular emotion.
26&Edited.&For&the&full&ar8cle,&please&see&following&link:&h`p://ar8cles.mercola.com/sites/
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Using a second blank silhouette, they were asked to paint in the areas that felt
“deactivated” during that emotion. To help them generate the appropriate emotion, they
could read a short story or view a video. (If you want to try this experiment yourself, you
can do so here. The online test is also available in Russian, French, and Italian.) The
experiment shows that emotions do tend to be felt in your body in ways that are generally
consistent from one person to the next, irrespective of your age, sex, or nationality. As
reported by the featured article in The Atlantic:
“The mapping exercise produced what you might expect: an angry hothead ... a depressed figurine that was literally blue (meaning they felt little
sensation in their limbs). Almost all of the emotions generated changes in the
head area, suggesting smiling, frowning, or skin temperature changes, while
feelings like joy and anger saw upticks in the limbs—perhaps because you’re
ready to hug, or punch, your interlocutor. Meanwhile, ‘sensations in the
digestive system and around the throat region were mainly found in disgust,’
the authors wrote. It's worth noting that the bodily sensations weren't blood
flow, heat, or anything else that could be measured objectively—they were
based solely on physical twinges subjects said they experienced ... [T]he
results likely reveal subjective perceptions about the impact of our mental
states on the body, a combination of muscle and visceral reactions and
nervous system responses that we can’t easily differentiate.”

The Mind-Body Connection
It’s interesting to note that certain emotions are known to be associated with pain in certain
regions of your body, even though science cannot give an explanation for why. For
example, those suffering from depression will often experience chest pains, even when
there’s nothing physically wrong with their heart.
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Extreme grief (or any other extremely stressful event) can also have a devastating impact
—not for nothing is the saying that someone “died from a broken heart.” In the days after
losing a loved one, your risk of suffering a heart attack shoots up by 21 times!
While the mechanics of these mind-body links are still being unraveled, what is known is
that your brain, and consequently, your thoughts and emotions, do play a role in your
experience of physical pain, and can play a significant role in the development of chronic
disease.
For example, previous studies have linked stress to lowered immune system function,
increased blood pressure and cholesterol levels, and altered brain chemistry, blood sugar
levels, and hormonal balance. It has also been found to increase the rate at which tumors
grow. One of the reasons for this has to do with the way the biological stress response
promotes inflammation in your body.
When you're stressed, your body releases stress hormones like cortisol, which prepare
your body to fight or flee the stressful event. Your heart rate increases, your lungs take in
more oxygen, your blood flow increases, and parts of your immune system become
temporarily suppressed, which reduces your inflammatory response to pathogens and
other foreign invaders.
When stress becomes chronic, your immune system becomes increasingly desensitized to
cortisol, and since inflammation is partly regulated by this hormone, this decreased
sensitivity heightens the inflammatory response and allows inflammation to run rampant.
While it’s not possible to eliminate stress entirely, you can help your body to compensate
for the bioelectrical short-circuiting caused by emotional stress.
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Part(8:

The Shroud
of Turin
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A Quantum Hologram of Christ's Resurrection? 27
by&Chuck&Missler

Dame Isabel Piczek — a Hungarian trained particle physicist and internationally renowned
monumental artist — has apparently uncovered hard, scientific evidence that Jesus Christ
did, in fact, rise from the dead.
The object of her study is a simple piece of ancient fabric known as the Shroud of Turin.

The(Most(Studied(ArEfact(in(History
The Shroud of Turin is arguably the single most studied artifact in human history. It is a
piece of ancient linen measuring 14 feet 3 inches long by 3 feet 7 inches wide. The
bloodstained surface of the Shroud is marked with a negative image of the undistorted
front and back sides of a naked man who appears to have been severely beaten and
crucified — an ancient Roman form of torture and execution.

For centuries, based on the Gospel accounts, many Christians have believed that Christ’s
body was wrapped in the Shroud when He was placed in a borrowed tomb in Jerusalem
2000 years ago.
In 2004, Dame Piczek became fascinated by the total absence of distortion of the Shroud
image, a physical impossibility if the body had been lying on solid rock. Piczek’s work
strongly suggests that the image of Jesus was projected as a quantum hologram onto the
cloth as His body underwent the process of Resurrection.
“The entire Resurrection process is akin to the Big Bang creation of the universe when
something was created from nothing,” explains Piczek. “You can read the science of the
Shroud, such as total lack of gravity, lack of entropy (without gravitational collapse), no
time, no space—it conforms to no known law of physics.”
Dame Piczek created a one-fourth size sculpture of the man in the Shroud. When viewed
from the side, it appears as if the man is suspended in mid air (see graphic, below),
indicating that the image defies previously accepted science. The phenomenon of the
image brings us to a true event horizon, a moment when all of the laws of physics change
drastically.

27&Ar8cle&take&from&h`p://www.khouse.org/ar8cles/2009/847/&
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Dame Piczek contends that the image
was created in an infinitesimally small
fraction of a second and its formation
was absent of the effects of gravity.

The(Physics(Behind
the(Holographic(Image
Dame Piczek explains the complicated
physics behind the image on the
Shroud: “As quantum time collapses
to absolute zero (time stopped
moving) in the tomb of Christ, the two
event horizons (one stopping events
from above and the other stop-ping the events from below at the moment of the zero time
col-lapse) going through the body get infinitely close to each other and eliminate each
other (causing the image to print itself on the two sides of the Shroud).
In general relativity, an event horizon is a boundary in space-time, most often an area
surrounding a black hole, beyond which events cannot affect an outside observer. Light
emitted from beyond the horizon can never reach the observer, and anything that passes
through the horizon from the ob-server’s side appears to freeze in place.
Attempting to make an object approaching the horizon re-main stationary with respect to
an observer requires applying a force whose magnitude becomes unbounded (becoming
infinite) the closer it gets.
The description of black holes given by general relativity is known to be only an
approximation, and it is expected that quantum gravity effects become significant near the
vicinity of the event horizon.1 It is this apparent suspension of gravity that underlies Dame
Piczek’s analysis.
“According to the nature of event horizons the dead body must have left its
image on the two surfaces of the event horizons. At the time of the explosion
(when time stopped) of the event horizons these images were ejected onto
both sides of the Shroud, with the body hovering parallel to the event
horizons.
This explains why the image shows a dead man, not the risen body, and also
explains why the image is negative (went from a positive body image to the
negative image like a camera film negative). This indicates how the image
got onto the cloth.”
If confirmed, this discovery is expected to yield a totally new perspective on the very
“singularity” attributed to the Creation of the universe in the first place. Piczek’s discovery
— and those of other scientists and re-searchers who have studied the Shroud — is
presented in The Fabric of Time, a television documentary and DVD from Grizzly Adams®
Productions.
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ThreeaDimensional(Hologram
Also featured in the film, The Fabric of Time, is a three-dimensional, anatomically accurate
hologram of a crucified man. Working independently of Piczek, a team of Dutch scientists
led by Dr. Petrus Soons used laser technology to convert two-dimensional photographic
negatives of the image on the Shroud.
Among the several discoveries from the
holographic image was the identification of
the two coins placed over the eyes. These
appear to be “widow’s mites,” minted in 29
A.D. in the reign of Tiberius (and which,
due to their diminutive value, were not
circulated outside of Israel.)
The DVD copies of The Fabric of Time
include 3-D glasses to better view and
appreciate the holographic images.
This documentary film is based in part on the following books: The Shroud of Turin by Ian
Wilson (Doubleday); The Blood and the Shroud by Ian Wilson (Orion Publishing Group);
and, the Shroud of Turin: An Adventure of Discovery by Mary and Alan Whanger, M.D.
(Providence House).
This DVD is certain to stimulate a great deal of discussion as we celebrate the
Resurrection of Christ during this coming Passover season!
For more information, see also the video interview with
L.A. Marzulli by “Prophecy In The News”: http://vimeo.com/57713632
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A word28 of ENCOURAGEMENT!
The Hebrew word TRUST:
"Trust in the LORD with all your heart ... know Him in all your ways" (Proverbs
3:5-6).
The Hebrew word for trust is "bittachon" ()בִּטָחוֹן, from a root word ( )בָּטָחthat means "to
lean upon," to feel safe and secure.
"Bittachon" describes emotional acceptance of the Goodness of the LORD. Some of the
teachers have said that while emunah ()אֱמוּנָה, or "faith", represents a state of
understanding ( )בִּינָהthat GOD is intimately involved in all the events of the universe,
bittachon means personally trusting that the LORD is present in every situation for your
good. Rabbi Bechaya put the distinction this way:
"Everyone who trusts has faith, but not everyone with faith trusts."
Bittachon is an intuitive awareness of the Personal Love of GOD for your life, coupled
with complete trust that He cares for you (Romans 8:28). It is an expectation that the Love
of GOD is "I-AM-always-with-you," too.

The Greek word ANXIETY:
Where it is written, "cast all your anxiety on Him because He cares for you" (1 Peter
5:7), the word translated "anxiety" (µέριµνα) comes from a Greek verb (µερίζω) that
means to be fragmented or divided into parts and pieces. We bring our brokenness to
GOD — including even those distractions that tear us away from Him and that tend to
make us inwardly fragmented — in order to receive GOD's Healing Care for us.
Therefore choose to regard your brokenness as an invitation to come before GOD for
healing. Never let it keep you from coming to the LORD for help! We are not to be ignorant
of satan and his devices ... despite our many sins, frailties, and even our own inner
ambivalence, we know that GOD Alone makes us whole and He is the True Lover of our
souls.
The Spirit always cries out for you come ... it is my prayer and hope that each of us will
draw near to GOD for life.
May the LORD GOD heal you, body and soul ... may He ease your pain, increase
your strength, and release you from all your fears. May blessing, love, joy, and true
shalom surround you and fill you in the Love of Y'shua (Jesus) our Savior.

AMEN!
28&Taken&from&the&Facebook&page&of&h`p://www.hebrew4chris8ans.com/&
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Additional Resources
Please be sure to work through all the books in the “Journey2Wholeness” series:
•

J2W1 Breaking The Curse Of Illegitimacy And Shame

•

J2W2 Emotional Pain And Building Healthy Relationships

•

J2W3 Emotional Pain And Restoring Relationships

As well as our foundational series, “Journey2Freedom”:
•

J2F1 Man’s Purpose And The Gifts Of The Spirit

•

J2F2 Generational Blessings

•

J2F3 Blessings And Curses Over Motherhood

•

J2F4 Water/Spirit Baptism

•

J2F5 Spying Out The Land

•

J2F6 Dealing With The Giants

•

J2F7 Uprooting Generational Heart-Attitudes And Roots

•

J2F8 Childhood Pain, The Brain, And Arrested Development ... How Do We HEAL
And Come To MATURITY?

•

J2F9 Mother-Bonds, Deception, And The False Prophetic
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In closing, after these curses have been dealt with and broken, it is very important to
restore BLESSINGS ... we want to encourage fathers to take this calling seriously, and to
begin BLESSING their families according to the Commandment of the LORD that the
priests bless with the following blessing ...

Priestly Blessing
Numbers 6:24-27

“Y’varekh’kha YHVH v’yishmerekha.
May YHVH bless you and keep you.
Ya’er YHVH panav eleikha vichunekka.
May YHVH make His Face shine on you and show you His favour.
Yissa YHVH panav eleikha v’yasem l’kha shalom.
May YHVH lift up His Face toward you and give you peace.
Numbers 6:27 “In this way they are to put My Name on the people of Isra’el, so that I will
Bless them.”

